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Little pond..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . 43 
Little Sebois river...... • ...... .... ........ 42 
Little Seboois lake .......................... 115 
Little Smith brook . . . ... . . .. ...... , . . . . . . . . . 46 
Lobster lake .. .... . . ... ... . .. ........ 18, 90, 91 
Lobster stream and pond .. . .......... .40, 90, 91 
Logan brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . 40 
Long lake (Allagash river svstem)... . . . . . . . . 51 
Long lake (Fish river system) . ........... .48, JOO 
Long pond (Allagash river system) ......•. 51, 100 
Long pond (Aroostook river system)..... . . .. 46 
Long pond (Piscataquis river system) .•... 31, 32 
l,ong pond (West branch system) ......... 39, 41 
Long Pond stream . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 
Longley pond and brook .. •.. . : . . . • . . . . . . . . 40 
Loon lake and stream ....... . . . ..... .. ... 40, 109 
Loon pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Lost pond (East branch system) . . . . . .. . . . . . . 43 
Lost pond (West branch system)............. 39 
Lucky brook . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 45 
t~~~he~~n~~~ci:: ".:: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : ~ 
Lunksoos pond and brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Lyford ponds. . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
M 
Mack's Point.. . . . . . . . ................. 126 
Madawaska lake...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Madawaska river.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Madawaska village ....... . .. . ...... .. ... · .. 107 
Masardis .... . .. . . .. ... . ... . ..... .. . .. 46, GS, G9 
Mattawamkeag river.. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 47 
McGowan pond ; . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . 45 
McKinnon brook .................... . ...... 51 
McKlusky brook ........................... 45 
McLellan brook ............................ 51 
Mc Nally pond •.. .... . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .... . . 45 
Meadow brook . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • 41 
Meduxnekeag lake and ri"er . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • 47 
Medway ....... . .. . ...... . ................ . 39 
Messer pond . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . • . .. • • . . . 42 
Michaud rapids ...... . .. .. .. . ...... . ....... 107 
Middle brook .......... . ... ... . . ......... 46, 49 
~Hi b~:t::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::: :::: :::: ~f 
Miller brook . • • .. • . . . .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Millinocket lake ......................... 39, 98 
Millinocket station . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 69 
Millinocket stream . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . . 39 
Millnockett lake and stream .•.. , .. , . , . .. . • .. 46 
Millimagassett lake .. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .. .. . . . . 46 
Milo .... . ................................. 71 
Milo Junction ............. . ... .. ... . .. . . U, 30 
Mink pond . . ... .. .... .... .. ................ 39 
Misery stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Moccasin pond........ . ... . . . ... .... ....... 49 
Monson pond . . .. . . • . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. • 32 
Monson village.. .. .. .. .. .. •• . . ... .. . .. .. .. 32 
Monroe brook . .. . . .. ....................... 51 
Monument line ........ . . .. . , .. . .. . . . • . • .. .. 105 
Moore's pond (Aroostook river system)...... 46 
Moore's pond (:\Ioosehead lake system) . . . . . 36 
MoosR:-
H abits, where found, etc . ......... 66, 67, 68 
Record of shipment .................. ,., 77 
Page 
Moosehead lake .. 17, 28, 33, 35, 36, 38, 41, 43, 
62, 55, 67, 68, 90, 9'J, 102 110 
Moose brook (Allagash river system)........ 61 
Moose pond and brook (Aroostook river 
Mo::.:::,~~.°.°.°.°.'.°.'.°.'.°.°.'.'.'.°.°.°.°.'.'.'.°.'.'.°.° .°.'.''!1:'. t; 
Moose river................................ 3G 
Moose horn deadwater. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
~~~::Pe0uk' fak~da~dds::;:~m:.' :: : : :: ." .' .'.': .'~~ ~~ 
~~:~~~!~~~~~bi~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::: 1~~ 
Mountain pond and brook ................ 31, 3G 
Moxie pond .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 
Mud brook (East branch system) ......... 41, 100 
Mud brooks (West branch system) . .........• al) 
Mud lake (Fish river system) ............ .48, lOll 
Mud pond (Aroostook river system) . . . . . . . . . 4fl 
Mud pond (East branch system) ... .42, 43, 00, llKI 
Mud pond (Moosehead lake system) ......... 3G 
l\lud pond (Piscataquis river system)......... 32 
Mud pond (West branch system) .......... 39, 40 
Mule brook .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4G 
M unsungan lake and stream......... .. .. . .. . 46 
Muskrat pond . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . 39 
Musquacook lakes and stream............ • . • ol 
N 
N ahmakanta lake and stream.. • • . . . . • . . . . . . . 39 
Narrow pond............................... 43 
~riFM?re~~~~~~:::::: :: : : : : :: :::::::: :::: :: ~ 
Notch pond .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 32 
Norcross .... . 17, 24, 381 39, 41, 68, G9, 90, 9G, 99 
Norcross brook............................. 38 
Norris brook ............................... 41 
North Hangor .......................... 123, 12'1 
Northeast carry . • 17, 38, 41, 43, 62, 60, 67, 90, 
91, 00, 102, 109, 110 
Northern Mame Junction ................... 124 
North Twin lake• .................... 24, 39, !l9 
Northwest carry ........................ 55, 110 
Northwest pond ............................ 30 
~~~a~b~~~k.'.':: ."." ." ." .": .": :::: :::: :: : : :: : : .".' :? 
N ulhedus pond and stream.................. 40 
0 
Oakes bog .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . 32 
Oakfield............. . . ................. 47 
g~~~~gl./;'~~-~: .. : ·.: ·. ·. ·. · . .. ·." ·:. ·:::. ·::: ... ·:: . . 3i; ~ 
Onawa station .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 32 
Ordway pond. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3i 
Otte~ -~~~~-~~~-~r-~~~~~~~~~'.~~~-~~~~-~~~t.e~;~ 4i 
g~t~~~~:ii~a·s·t· .~':'.~~~ -~~~t.e.':'~:: :: :::: :: :: ~ 
p 
Patten ............................ 43, 47, 68, f.9 
Parlin pond and stream .................... . 
Partridge brook .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ......... .. 
Passamagamock falls and carry ........ . . . 24, 
Patrick brook ........... ..... .......... .. .. 
Peavey pond .... ... ............. . ........ . 
Pemadumcook lake ............ .... 24, 39, 98, 
Penobscot bay ...................... 122, 124, 
Penobscot lake ..... .. .................... .. 
Penobscot pond .......................... .. 
PaNoBscoT RrvRR :-
East branch ................... 28, 39, 41, 
East branch canoe trip .... . ........... .. 
N' orth and South branche• ............ .. 
We5t branch .. 1 i, 28, ~' ;ID, 43, 52, r,;;, HA, 
3H 
3<J 
98 
30 
r.3 
!l!) 
126 
41 
39 
!i2 
1112 
111 
GU, !l'J, 110 
West branch canoe trip . . . !JO 
Picked Mt. lake .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. 47 
Pillsbury pond .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. r.1 
Pine ponds canoe trip ................... .-10, 110 
Pine island ................................. 1117 
Pine stream and falls ........... 19, 40, 91, !l:l, 1111 
Piscataquis river .................. ~, 30, 31, 32 
Pittston farm ............................... 111 
Pleasant brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r.1 
Plea,,;int pond.............................. 47 
Page 
Pleasant river ............. ......... . 30, 31, 79 
Pockwockamus falls and deadwater . • . . . • . . . • 96 
Pogey brook.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 42 
Poland pond . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 109 
Pollywog pond............................. 39 
Pond pitch ................................ 100 
Portage lake .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 49 
Portage ponds . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 61 
Portage station........ .. ................... 50 
Portland lake .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 50 
Pratt pond . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 45 
Prentiss rond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Presque sle station..... .. .................. 46 
Presque Isle stream..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
~~::::~ ~:k'~~:::: :::::: :::: :: :: :: :: :::: :::: ~ 
Prong pond .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 36 
Prospect . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 124 
Q 
Quaker brook .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 40 
Quakish lake and brook..................... 39 
R 
Rabbitt r,ond .............................. . 
Ragged ake and stream . . ......... 38, 39, 40, 
Ragged Mt. pond and stream ............... . 
l{a~muff stream .......................... 40, 
Rambow lake and stream .... . , ........ U, 39, 
Rat pond ................................. .. 
Red brook ................................ . 
Red river ................................ .. 
Reed pond and brook ...................... . 
Rideout brook..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Ripogenus carry and gorge .... ........ 2:i, 93, 
Ripo,l{enus lake and stream ........ 20, 40, f,8, 
Roach river and ponds ................... 3(), 
Roaring brook .. .. ........................ . 
Robbins brook ............................ . 
Rockaberna lake.. . . ............ , ......... . 
Rocky brook ( \llaga h ri\'cr "" tun) ...... .. 
Rocky pond and brook (West branch system). 
Ross pond .. . ........................ .. 
Round pond (Allagash river system) .. ol, 1111, 
39 
67 
30 
!l1 
!l8 
39 
40 
4!l 
4G 
63 
94 
93 
67 
31 
61 
47 
(;! 
40 
43 
lO!l 
40 Round pond (West branch system) ........ .. 
Rowe lake and brook .............. ., .. . .. . • 41i 
Rowe pond. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. 40 
Rum pond ................................ 32 
Runaway brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r,r, 
Russell pond and brook (Allagash riversystem) Iii 
Russell pond an ! stream (West branch system) 40 
s 
Saddle pond... . .. .. .. . . . . .. . • .. . . . . . .. .. . .. 42 
Salmon brook (West branch system). ........ 3\1 
Salmon lake and brooks. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 4;; 
Sam Heyden brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4fi 
Sand Hank brook . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 41 
Sandy Point . . ............................. 124 
~h~Juj~'l,ar'~a'k.' .' .'.' .' .'.' .' .' .'.' .'.' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'.': .'.'.'~'. gi 
Schoodic lake ............................ 30, 3!1 
Schoodic station. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GU 
Schoodic stream.. .. .. . . • • • . . • .. • • • .. .. • . . . • 30 
Scraggly lake ............................... 42 
Scuttorland brook • . . . . .. • . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 47 
Searsport ............................... 12'l, 1~~; 
Sears i!iland .....•..................••...... 12ti 
Sebec lake ................................ 31, 32 
Sebois lake. .. • . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. • . . .. 42 
Sebois river ............................. 42, 10;; 
Seboois lake • • • . . . • .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • • . • • 30 
Sebooi~ stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :«t 
Seboomook ................................ 110 
Second lake (~:ast branch •y•tem) ......... 42, 1114 
Second Like ( t'i•h ri\'•r system) ............. llNl 
Second l.tke (Piscataquis rin:r system) . . . . . . . at 
Second pond (East branch system) .. .. • • .. .. 4:1 
Seven ponds · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • • ·. . 4'.t Shallow pond ...................... • ...... · 40 
Sherman ................................... GS 
Shields brook (Aroostook river system) ••. 4r., 46 
Shields brook (St. John rinr system)........ r.a 
~n:;;~r:~~: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::  : :: : :: :~,: ;~ 
Six Mile Falls ...... · 00 .... • .... • • .... • .... 123 
Page 
Skiticook lake .............................. 47 
Sly brook • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 47 
Smith brook (Allagash river system)......... 51 
Smith brook (Aroostook river system)........ 46 
Smyrna Mills ..•••.•.•...•.•.••.••.••••.••• 47 
Snake brook and pond.. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 43 
Snare brook. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Snowshoe lake • • · •• · • · • • · • • · • •••. • • • • • • • • . • 42 
Snowshoe pond· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.......... . . . 46 
Soldier pond and brook..···................ 41 
Soper brook. · · · · · · · · · · • • · • • • · • • · • · · • • • · • • · • 40 Sourdnahunk deadwater .••••••••.••••••. . 23, 94 
Sourdnahunk falls.......................... 94 
Sourdnahunk lake .....•.•...••••••... 68, 69, 102 
Sourdahunk lake and stream ......... . 40, 94, 95 
South Lagrange .•........•.•..•••• • ••... 122, 123 
South pond .•••••.•• • · • · • · · • · • • • · • • • · • • · • • · 32 
South Sebec ............ ·...•.•••.•••.••.••• 32 
South Twin lake .......•.••..••••••...••. 39, 69 
Spaulding lake .•••.•.•. · ..••...•..•..•.. •.• 47 
Spectacle pond ..•••• • • • • ...•.•••.• • .. 32, 38, 45 
Spider lake ..•..• • · · • • · • · · · · • · · · · • • • • • • • · · • 51 
Spring brook ..••..•. • • · · •....•• • • • • • • • · .42, 46 
Spruce Mt. pond • · · · · • • • •...• • • • · • • • · • • · • • • 31 
Squa Pan lake and stream ••••••••••••••• ·•• • 46 
Squa Pan station ........................ · · · 46 
Square lake ••••.•.•..•••••.•••••.••. 48, 106, 107 
Stacyville ............................ 4a, 68, 69 
Stair falls .•.••• •••••..•...•••••. · • • • · • • • ·. 104 
Stink pond ....•.••••••••..••••••• • • • • • • • • • • 43 
Stockton ............................ • •• 124, 126 
Stony brook ..•..•.. • • • • • · •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. · 36 
St. Croix lake and stream · ................ · . 46 
St. Froid lake ...... · · · ............... 48, 49, fiO 
St. John river .. . 28, 42, 48, 02, 53, r:t5, 99, 101, 
100, 107, 110, 111 
St. John city •..•..• · ..... • · • • • • • • · · · • ...... 111 
St. John ponds· .. • • • · • · • • · · · · • • • • · • • • • • · · · · 55 
Sweeney brook••· · · · · · · · · • • • • · · · · · · · ••...• • 111 
Swift brook .•• • • . • • . . . . • • • • . .. • • • • • .. • . . . . • 41 
T 
Telos lake and brook .................... 42, 102 
Tdosmis lake ........................... 42, 102 
Temiscouta lake ............................ 107 
Thanksgiving pond . . . . • .. .. • • .. . . . • • • • • • . . • 32 
Third l•ke (East branch system)............. 43 
Third pond (Piscataquis system)............. 31 
Thoroughfare brook . • • • . • . • .. • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 51 
Titcomb's lake · · · • · ...... ·................. 47 
Toby brook................................ 36 
Togue lake. • • • • • . . . . • • • • .. • • • • .. .. • • . . . • • . • 51 
Togue stream and pond..................... 39 
Tom Fletcher stream . • • • • • • • • • • .. . • • .. • • • • • 36 
Tracy brook....... .. • • • • • • • .. .. • • • .. .. • • • • • 46 
Traveler mountain . . . . . . . ............... :a15 
Trout brook .. • .. • . . ............. 42, 46 
Trout pond....... .. .... ........... 32, 104 
Truesaell pond....... . ... ., . . . • • • . . • . . . • 41 
1'ulandic streain ...... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Tumble Down Dick brook. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3S 
Turner brook (East branch system).......... 42 
Turner mountain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Turner pond (Moosehead lake system)....... 36 
Turner pond and brook (St. John river system) 53 
Turtle ts land • · · .• • · · · • .. · · · ............... 107 
Twin brook • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. • • . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 
Twitchell brook............................ 39 
Twenty Mile brook ......................... 45 
Two Mile pond • • • • . • . .. • • .. .. .. • . • .. .. • . . . 4-0 
u 
Umbazooksus lake and stream . .40, 43, 52, 99, 109 
U mcolcus lake and stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Umsaskis lake ........................... 51, 100 
Upper lake ................................. 46 
v 
~i~le~;:,'l,~~~k· ·::. ·. ·. ·.°:3_•. ~'. ~?~'. .1?.2:. ~~'. ~'.".1: 1ll 
w 
Wadleigh brook ......................... 4-0 42 
Wadleigh pond .•.............••.•....•.... '. 39 
Wallagrass station .......................... 107 
Wallagrass stream. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . 48 
Warren island.............................. 91 
Webster brook (Aroostook river system)..... 45 
Webster lake and stream (East branch system) 
................................. 42, 43. 102 
Wells brook ............................... 45 
West bog .................................. 32 
West Branch ponds.. ........... ............ 31 
West Seboois station . ................... . 30, 69 
Whetstone falls ............................ 106 
White brooks (St. John river system)........ 53 
White brook (Piscataquis river system)....... 31 
White Horse lake • . • . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . • .. . . . . . 42 
Wilson pond . . • • • . . .. . .. . .. . . • • .. • • . • • . . • 32 
Wilson stream.......................... . . . 32 
Wilson stream and ponds (Moosehe~d Jake 
Win~~~~~~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • : : : . : : : : : : : '.: 1~ 
Wintervilie.............. . • . .... ..••.... fJ(), 107 
Wissataquoik stream . . ......... . 41, 42, 105, 100. 
Wolverton brook.... . • . • . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 46 
Woodman brook • . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • 51 
Wood pond ................ · · • · · • • .. • · · • • · • :l6 
y 
Youngs pond ............................... 41 
Index to Advertisements 
CAMPS:- Page 
Allagash river region, W. H. Cunliffe Sons, 189 
Aroostook headwaters, Wm. Atkins ....... 148 
Attean lake camps, Holden Bros .......... 138 
Jlig Fish lake, Orcutt & Howard .......... 147 
Dehsconcag, W. F. McPheters .. .......... 1-44 
Great pond, Patterson & Williams ••...... 142 
Indian pond, M. j. Marr ................. 136 
Jo Mary lake, Bert Haynes & Son ... ..... 144 
Katahdm Iron Works, G. I. Brown & Son, 
141; W. W.Freese&Son,14-0; Chas.j. 
Henderson ...... ... ................ ... 140 
Long pond, Thos. Leeman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:m 
Mattawamkeag lake, W.W. Sewall ........ 146 
Molunkus, L. P. Swett .............. ..... 146 
Moosehead lake, Fred D. Bigney, 137; T. 
Wm. Gilbert, 135; E. A. Greenleaf. ..... 135 
Norcross, Wm. Moriarty .................. 144 
Onawa, Ernest L. Parsons, 189; Young & 
Buxton ................................. 14-0 
Oxbow, Arbo & Libby .................... 150 
Page 
Rainbow lake, C.H. Collins .............. 146 
Ripogenus lake, R. C. Thomas .......•.... 143 
Salmon Stream lake, Henry Gantnier ...... 152 
Schoodic, Cole Bros., 141 ; Haskell & 
Jlrown, 142; Mr. & Mrs. Alfred E. Hobbs 141 
Shinn pond, Edwin F. Fowler, 146; Sibley 
Farm Co ............................... 149 
Sourdnahunk waters, I . 0 . Hunt, 154; C. A. 
Daisey ..... ............................ 145 
St. Froid lake, Joseph Al\>ert, .. -,· ........ ir,a 
Square lake, D. L. Cummings & Co .. ..... 151 
Umculcus lake, Tenney & Painter ......... 147 
Guinss :-
Ashland, Geo. Eagen .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 152 
llrownville, 0. Q. Hatha"ay .............. 153 
Katahdin Iron Works, Chas. Berry ........ 146 
Medway, Fred C. Ray, HG; A. 0. Haie ... 146 
Norcross, Guy C. Haynes, 144; P. P. Fowler 146 
Bangor, Penobscot Exchange.. .. .. . • . . . . . • 152 
HoTELS :- Page 
Brownville, Hotel Herrick ................ 142 
Caribou, Vaughan House ................. 152 
Fort Kent, Hotel Dickey ................. 150 
Guilford, The Braebum ...•..............• 139 
Houlton, Snell House ......•.......•..... 152 
Katahdin Iron Works, Silver Lake Hotel.. 141 
Millinocket, Great N orthem Hotel ........ 144 
Moosehead lake, Moosehead Inn, 138; Mt. 
Kineo House, 134; Outlet House, 137; 
Lily Bay House, 137; Seboomook House 138 
Oxbow Hotel ............................ 149 
Patten House ............•••••.•......... 149 
Port Orange House, Fla. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llil 
Roach River House......... . . . . . . . . . . ... 135 
Sebec lake, Lake Hotel, 139; Sebecco Lake 
House ••••..•...••••••.•• , •••.......... 139 
M ISCBLLANBOUS : -
Advertising, Fred H. Clifford ............. 173 
Banks, Eastern Trust & Banking Co,, 1H7 i 
First National of Bangor, 1()5 ; Merrill 
Trust Co ............................... 100 
Carriages1 J. W. Sawyer & Son. . . . . . . . . . . . 172 C~r R~onng, Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof-
inf. Co ................................. 168 
Coa, C.H. Sprague & Son •............•• 170 
Construction Supplies, Pennsylvania Steel 
Co ..................................... 169 
Contractors, Hartwell & Blanchard..... . . 173 
Drain Pipe, etc., Portland Stoneware Co ... 172 
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TO the man or woman who has once 
tasted the ecstacies of life in the 
deep woods of northern Maine, the "call 
of the wild" is simply irresistible. To 
them no summons is sweeter, or more 
welcome, or more delightful to obey; 
and though it comes, clear and penetra-
ting, with every recurring vacation sea-
son, yet it comes ever to gladly receptive 
cars and finds an instant response in the 
heait of the erstwhile vacationist. 
"The wild" which calls many thousands of men and women to 
Maine every year is spread out over fifteen thousand square miles 
of territory, reaching entirely across the northern poition of the 
state from border to border and extending from the Canadian 
boundary line on the north almost to the latitude of Bangor on the 
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south. Practically all of this vast area is covered with immeasur-
able stretches of forest, in whose deepest recesses the runways of 
wild game are seldom touched by the foot of man. Not even the 
lumbermen in their annual encroachments upon the rich timber-
lands of this section have as yet penetrated to the most remote 
portions of the wilderness, so that to-day, as in the years now long 
gone by, the monarch moose and nimble, graceful deer still hold 
undisputed sway. 
And what a wilderness it is ! The true savagery of primeval 
nature still shows there, as it did in days of old; the vales and 
ridges are still hid den beneath unbroken stretches of forest 
umbrage; the mountains lift their rugged tops toward the blue 
of heaven just as they did when the Indian aborigines first sur-
veyed them; while the innumerable lakes, porn ls, streams and riv-
ers glitter and glisten in to-day's sunlight with the same enchanting 
sparkle and embowered by the same rich forest fringes that have 
made aml kept them dear to every beholder from early days till 
now. We call it "the untamed forest," "the rough woods," and 
so it is; yet here are frequent gems of scenery, colored as no 
human hand could color them, now softened hy distant hazes, now 
heightened by reflection in the near still waters - scenic gems 
which, though set in the roughness of the wilderness, are as quietly 
"The Rest Hunting in All America." 
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"So Ideal a Region for Inland Voyages." 
beautiful and enchanting as the world has ever known. You expect 
a rugged, savage region, and you find it; but the molli(ying 
effects of woodhud charms or placid water arc never far away. 
To spend one's vacation in a land of such wondrous attractions 
is a treat indeed. The sportsman finds here the best moose and 
deer hunting in all America; the angler can always fill his basket 
with handsome trout and other game fish from northern Maine 
waters; the canoeist, though he journey the world over, will not 
find so ideal a region for inland voyages as is offered here; the 
lover of nature and of the beautiful will count this indeed his 
land of Paradise; while the seeker for health and rejuvenation 
will find here a most beneficial and delightful sanitorium. Surely 
this is a la!Hl of great promise to all vacationists - and, best of all, 
it not only promi.~cs, but itji1(fills. 
The fact that one can ride in the height of comfort by rail to the 
vacation region of his choice leads many thousands of sportsmen 
and tourists to come to northern Maine rather than to go else-
where on their annual outings. One need never go beyond sound 
of the locomotive whistle here to enjoy in full all the privileges 
and delights of this wonderful gameland and playground. And 
yet, if the vacationist would delve deep into the primeval and 

"The Call of the Wild " 
wondrously attractive "back 
country," he has but to forsake 
train for canoe at any of the 
many up-river stations, and let 
his guide take him up along 
the winding waterways to the 
densest parts of the great wild-
erness. There he can commune 
with nature as in no other place; 
there he hears " the call of the 
wild" and no other sound; 
there he finds full realization 
of his fondest dreams and an-
ticipations of life in the great 
woods of northern Maine. 
In selecting a camp and out-
ing locality, and in preparing 
the necessary equipment for a 
sojourn in the woods, invaluable 
aid will be furnished by the 
announcements printed in the 
advertising section of this book. 
Study this section carefully, 
write the advertisers freely, 1rnd 
the success and pleasure o.f your 
outing will be all the greater 
for it. 
A N orthcnl Maine Laker. 
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By Hon. Wm. C Sproul, Chester, Penn. 
Q NE of the particular advantages which 
Maine's splendid forest country holds 
out to seekers for real recreation, is that, 
as in the game of golf, one may play as hard 
or as easy as he pleases. Many people who 
would greatly appreciate vacations among 
the sparkling lakes and tree-cla<l hills of the 
great north woods are deterred from enjoy-
ing this outing of all outings, however, by 
the notion that too much personal discom-
fort and even hardship must be undergone. 
These people are missing the greatest time 
of their lives through a misunderstanding. 
To be sure, the strenuous lover of the 
sterner forms of outdoor life can find here 
evuy facility for his complete satisfaction. If he wants to go out 
in the wilderness to live as primeval man lived, without shelter and 
with only the bare necessities of life, he can do so, and find plenty 
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of room to indulge his penchant for primitive living and rugged 
exercise. Those who find great enjoyment in the woods, but prefer 
a canvas shelter and some of the comforts of life, find here ideal 
conditions, and they may make their outfits as simple or as com-
prehensive as they choose, and rough it or take it easy, as best 
pleases them. Camp outfits and camp ideas are as varying as 
house furnishings. Some of those who go to the woods and take 
their outfits with them get along with very little, while others 
At Northeast Carry, ::\l oose head Lake. 
have elaborate paraphernalia and every comfort at hand. Two 
distinguished friends of mine from Philadelphia, a leading jour-
nalist and an eminent financier, regularly spend the month of 
August in camp at Harrington lake, and their village of tents, 
located by a spring on the shore of that gem of a lake, is a marvel 
in its comfort and convenience. These two cronies live there, 
with their trusty guides, for a full month every year, and the 
renewal of health, as well as the pleasure they get from this abso-
lute rest, is an inspiration for notably successful achievements in 
great business affairs. 
Then there are wandering campers, nomads of the wilderness, 
who go out to follow the canoe routes through the rivers and 
lakes, pitching their tents where an inviting spring, a likely trout 
stream or an abundance of game signs invite them, and remaining 
as long as they find diversion. These wanderers in the forest 
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Such a Camp C)ffers "llappy l>ays " Indeed? 
have a halcyon time, an<l enjoy to the fullest extent the pleasure 
of woo<l and stream, lake an<l mountain. The exploration of 
interesting trout brooks, the climbing of mountains or excursions 
into the pathless wil<l lands afford diverting side trips for these 
voyagers, and when it is understood that there are, back from the 
rivers and lakes, thousands of square mile sections in these north-
ern woods where the footfall of a man does not disturb the echoes 
once a year, the opportunities for original investigations of wild 
nature may be realized. 
And all of this is i<leal and a vacation spent in this way - a 
life so absolutely different from the everyday existence in town or 
country, the complete relief from the care and detail of business 
and affairs- works wonders in fortifying mind and body for the 
strenuous activity which characterizes our latter-day American. 
But I started out to tell how those who are not seeking the 
strenuous life, nor yet the too simple life, may have a genuine 
experience with nature in the wilderness, may see the woods and 
the wild things, catch the wily trout and find the big game, and 
yet sleep in a real house every night and on a good spring bed. 
There are many who love the life of the forest and stream, who 
like to hunt and to fish, to paddle and to tramp in a moderate 
way, and yet have an aversion to getting too far away from the 
sheltering shingles when night comes on, and want comforts and 
conveniences within easy reach. And where else hut in the north-
ern Maine woods is it possible to enjoy such a com hi nation? 
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The trip through the West branch of the Penobscot offers just 
such an opportunity, and for those who like their ease and desire 
to be completely comfortable, and yet want to see some of the 
wildest and grandest river, forest ancl mountain scenery in all the 
world, with plenty of game and good fishing, here is the chance 
of chances. Starting from Kineo, going to Northeast carry with 
guides ancl canoes, one may take one's time on the way or push 
through quickly to Norcross, eighty miles away by river and lakes, 
passing enchanti11g scenes of wild beauty, and yet sleep under a 
hospitable roof, in a good bed every night. 
This is an easy trip I am describing, with a start from Kineo 
in the mid(lle of the morning, a twenty-mile steamboat ricle to 
Northeast carry, a good dinner at the comfortable little hotel 
there, and after dinner a leisurely walk over the low divide be-
tween the waters of Moosehead lake, in the basin of the Kennebec, 
to the West branch stream of the Penobscot. It is a two-mile 
jaunt across the carry-lazy folks may ri1le- 1uul the canoes are 
taken across by wagon. A United States government survey 
hen ch-mark, at the Penobscot sic le of the carry, indicates that 
this spot is H8:3 feet above ti(lewater. It is well towards the mid-
dle of the afternoon when we put in our canoes and start clown 
the West branch, but it is only twelve miles to the Bext house, 
A Picturesque Stretch of l<.iver. 
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and a leisurely paddlP with the current will bring us there before 
supper. The upper reaches of the West branch are not turbu-
lent, and the long L>bster dead water, so named because the outlet 
of Lobster lake flows into it, an<l the four-mile stretch of Moose-
horn dead water, make up most of the distance. Our little flotilla 
made good time, all hands helping with the pad< lies. A two-year-
old moose, pulling lily pads out of the bottom of a little C'reek, 
A hfoo~e !'-lt!tking Lily Pads . 
loomed up within fifty yards of us as we sile11tly passed the out-
let, while a couple of deer; a porcupine high in a tree-top, whose 
descent was accelerated at sight of us; a rahhit swimming the 
river to escape a pursuing fox, ancl numerous fish-hawks ancl great 
hlue herons, were the sights of this day. Ancl oh, the treat of 
these things, the clear water ancl the blue sky, the woods a1Hl the 
hills, and the l\laine aftemoon ! \\!hat of a clay in .June anywhere 
else - an August day in Maine is perfection. 
Joe Smith's place- halfway hdween Northeast carry and Lake 
Chesuncook- appears suclden ly arourul It bend, alHl we arc soon 
at the rocky landi11g. Joe S111ith is a character of the woods; his 
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nearest neighbor is twelve miles distant, but he hasn't pined away 
from loneliness. He complained to us that the deer were digging 
the potatoes in the patch beside the house and, sure enough, an 
inspection showed destructive work upon the part of the sharp-
hoofed denizens of the woods. Half of the acre patch had been 
trampled down and the tubers dug by the mischievous deer, and 
after supper we had not long to wait before a big buck quietly 
jumped the fence and started to help himself to Joe's potatoes. 
Too bacl it was not in game season, but the sight of the sleek fel-
low feeding was good for tired eyes. On the day of our arrival 
no fewer than fourteen deer came down to the river to drink in 
sight of Joe Smith's house . 
• Joe Smith's beds are good; so was the breakfast; and we were 
ready for an early start to get to Lake Chesuncook. The early 
morning ride in the silent canoes down this stretch of river was 
delightful. The water was low but the guides were skillful and 
we got through the Dog-Hole and the Fox-Hole, as the rocky 
rapids are called, without leaving much of our canoe paint on the 
boulders, and came to the Rocky Rips, another and longer rapids, 
in good time. Here, too, we found good navigating and did not 
alight from our canoes till Pine Stream falls were reached, above 
where the Penobscot widens into Lake Chesuncook. This lake is 
twenty miles long, and unless one is inordinately fond of pad-
dling, and the water is smooth, it is pleasanter to load yourselves, 
your canoes and outfit on the little steamer and make the transfer 
through Chesuncook in this way. This we did, embarking at 
about eleven o'clock on the funny little craft, barely longer than 
a canoe itself, hut swift and able. The country immediately about 
" 'Suncook," as the Piscataquis county folks call it, is flat, but the 
group of mountains 
about Katahdin on the 
east, and Spencer moun-
tain and its neigh hors 
on the west, make a fine 
panorama from this 
view point. 
A stop at "Anse " 
Smith's for a good din-
ner, and we were ready 
to go 011, with the little 
steamer, to the foot of 
the lake, where &. short 
half-mile carry brought 
Appetizing ! 
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Camp~ tt. t R. ipogenu~ Lake. 
us past the dam ancl over the rapirls to Hipogenns lake, than 
which there is not a prettier little hody of water anywhere. It 
was late afternoon when we put in for the short paddle on Hipo-
genus lake to Thomas' camps, anrl old Katahdin, whieh stands like 
a sentinel over this entire countrj, and is visible from Moosd1cad 
lake to Pemadumcook, was now taking on the soft glow which his 
barren top assumes when the Sl·tting sun, having abandoned all the 
lesser elevations near him, leaves its last lingering rays upon his 
lofty summit; the placid lake, embowered in verdure-dad hills, 
the silence of the wilderness broken only hy the occasional evening 
note of a bird, and the dull, distant roar of the mighty foils 
where the troubled river rushes through the gorge bclow,- it was 
a picture to remain with one. 
In a few minutes we were at the landing, and the twinkling 
lights and blazing fires in the pretty log houses looked very 
attractive. The cozy rooms and the good warm suppl·r appcall·d 
mightily to us aftPr our day's jaunt, and our <pmrkrs were as 
comfortable as could he desired. There is pll'llty to do in Hipo-
genus neighborhood, hut our first excursion was to hl'autiful Frost 
poncl, a couple of miles to the north of the lake, and one of the 
prettiest bodies of water to he sl•en, even in :\laine. Its rocky 
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A D omesticated W c~t Branch ~loose . 
beach is curiously mottled with red and white, the jasper rocks 
producing a color effect resembling the pictured rocks of Lake 
Superior. Here there is always good fishing, and our catches of 
trout were only limited by the needs of the camp. One day, fish-
ing an hour in the morning and an hour in the evening, we caught 
over ninety trout, many of them of the bright red species peculiar 
to Frost pond, and probably given their color hy considerate 
nature to match the red jasper which paves the shore and is 
visible in deep places through the crystal water. 
We spent much time in the miclclle of the day paddling about 
to get some photographs of a young bull moose who came into 
the lake to drown off the moose-flies which were tormenting him, 
and swam about and disported himself for half an hour before he 
would leave, despite our nearness. Our efforts were rewarded with 
several fairly good snapshots of his sylvan highness. 
Fishing with live bait for the big trout in Carry pond afforded 
plenty of sport for other days, while tramps to Little Frost pond, 
where the sight of several deer and innumerable partridges paid up 
for rather poor luck with the trout; a trip down through the 
gorge to see the natural beauties of the wickedest fall in the whole 
Penobscot, another to Hipogenus pond, an out-of-the-way and 
Palaces of tht: ~faint! Woods. 
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seldom visited body of water, where the sight of one or more deer 
is always to be expected, and a moose is nothing rare, filled in our 
time completely. 
The days were all too short at Ripogenus, and all too few, but 
labor day is coming and it means "back to the mines" for most 
of us. So bidding farewell to our home in the woods we set out 
clown the lake, over the long carry to Big Eddy, and are again 
in Penobscot for a day of canoeing which for attractiveness, can-
not have many rivals. To be sure there are carries on the lower 
stretch of the river, but after the long one at Ripogenus Gorge is 
passed, the others are short and every one of them offers such 
varied views of woods, mountain and racing river that one is well 
repaid for the trouble. The swift current soon brings us to 
Gulliver's pitch, and beyond, at the Horserace, the stage of the 
water macle a longer walk than usual the sate thing to do, but the 
guides ran the canoes through, and an exciting picture they made. 
Through the long Sourdnahunk dead water, with the great bulk 
of Mount Katahdin lcoming over us, apparently close by yet 
really a good ten miles away; a stop at the dam for lunch by a 
cool spring; past the outlets of the two Abol streams, where the 
trail to Katahdin, now only eight or nine miles away, starts in, 
the views are end1anting and around almost every bend, the sight 
of one or more deer rewards our watchfulness. Past the Katahdin 
View camps, a very attractive looking place, where good accom-
modations could be had, we 
pushed along, and over the 
Pockwockamus carries to Dch-
sconeag dea<lwater, where the 
river widens into a beautiful 
lake with bayous and islands, 
a veritable paradise for game 
and a delight to the fisherman 
who seeks pickerel amid the 
tall river grasses. Here Joe 
Francis' camp offers shelter for 
those who are weary, but we 
turned off to the right and 
paddled through the Debs-
coneag outlet, with its curious 
sands, into the First Dehsco-
neag lake, where, high on a 
rocky eminence, the lights of 
Garland's camps shone out in 
cheerful welcome. Here, too, All Deer Aren' t Afraid, You See. 
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we founcl good refreshments and good rest as well as good company, 
and were treated to a sight of a pretty catch of togue and land-
locked salmon, the thought of which made us sorry that we could 
not stop to try the Debsconeag lakes, Hain bow lake aJHl the Hurd 
ponds, famous fishing places and within easy reach of this cozy 
hcadq uarters. 
This 1\l oose Enjoys Camp Society, 
A late morning start, the next day, over Debsconeag and 
Passamagarnock and Ambajejus falls, brought us in good season 
to the head of Ambajejus lake, where we found a prPtty camp 
and a good dinner awaiting us before we took the little steamer 
for the trip through Ambajejus, Pemadumcook and North Twin 
lakes, where we could still see, away in the distance, the top of 
Spencer mountain, forty miles in a bee-line, and nearly eighty by 
river and lake, marking Moosehead lake, our starting point. 
At Norcross we reached the railroad. Those who desire may 
rest here very comfortably, but desiring to get back to Kinco on 
the morning train, we took the aftPrnoon train to Brownville, a 
thrifty little Maine town on Pleasant river, spent a comfortable 
night at the village hotel, aJHl, making an early start with the 
folks going to the Bangor Fair, we were soon at Milo, .Junction, 
and had time to take a look at the great car shops the B. & A. is 
building there before our train came along and took us to the 
end of our outing, as invigorating and inspiring an outing as one 
could desire. 
The guides, the few lumbermen ancl camp-owners of the Maine 
woods are a kindly ancl hospitable lot. There is 110 gouging, no 
sharp practice, and one appreciates the delightful cornracleship 
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of the woods, where strangers 
are few and welcome. The 
memories of stories of the wild-
erness and experiences tolcl by 
the Incl ian guides and the Maine 
men, har<ly, honest fellows, will 
linger long with you, and you 
will he surprised to find how 
much you have learned of the 
ways of woodcraft and the 
secrets of the wild things. The 
taste of tht•se pleasures to the 
man with red blood in his veins 
is innocuous, but very "catch-
ing;" what seemed too much to 
undertake this year will be 
pleasme for next year, and the 
progress of the passion for this 
real recreation in nature's won-
derland will be marked. The 
men and women who come this 
year to stop at the hotels and 
see the country, will go next 
year to the camps in the woods; 
then they'll make a moderate Cub Bea r "l'p a Tree. " 
trip, such as I have described, 
and the next year will find them with a camping outfit taking in 
the whole thing. It's the most fascinating fever in the world, and 
it will get you if you once come close enough to feel its subtle 
enticements. 
One of the most pleasant surprises one meets with, in coming 
to the Maine woods, is the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. Vesti-
buled trains, a splendid roadbed and excellent service, even as 
compared with the trunk lines in thickly populated sections, sur-
prise the traveller in Maine's great wildemess, and one comes 
away so well impressed with this modern highway of the north 
that when, in his travels far away, he sees the B. & A. cars with 
the familiar script trademark in white on their sides, he welcomes 
them as old friends from the scenes of happy days. 
• 
]\{OST fishermen, like 
poets, arc horn; hut in 
these clays when the delights 
of nature are coming more 
and more strongly into the 
vacation life of humanity, a 
great many fishermen are 
"1111ule" simply hy the trencl 
of the times. Nowadays the 
great majority of vacation-
ists fincl it the supreml•st 
kincl of enjoyment lo revel 
in the delights of a free life 
out of doors; ancl as they 
wander about among the green bowers of nature's making and 
along the glittering waterways, they simply cannot resist the 
temptation of throwing a line into the ch•ar cool depths where 
Angling in Northern Maine 
big, brilliant-backed fish are known to be lurking, and there 
match their craftiness against the natural cunning of the finny 
prey. 
It is the man - and, if you please, the woman - having the 
real love for Waltonian sport who becomes most enthusiastic over 
angling in the waters of northern Maine. To him, nothing in all 
the world can come up to the splendid fishing possibilities which 
this territory holds forth. Not only are there large and gamey fish 
to be caught here, and untolcl thousands of them, but the charm-
ing scenic environments of the fishing waters, the thrill of canoeing 
to the very home of these denizens of the deep, the delights of the 
attendant camp life-all these and more are features which fur-
nish the sweetest accompaniment to the northern Maine fisherman's 
song. 
Handsom e 
great trout. 
togue, land-
locked salmon, 
whitefish, black 
bass, pickerel 
and white perch 
make up the 
menu in this ter-
ritory for the 
man behind the 
rod. The trout 
will range in 
weight from one 
to seven or 
eight pounds 
each; the togue Just Out of the Brook. 
from three to fifteen pounds; the landlockt>d salmon from three to 
eight pounds; and the other fish will weigh in proportion. Every 
one of them will put up a surprisingly vigorous fight, and the man 
who succeeds in working his captive into the canoe wins a victory 
well worth telling about. l\Iany a battle royal has been fought in 
seasons past between fishermen of the old school and some of the 
"record" monarchs of the lakes, yet every recurring season brings 
its exciting brushes between skilled anglers and valiant " old 
whoppers" of the fishy tribes; and it is not always that the 
angler comes out the winner. 
Excellent fishing is to be had in northern l\Iaine as soon as the 
ice leaves the waterways in the spring, and the sport holds good 
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until far into the summer months. It would he a manifestly impos-
sible task to select any one fishing ground in this vast region and 
call it best, for there are hundreds of' places, scattered throughout 
the fifteen thousand square miles of' this forest-covered recreation 
land, which offl·r unsurpassed fishing inducements for the angler. 
The most practical way to select one's fishing grouJHl is to become 
Caught at Square Lake E arly in ~fay. 
familiar in a general way with the various fishing sections of north-
ern Maine as outlined in this volume, aml then correspond with 
the owners of sporting camps whose advertisements will he found 
f(lrther on in the book and who are, of course, best able to give 
the exact information desired concerning the fishing possibilities 
in their respective sections. 
In referring in this chapter to the various fishing waters of 
northern l\Iaine it has been deemed best to group them in eight 
divisions according to the eight principal river ancl lake systt•ms 
which seem to be natural to this purpose, as follows: The Piscat-
ac1uis river, Moosehead lake, \\!est branch of the Penobscot river, 
East branch of the Penobscot river, Aroostook rivl·r, Fish river, 
Allagash river and St. .John river, each, of course, with their trib-
utary lakes, ponds, streams and brooks. This plan of grouping 
simplifies to a wonclcrful extent the intricacies of northern Maine's 
An I<l~al Poo1 for Tront. 
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aqueous byways as they appear to the average student of the map, 
and should aid the fisherman considerably in his decision as to 
where to cast his line. 
Piscataqj!is River and Tributaries. 
The Piscataquis river harbors black bass and pickerel in goodly 
numbers, and offers some trout. The river has charming scenery 
along its hanks, and there are hospitable people in the towns along 
its course, among whom first-class accommodations can always be 
counted on. Good fishing grounds on this river can he reached 
from any of the stations along the Moosehead lake division of the 
railroad, from Milo Junction to Shirll'y. 
Seboois lake, whose waters flow through Endless lake and Sehoois 
stream before entering the Piscataquis river, oftpr pickerel and 
white perch for the fishy fare, the pickerel fishing here being unex-
celled. In its tributaries, Northwest pond, Seboois stream, Ragged 
Mountain pond and stream, Bt•ar brook, Patrick brook, Endless 
lake (or Trout pond) and several lesser poncls, trout of good si:t.e 
can almost always he caught. The nearest railroad stations are 
Schoodic and West Seboois, on the main line. 
Schooclic lake, eight miles long by two miles wide, sends its 
waters into the Piscataquis through Schooclic stream, of which 
Hunt brook is a tributary. This lake offers an exceptionally 
attractive menu for the fisherman, with an abundance of land-
locked salmon, trout, togue and black bass to make angling here 
a sport worth while. Norton pond and several small streams which 
flow into Schooclic lake are well stocked with fighting trout of good 
si:t.e. Leave the railroad at Schoodic station. 
Pleasant river, which enters the Piscataquis not a great ways 
from Milo Junction, leads to some of Maine's best known and 
There h Charming Scenery at ~ orthwc"\t Ponrl. 
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"On the :\Iain Line," at Schoodic. 
best stocked trout waters. Roaring brook, Houston and Liltle 
Houston ponds, Houston brook, Mountain pond and brook, Big 
and Little Lyford ponds, West Branch poll(l, Hay and White 
brooks, Greenwood, Cedar, Spruce, Spruce Mountain, West Chair-
back, East Chairback and B ponds, and Bt•aver and Gurnsey 
brooks make up the list, and the angler for trout can count on 
splendid results in any one of them. The upper waters of Pleasant 
river itself are also well trouted. Silver lake, a large and beautiful 
body of water, high in elevation a1Hl possessing charming scenery, 
affords pickerel and perch fishing of the very best kind. A ride 
by rail to Katahdin Iron Works puts the vacationist in closest 
touch with the most famous fishing localities along Pleasant river. 
Sebec lake, one of the chief trihutaries to the Piscataquis river, 
is a handsome body of water twelve miles long by four miles wide. 
Landlocked salmon, trout, black bass, pickerel and white p('l'ch 
fishing of the very best kind is found here, and there is a lcng 
season of the sport. Excellent trout fishing will be found alrn iii 
these tributaries to Sebec lake: Goose pond, Mill brook, Grape 
pond, Long, Second, Third, Fourth, Burden, Grindstone, Grecn-
woocl alHl the Benson ponds. There is also Lake Onawa, famed 
for its scenic setting and for its hordes of landlocked salmon a]l(l 
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trout, the Greenwood ponds, a1Hl following still fa1ther north, 
Long Pond stream, an<l Long, Trout ancl Hedgehog ponds, all 
well trouted. 
Another stream flowing into Sebec lake from the northwest 
leads to Grindstone, South, Monson, Hebron and the lwo Specta-
cle ponds, \\Tilson stream, the Wilson ponds, Fogg, Rum and Trout 
ponds. These waters offer proverbially fine trout fishing. The 
railroad stations nearest Sebec lake are South Sebec, Dover arnl 
Foxcroft and Abhott Village. Parties hound for Lake Onawa 
usually go to Brownville Junction or Greenville an1l then over 
the Canadian Pacific rails to Onawa station, while Hehron an<l the 
other nearby lakes are most conveniently reached from Mouson. 
Private Camp at Wt!st Hranch Pond. 
At •Rlanchanl the angler finds himself in dose proximity to 
Blackstone hrook, .:\Iucl poncl, Spectacle am! Thanksgiving ponds, 
Hale! l\lt. stream and Bog stream, all of which waters arc abun-
dantly supplied with trout. 
Fishermen who would try their luck at waters near Shirley will 
find trout in the Piscataquis river near at hand, ancl at Gove ancl 
Gravel brooks, \Vest and Oakl'S bogs, Spectacle, Ordway, Indian, 
Trout, Notch, Houn1l and l\loxie ponds. Not all of these waters, 
however, arc tributary to the Piscataquis river. Of the above list, 
Indian and Ordway ponds offer togue of harnlson1e size in mldi-
tion to trout in abundance. 
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T ent L ife at Blanchard. 
Moosehead Lake and Tributaries. 
Moosehead lake, famed in prose and poetry for its immense size 
and scenic loveliness, and dear to the heart of the angler because 
of its tremendous piscatorial wealth, is by far the largest and best-
known fishing ground in New England. The lake is forty miles 
long and from two to eighteen miles wide, an<l contains many 
large bays and beautiful islands which add immeasurably to the 
charm and fascination of the scenery. The surrounding hills are 
lofty and covered with dense forests, while here and there a moun-
tain top towers 
high above the 
green of the 
level woods, the 
whole forming 
a rare pano-
ramic picture 
of which the 
eye never wea-
ries. Grand-
est of all is 
the famous 
K ineo moun-
tain, whose 
precipitous face A Hlanchard T rophy. 
At Sugar Island, ~loosehead Lake. 
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looms up nearly a thousand feet above the lake's surface and 
whose southern slope runs off into a level, green-clad peninsula. 
Here it is, at the base of the massive mountain, that the far-
famed Mount Kineo House is situated. This hostelry, the largest 
inland-water hotel in America, is ideally located to cater success-
fully to the immense stream of summer tourist travel, and enter-
tains many thousands of guests each season. The house has its 
own postal, telegraph and telephone connection with "the states," 
a daily steamer to Greenville, and provides for its guests every 
comfo1t and convenience known to modern hotel service. 
Landlocked salmon, trout and togue of unusually large size and 
in unusually large numbers make up the piscatorial attraction of 
Moosehead lake. When you are told that tons of these great 
game fishes are taken out of the lake every season, you wonder 
if such an immense drain will not soon put an end to the sport to 
be had here; but when you learn that this sort of thing has been 
going on season after season for many years back, and that there 
is as yet no apparent diminution of the supply, then you feel, as 
the other angling enthusiasts do, that Moosehead is a lake that 
can practically never be "fished out." It is too large, it is too 
Attractive Camps at W est Outlet, Moosehcad Lake. 
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favorable a feeding-ground, and it is too well stocked to be de-
pleted of its fish in a hurry. The fishing here begins as soon as 
the ice fetters are broken in the spring, and splendid catches are 
made until late in the summer months. Three to seven pounds is 
fair weight for a Moosehead lake trout; the landlocked salmon 
run from three to nine pounds; while the usual weight of togue 
is from ten to twelve pounds each, the rceorcl togue of America, a 
thirty-two pounder, having been caught here. 
Parties visiting this section ride by rail to Greenville, a spur 
track taking the cars out to the very shore of the lake. 
Moose river is the only tributary to Moosehead lake entering 
from the west that can he legally fished; hut the superb sport to 
be had along this charming waterway fully recompenses for being 
deprived of the other - and really lesser- " fishways." Land-
locked salmon are caught here in goodly numbers every season, 
while at Brassua lake, seven miles up Moose river, a numher of 
smaller tributaries offer handsome trout and an abundance of them. 
Holeb, Attean and Wood ponds are particularly fine trouting 
waters, the sport beginning with the going out of the ice in the 
spring, which is usually a week or ten days earlier here than at 
Moosehead. Other favorite trout waters in this section are Tom 
fletcher stream, Black brook, Bog pond and brook, Stony brook, 
Churchill and Lower Churchill streams, Mud and Fish poncls, 
Heald pond and stream, Sandy stream, Crocker pond and stream, 
Beaver pond and brook, Cranberry, Benjamin, Horseshoe, Turner, 
Indian, Loon, Toby, and Moores ponds, Grace pond and brook, 
Four Mile and Mountain brooks, Parlin pond and stream, and 
Misery stream. 
Good trout fishing will also be found in the following waters 
which are tributary to Mooseheacl lake on the east: Wilson stream 
and ponds, Prong pond, Lily Bay brook, lloach river and ponds, 
A Cosy Moosehead Lake H ostelry. 
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Ragged lake, Lazy Tom an<l lntervale brooks, the Spencer ponds, 
Lucky pond, and Norcross brook. 
Vacationists bound for the famous fishing waters of the upper 
Penobscot frequently set out from Mooseheacl lake, riding by 
steamer to the head of the lake and "toting" overland from 
Northeast carry two miles to the Penobscot river. 
Penobscot River, West Branch. 
He who fishes in West Branch Penobscot river waters seldom 
wets his line in vain. Trout of splendid size, gamey togue, and 
pickerel ancl white perch are legion here, while in the river near 
Norcross exceptionally fine catches of salmon trout are made every 
year. 
Nine-Pound Salmon from ~loosehead Lake. 
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Following down stream from the railroad, one comes upon 
Quakish lake and brook and Millinocket and Schoodic streams 
before the meeting of the Penobscot East and West branches at 
Medway. Fair catches of trout can be made in the waters just 
mentioned. 
Paddling up river from the railroad station at Norcross, which 
is situated on the shore of North Twin lake, one is in touch with 
the following wonderfully fine fishing waters: North and South 
Twin, Elbow, Ragged, Pemadumcook and Ambajejus lak_es, Grant 
and Partridge brooks, 
Wadleigh pond, the.Jo 
Mary lakes, Jo Mary 
stream, Salmon brook, 
Mud and Church 
ponds, Cooper brook, 
Nahmakanta lake and 
stream, Twitch e 11 
brook, the De bsco-
neag lakes, Rainbow 
lake and stream, 
Doughnutand Lunch-
eon ponds, Bean and 
Farrar brooks, Polly-
wog, Female, Muskrat, 
Penobscot, Long, Hen-
derson, Leavitt, Rab-
bitt and Prentiss ponds 
and Tumble Down 
Dick brook. 
Millinocket lake, 
famed for its trout, 
pickerel and white 
perch, is reached over 
a short carry from 
Ambajt;jus lake. Its 
tributaries inc 1 u de 
Little and Big Mud F ifty Pounds; T rou t from Sou rdnahunk. 
brooks, Sandy stream, 
which rises far up on the rocky side of Mount Katahdin, Togue 
stream and pond, Mink, Compass, Rat and Battle ponds, and 
Grant brook. 
Continuing up the main river from Ambajejus lake, the fish~r­
man will find enticing fishing grounds at the Hurd ponds, Daisy 
and Hale ponds, Abol stream and pond, Foss, Knowlton and Lost 
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ponds, Katah<lin stream, Two Mile pond, Sourdnahunk stream 
and lake, and a score and more of small ponds along the stream 
whose waters are fairly alive with speckled beauties, Rocky brook 
and pond, Holbrook pond, Ripogenus lake and stream, Frost 
pond, Harrington lake and Soper brook. 
Chesuncook lake, eighteen miles long, leads to a number of 
unusually attractive fishing grounds, including Caribou lake and 
stream, Deer pond, Ragged lake and stream, Black pond and 
An Artistic Private Lodge-Exterior. 
brook, Bear brook, Berry poncl, Kelley, Green and Fisher ponds, 
Quaker brook, Mud pond, Red brook, Moose and Duck ponds, 
Cuxabexis lake, U mhazooksus lake and stream, Longley poncl 
and brook, Black pond, Caucomgomoc stream and lake, the 
latter leading to Daggett, Round, Shallow, Rowe and A very 
ponds, Wadleigh brook, Loon stream and lake, the Hurd ponds, 
and Big Scott brook. 
Above Chesuncook lake on the Penobscot West branch arc these 
well-known and bountifully-stocked trouting waters: Pine stream 
and ponds, Moosehorn stream aml pond, Ragmuff stream, Bussell 
pond and stream, Lobster pond awl stream, Elm poncl and stream, 
Nigger brook, Carry pond, Nulhedus poncl and stream, Logan 
brook, Gulliver stream, Beaver, Bog, Alder, Hale and Bald 
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brooks, Duncan lake, the two Lane brooks, Foley, Truesdell, 
Long and Frost ponds, Norris, Dole, Hurricane and Hobert 
brooks, Dole pond and Penobscot lake. 
Penobscot West branch waters above Chesuncook lake are 
usually reached by rail to Greenville and thence by steamer up 
Moosehead lake to Northeast carry. The waters below Chesun-
cook are more commonly reached by rail to Norcross and thence 
up the Penobscot by canoe. 
The Interior Is Equally Attracti\'e. 
Penol>scot River, East Branch. 
\\'hen nature stocked the waters of northern Maine with game 
fish, the waters of the East branch of the Penobscot river certainly 
were not slighted. Some of the handsomest catches of trout, togue 
and pickerel seen in the state are made here, while salmon fish-
ing, particularly in the Wissataquoik stream, is prime sport. 
Forsaking train for canoe at Grindstone, the fisherman will find 
good black bass and pickerel fishing in the river near the railroad 
station. Meadow brook, two miles away, is a well trouted water; 
Hay, Mud and Swift brooks, Soldier brook and pond, Burnt Land 
pond, Sarni Bank brook and Youngs pond offer plenty of trout 
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for all comers, while the ponds mentioned contribute fine pickerel 
and white perch fishing as well. 
The Wissataquoik stream, an East branch tributary famous 
for its magnificent trout and salmon habitants, can always be 
counted on to furnish the angler practically no end of sport. The 
fish here live in cold water which comes down from off the moun-
tains, and they are vigorous fighters whenever hooked. Dacy 
brook ancl poncl, Katahdin stream and lake, Pogey ancl Turner 
brooks, Seven ponds and Big pond, all tributary to Wissataquoik 
stream, are abundantly supplied with trout of good size. 
Above the 
Wissataquoik 
on the Peno b-
s cot East 
branch are Se-
bois and Little 
Sehois rivers, 
the former re-
ceiving the 
waters of the 
Shinn ponds, 
Day's pond, 
White Horse 
lake, Hay lake, 
Center and 
Mud ponds, 
Scraggly and 
For the :\Ian llehind the Rod. Sn 0 W S h 0 e 
lakes, Hay and 
Lane brooks, Grand and Sehois lakes, Jones pond and Dead 
brook, all of which waters afford grand good trout fishing. 
Reverting again to the East branch, one comes to the following 
well-trouted tributaries: Lunksoos pond and brook, Bowlin pond 
and brook, Spring brook, Messer pond, Grand lake, Hay brook, 
Saddle pond, Trout brook, Littlefield pond, Wadleigh brook, 
Blunder pond, Second lake, Frost pond, Webster brook arnl lake, 
Telos lake and brook, Telosmis lake, and up into Chamberlain 
lake, 1,100 feet above the level of the ocean. It was nature's plan 
to have the waters of this lake, and of Telosmis and Telos lakes, 
tlow northward into the Allagash river and so on to the St. .John, 
hut a little over sixty years ago Maine's timber operators became 
incensed over a law passed in New Brunswick taxing all lumber 
which was driven·on St. John waters, so they built a dam at the 
outlet of Chamberlain lake, cut a canal from Telos, on the south, 
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into Webster lake an<l thus turned the tlow of these lakes south 
instead of north, and into the East branch instead of the Allagash. 
Chamberlain lake is one of the largest and best known bo<lies of 
water in northern Maine, allCl it is certainly one of the most pic-
turesque. Trout, pickerel and white perch fishing are the chief pis-
catorial attractions here, although an occasional togue is brought 
to the net. Well trouted waters leading off from Chamberlain 
lake are Leadbetter brook and ponds, Little, Mud and Lost ponds, 
Ellis brook, First and Second ponds, Allagash stream and lake, 
Otter, Mile, .Johnson, Narrow, Mud or Hoss, and Crescent ponds. 
Slipping back once more to the Penobscot East branch the 
fisherman comes to Brailey brook, Third lake, Snake brook and 
pond, Fourth lake and Stink pond. Some "beauty" catches of 
trout can be made in these waters, and the fisherman not only 
finds keen enjoyment in angling here, but he also finds it a beau-
tiful region in which to trnt out and live in the closest possible 
communion with nature herself. 
Parties intending to fish in East branch waters will find it most 
convenient to leave the railroad at Grindstone, Stacyville or Patten. 
The Chamberlain lake region is more frequently approached from 
Northeast carry, Moosehead lake, thence down the Penobscot 
\\'est branch, aml up Umbazooksus waters. 
8ugge~tive of Wood~y Good Times. 
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Aroo.stook River Fishing Grounds. 
One of the longest and crookedest arteries among the northern 
Maine waterways is the Aroostook river. But no vacationist has 
yet found it too long or too winding to forbid fishing in its 
waters, and many a string of speckled trout and many a game_y 
salmon have been taken from the pools of this forest-flanked fish-
way. At Fort Fairfield, close by the Canadian border, trout and 
salmon of goocl size cnn be taken from the river at Aroostook 
falls. Fitzherbert stream and .Johnson brook are among the 
nearby tributaries which ofter good trouting to all comers. 
At Caribou, farther up the river, salmon of splendid size are 
caught at the dam right in the village. Not far below Caribou 
the Aroostook river receives the waters of Madawaska river and 
its tributaries, Cain, Greenlaw, Brandy, Wolverton, Halfway, 
Bla<'k, .Johnson, Hcnrsley, Armstrong aml McKlusky brooks, 
Maclawaska lake, and Little Madawaska ponds. All of these 
waters offer fine trouting possibilities. Near Caribou are also 
H ardwood creek, Otter brook, and Caribou stream and lake. 
Herc one finds the usual Aroostook fare - gamey trout and lots 
of them. 
Following up the Aroostook, one comes to Presque Isle stream 
aml its tributaries, Clough, Alder, Shields and Burnt Land 
brooks, and Buggy .Joe lake. Farther along are Churchill and 
Wells brooks, Salmon, Little Salmon and Upper Salmon brooks 
and Salmon lake, Beaver, Otter, Bull and Burpee brooks, Little 
Machias river and lake, and Webster brook. Every name in this 
l ist is a synonym for splenclicl trouting opportunities. 
Close by Ashland, on the 
Aroostook river, is the mouth 
of the Big Machias river. 
Tributaries to this well known 
home of hig trout are Grcen-
la w and Sam Heyden brooks, 
Little South branch of the 
Machias, Center and Spectacle 
ponds, Hig Machias lake, 
McGowan pond, Twenty \,file, 
Foud:een Mile, Indian, Farrar, 
nncl Rowe brooks, Rowe lake, 
Conners brook, Pratt, Billings, 
Carihou, Hors esho e a nd 
McNally ponds, and Lucky 
brook. 
One of Patten's Trout nrooks. 
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Near Squa Pan, the railroad 
station, is Squa Pan stream 
leading eastward to Squa Pan 
lake. Here is a famous home 
for landlocked salmon, and 
never a season goes by without 
its quota of big catches of the 
finny denizens of this lake. 
At Masardis the St. Croix 
stream leads one from the 
Aroostook river to several 
prominent fishing waters, in-
cluding Black Water and 
Beaver brooks, St. Croix West 
branch, Howe brook and 
branch, St. Croix lake, Tracy 
and Little Smith brooks. 
Paddling above Masardis on 
the Aroostook river in search 
of good trout waters, one comes 
upon Shields, Houlton and 
Trout brooks, Otter brook and 
pond, Umcolcus stream and 
lake, Cut lake, Heyden brook, 
Burnt pond, Mooseleuk stream 
and lake, Chandler brook and 
A Twenty-rive Ounce Trout. pond, :\Iiddle, Smith, Big and 
Little Hudson and Mule brooks, 
Upper and Elhow lakes, Spring, Bartlett and Blind brooks, 
Bartlett pond, Leonard pond and Chase brook. Above the mouth 
of the l\looseleuk are still more excellent trout waters, as follows: 
Little Mooscleuk stream, Spring brook, :\lillnockett stream and 
lake (do not confuse with l\Iillinocket lake of the Penobscot 
West branch system,) Ismis stream, Moore's pond, Boody and 
Jones ponds, Millimegassctt lake, Bl•aver poncl and brook, Upper 
Millnockett lake, Moose pond and brook, Upper Moose pond, 
Caribou stream, Chandler and Bog brooks, Long and Snowshoe 
ponds, Munsungan stream and lake, Brown brook and pond, 
Little Munsungan stream, Beaver, Miller, Norway, Chase and 
Currier brooks, Island pond, Echo lake, Reed pond and brook, 
and Mud pone!. 
Anglers bound for the Aroostook headwaters usually ride by 
rail to Masardis, Sq ua Pan or Ashland, awl then set out by canoe 
for the locality of their choice. Presque Isle, Caribou and Fort 
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Fairfield will be found the most convenient stopping places for 
parties seeking the best fishing regions along the lower Aroos-
took. 
There are several important fishing waters south of the Aroos-
took river system and closely contiguous to it which might well 
he mentioned here. The list includes the Meduxnekeag river, 
coming eastward from Mecluxnekeag lake and passing by Houl-
ton; Moose brook and Titcomb's lake; the East branch of the 
emcolcus Stream in Chilly Weather. 
Mattawamkeag, fl.owing through Smyrna Milis and Oakfielcl, with 
its tributaries Dudley brook, Duck pond and brook, Spaulding 
and Skiticook lakes and Pleasant pond; the West branch of the 
Mattawamkeag crossing the railroad at the Island Falls, aml 
carrying the fl.ow of Mattawamkeag and Caribou lakes, Otkr 
pond, Sly, Cold and Dyer brooks, Crystal and Fish streams, Crys-
tal lake, Seutter land, Upper and Lower Hastings brooks, Rocka-
hema and Picked Mountain lakes and Pleasant pond. 
These several fishing localities can best be reached from sta-
tions along the railroad from Crystal to Houlton, inclucling 
Patten. 
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A W oman 's l atch at Portage Lake. 
Fishways Along Fish River. 
In the farthest north section of Maine's immense wilclerness 
playground will be found some of the very best sport with rod 
and line that is offered in all America. It is in the Fish river 
system of lakes that this superb sport can be had, and anglers 
who have tried it say there is fun enough here to satisfy the most 
ardent disciple of good olcl Isaac Walton. 
Starting at Fort Kent, at the confluence of the Fish and St. 
John rivers, the angler will find ordinary luck with trout in the 
river pools along the way. Six miles or so to the south Walla-
grass stream, well trouted and good to fish, turns its current into 
Fish river. About five miles beyond one comes to Eagle lake, 
and then in succession to Square, Cross, Mud and Long lakes, with 
their tributaries King, California, Demask, and Daigle brooks, 
Dickey porn!, and Little ancl Big Godclard brooks. Here the 
angler has the entire lower portion of the Fish river system 
within easy reach, including St. Froid lake, which is just south of 
Eagle lake a11<l close to it. This is no ordinary fi shing district, 
you must remember. For it was here - from Square lake - that 
a couple of mammoth square-tailed trout were recently taken, 
weighing eight ancl one-half and twelve pournls, respectively. Fur-
thermore, two "whopping" big landlocked salmon n•eently brought 
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to net here tipped the ~cales at sixteen and twenty 
and one-half pounds each. It must not be thought 
that such immense fish are swimming about in these 
lakes at all times and in all places, for such is not 
the fact. It is true, however, that there is sport 
here without limit for the man with rod and reel, 
and it holds good from the going out of the ice 
in the early spring until way through the summer 
mo11U1s. 
From St. Froid lake one can µ;o up any of its 
tributaries, Birch stream, either branch of the Hed 
river, or the lesser waterways, ancl come across 
splendid trout fishing. 
The next lake of note in the Fish river string is 
Portage, famous for its charming scenery as well as 
for the horde of big trout which are known to he 
swimming in its cool depths. Mosquito brook is 
an important tributary to this lake. Following up 
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along Fish river from Portage lake the angler will Lake Trout, 2111. lbs. 
find plenty of "results" for his fly casting in Furgerson, Mocca-
sin and Hat ponds, Fish lake, Chase and Middle brooks, Hour 
Ro~cl to Square La!~c from ~tockhoJm . 
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Glass pond, Fox brook and its branches, Clayton brook and lake, 
and Mud and Carr ponds. 
Fishermen hound for the fishing grounds of Eagle lake and the 
contiguous links in the Fish river clrnin, usually leave the rail-
road at Eagle Lake station. \Vinterville is the nearest station to 
St. Froid lake and its tributaries, while Portage station brings 
the angler in closest touch with Portage lake arul the upper Fish 
river waters. 
Typical Forest View from the Hills. 
The Angler and the Allagash. 
One gets deep into the "upper" backwoods of Mai11e when he 
goes a-fishing in the waters of the Allagash river system. Wher-
ever he decides to cast his lure in these well-populated fishways he 
is practically sure of quick and most satisfactory returns. Trout 
of large size and great vigor inhabit the ponds and streams of 
this region, and there are countless thousands of them. Surely he 
must he a most unusual fisherman who cannot find here the cul-
mination of his fondest dreams with rocl and line. 
Tire Allagash river itself is a very good trout water; so, too, 
are many trout to be fournl in its tributaries, West Twin and East 
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Twin brooks, Big brook, Togue ' 
lake, Beaver Tail pond, Keeobs-
cus or McKinnon brook, McLel-
lan, Monroe, Ben Glazier and 
Five Finger brooks, M usquacook 
stream a11<l lakes, Hocky and 
Robbins brooks, Long pond, 
Clear lake, Croq ue, Chase, Sched-
ule and Smith brooks, Hound 
pond, Moose brook, Depot lake, 
Cunliffe a11cl Clayton brooks, 
Clayton pond, Chemquasabam-
ticook lake and stream a11d 
Priestly brook. 
Lo11g and U msask is lakes are 
blessed with many picturesque 
camping sites along their shores, 
where the fisherman can live in E'•lh<li.""."111' 
supreme comfort all(l h?tppiness, 
in closest touch with bountifully 
stocked fishing grounds. Priestly Just from Allagash Waters. 
lake, reached from Umsaskis, is 
another favorite haunt of large trout. 
Churchill lake, famed for its beauty as well as its fine trout, 
has a number of well stocked tributaries, including Pleasant brook 
and lake, Harrow brook and lake, Bog brook, Churchill brook, 
Cliff lake, Grass pond, Spieler lake, the Portage ponds and Lead-
better brook. Just above Churchill lake Thoroughfare brook 
comes into the Allagash river, well populated with trout and 
flanked on both sides with beautiful woods. Then the river broad-
ens out into Eagle lake, where the fishing is good and the scenery 
superb. Important tributaries to this lake ar(; Snare brook, Hus-
-t... ; -~ I 
• .4.-•. • ~« 1 j '.-. . . 
How's This for a Line·l~p? 
sell brook and ponds, Smith 
brook, Pillsbury pond, Hay-
mock lake, Wood man brook and 
Indian pond. Paddling to the 
head of Eagle lake the angler 
encounters the dam which sep-
arates Eagle lake and Cham-
berlain lake waters, and which 
marks the practical head of 
Allagash river waters, since the 
flow of Chamberlain lake is 
here diverted from its natural 
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course down the Allagash, to the East branch of the Penobscot. 
Fishermen intent on visiting the upper Allagash river waters 
usually go hy rail to Greenville, thence by steamer up Moosehead 
lake to Northeast carry, thence down the Penobscot West branch, 
up Umbazooksus waters and across to Chamberlain lake, and 
then carry around the dam into Eagle lake. Parties visiting the 
lower waters of the Allagash ride by rail to Fort Kent and then 
journey up the St. ,John river to the Allagash, 11ncl so on to the 
fishing grounds of their choice. 
Fishing Alon~ the St. John. 
The Rngler who makes up his mind to fish somewhere in St . 
• Tohn river waters has an immense territory to select from - a 
line of "opportunities" stretching from one side of the state to 
the other and curving down and almost out of the so-callecl 
"wilclerness of northern Maine." Throughout all this immense 
territory trout fishing of the very highest order is fouml, alHl 
most gratifying catches are the rule rather than the exception. 
Mooseheacl Lake Steamer at Northwest Carry. 
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"Most Gratifying Catches." 
If the fisherman rides by railroad to Van Buren, he will find 
himself conveniently near Hammond and Violette brooks, two 
tributaries to the St. John river which are invariably fished with 
good success. 
Going by rail to Fort Kent and embarking from there in a 
canoe, the fisherman comes most conveniently to the mouth of the 
Allagash river, thirty miles above Fort Kent. Pushing farther 
on up the St .• John one come~ to Little Blaek river, Hideout and 
Chase brooks, Tularnlie stream, 
Chimmentieook river,Big Black 
river, Priestly and Shields 
brooks and Depot stream and 
lake, these latter waters leading 
to the very western border of 
the state. 
Heverting once more to the 
St. ,John, additional fine fish-
ing waters are met with as 
follows: White awl Upper 
White brooks, Peavey pond, 
Houlton and Four 1\1 ile 
brooks, Nason and Ocelidge 
ponds, Nine Mile, Burnt Land 
and Comstock brooks, North-
west, Southwest, Southeast awl 
South hranehes of the St .• John, 
Brailey brook, Turner hrook 
and pone!, Fmneis lake, el'SO- Dcauti<:s I~~OLIR"ht to ~ tl ! 
--
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lation pond, Baker lake, hrook, hog and stream, Runaway brook, 
St .• John, First, Second, Third and Fourth ponds. These waters 
bring one in close proximity to the upper waters of the Penobscot 
West branch; in fact, it is the usual route when visiting the upper 
St. ,John to embark in canoes at Northeast or Northwest carry, 
Moosehead lake, paddle from there up the Penobscot courses to 
Ahacotnetic hog, and carry from there over to Baker brook, a St. 
,John river tributary. 
The Fish Laws in Brief. 
Open Season 1905-6. 
Landlocked salmon, trout and togue, from time ice goes out to 
Oct. 1st. White perch, .July 1st to April 1st. 
Laws for Resident and Non-Resident Fishermen. 
It is legal to catch landlocked salmon nine inches or more in 
length, and trout five inches or more in length, arnl togue, from 
the time the ice goes out of the pond, lake or river fished, to 
October first; and white perch from .July first to April first. 
Twenty-five pounds of fish in all may be taken daily, and 
twenty-five pounds of fish in all may be legally transported in 
possession of the owner. 
Trout, togue and landlocked salmon may he transported unac-
companied under special shipping tags for one dollar for each fish 
or one dollar for each ten pounds. Transportation tags for white 
perch cost fifty cents for every ten pounds. 
Ice Fishing in Piscataquis County. 
A citizen of any state may, during February, :\larch and April, 
fish for and take landlocked salmon not less than nine inches in 
length, and trout not less than five inches in length, and togue in 
the following named waters in Piscataquis county, but not more 
than five set lines in e1J,ch family is allowed: 
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Fourth Buttermilk and Little Benson ponds, Schoois lake, 
Cedar lake, Ebemee ponds, Schoodic lake, Noith and South Twin 
lakes, Pema<lumcook lake, Ambajejus lake, Debsconeag lake, 
Nahmakanta lake, Chesuncook lake, Sebec lake, First Buttermilk 
pond, Big Benson pond, Big Houston po1H!, Center pond in 
Sangerville, Moosehead lake, .Jo Mary lake, Caribou lake, Lobster 
lake, Chamberlain lake, Telos lake, Webster lake, Eagle lake, 
Allagash lake, Munsungan lake, Millinocket lake, Caucomgomoc 
lake, Churchill lake, Chemquasahamticook lake, Grand lake, 
Second lake, Raggl'd lake, Pepper pone!, Whetstone pond, and 
Large Greenwood pond in Elliottsville and Willimantic. 
In Boyd lake it is lawful to fish through the ice for pickerel, 
only <luring December and .January of each year. 
Tril>utaries Closed ancl Special Laws. 
It is unlawful to fish for any kincl of fish in any of the tribu-
taries of the following named lakes a1ul ponds: 
Lake Hebron or Hebron pond in Monson, Twin and Doughty 
ponds, known as Ship pond and Bear pond, in Elliottsville plan-
tation, Ship pond stream, above Buck's falls, the brook that is the 
outlet of Garland pond in Sebec, the tributaries to Lake Onawa 
in Elliottsville and Willimantic, the tributaries to Moosehcad lake 
except Moose river (and the commissioners shall establish by metes 
and bounds the mouths of these tributaril's ), Davis stream in 
Willimantic, Monson pond stream, a tributary to Davis stream, 
Vaughan stream, a tributary to Long Pond stream, Wilson stream, 
a tributary to Schee lake. It shall he unlawful to fish in Wilrnn 
river, between Wilson pond all(! Tobey falls, in W illima11tic, ex-
cept from May 15th to October 1st of each year. It shall also 
he unlawful to fish in lower v\'ilson pond, upper Wilson pond, 
Mountain pond, Hum pond and I lorseshoe pond, lx•ing the upper 
waters of Wilson stream, and all the tributaries of I .ower Wilson 
po11<l, Upper Wilson pond, l\Iountain pond, Rum po11cl awl Horse-
shoe pond except from ,July ht to Octohcr 1st of cal'h year, until 
April Q~, H)06, (and Marble brook, a tributary to Marble pond, 
or Chase hrook, sometimes called Blackstone brook, situated paitly 
in Blanchard.) 
It is unlawful to fish for, take, catch or kill any fish in Little 
Houston pond in K. I. Works T. except with aitificial flies. 
It is unlawful to fish for, take, catch or kill any kind of fish at 
any time in Shadow pond, so called, in Squaw ::\It. Township, 
except from .J u11e 1st to August 1st of eac;h year, and during this 
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period it is unlawful to fish except in the ordinary method of ang-
ling with artificial flies or fly fishing. 
It is unlawful to fish in Marble pond at any time for any kind 
of fish. It is unlawful to fish in Garland pond between Sept. 1 
and June 1 of the following year. 
Aroostook County. 
All the waters of Aroostook county may be fished through the 
ice, in accordance with the general law, except that Ross and Con-
roy lakes are closed to all fishing until April ~~. H)OG. 
Number Nine lake, in T. 9, R. 3, is closed to all fishing from 
Oct. 1 to June 1 of the following year. 
Special Laws Regarding Tributaries, etc. 
The tributaries to Madawaska lake are closed to all fishing. 
It is unlawful to fish for any kind of fish at any time in the 
inlet stream of Squa Pan lake, or in the East branch of said inlet 
above what is known as "Thomas Thibadeau's lower landing." 
Penobscot County. 
The tributaries to Dexter pond, in Dexter, partly in Newburg, 
are closed to all fishing. 
The Guide Law. 
Non-residents of the state shall not enter upon the wild lands 
of the state and camp or kindle fires thereon while engaged in 
hunting or fishing without being in charge of a registered guide 
<luring the months of May, .June, .July, August, September, Octo-
ber and November, and no registered guide shall, at the same 
time, guide or be employed by more than five non-residents in 
hunting. 
It is not necessary for a non-re3ident to employ a guide provid-
ing he is stopping with the owner of a registered camp, and does 
not camp and kindle fires while hunting or fishing. 
By Gen. J. L. Bristow, Washinl!ton, D. C. 
'J 'HERE is no summer climate in 
America equal to that of the 
woods of Maine. I have traveled 
in every state of the union, have 
climbed the Rockies allCl the 
Sierra Nevadas, have been 
charme<l by the glittering snows 
of Shasta, the beauty of Mount 
Ho01l and the stateliness of 
Ranier, have spent many weeks 
wandering among the beautiful 
forests of the Alleghanies, have 
sailed the Great Lake,s ancl houndPd 
the shores of the Gulf, ancl have sat 
under the palms of Florida, hut to me 
there is 110 place that has the charm of 
quiet scenery, the exhilarating atmos-
phere or the woodland beauty of the lakes of Maine and their 
environment. 
I have spent four summers at the Dehsconeag Fish 1rncl Game 
Club and feel that I should not write about the woocls of Maine 
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without acknowledging my gratitude to Mr. and Mrs. Garland, 
who manage this club, for their uniform courtesy and kindness, 
a1ul to bright little Phillip for the pleasure of his society. 
It was not, however, alone the comforts of the camp that 
attracb•d me to Dt-bseoneag. It was the beauty of the lakes, the 
indescribable charm of the landscape, the deep ancl refreshing 
green of its summer foliage and the glory of its autu111nal hues 
which make that place to me a vacation paraclise. When the hot 
and sultry days of August co111e I have an uncontrollable longing 
to get into a canoe with my boys and paclclle into the deep woods, 
transporting our craft across the canies from lake to lake until 
we are far from the habitation of men, and there s1wnd the day 
beside a cool brook in the clense forests where heat never oppresses 
and life see111s a poem. Here the trout are more beautifully col-
ored, the sky is bluer and the verdure of the foliage richer than 
in any other pnrt of our country that it has been my pleasure to 
visit. I hope that the memory of" Little Minister" with its trout 
of richest coloring, the stately grancleur of its trees and the slill-
uess of its forest environment will never pass from my mind. 
Then an evening journey from" Daisy" to the home camp by way 
of Hurd pond with the rays of the setting sun bringing into full 
view the glories of Katahdin can never be forgotten. The nat-
ural beauty of this region cannot Le described, language cannot 
Two T hir-ty 'Maine D eer. 
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convey to the mind the emotions that are stirred by coming into 
personal contact with nature as it exists there. 
Many of us go upon vacations for pleasure, some for recreation 
and others in search of health. It has never been my misfortune 
to be compelled to take a vacation in search of health and it has 
never been absolutely necessary for purposes of recreation, but I 
have sought pleasure and found it in the woods of Maine as in no 
place else. To me the Penobscot with its lily pads and pickerel is 
beautiful. The camp with its rude log walls and board roof is 
more attractive than a palace. The canoe as it glides through 
the clear transparent water of the lake offers the very poetry of 
motion, and I can clearly understand the unconsolable sorrow of 
A Moose at Close Range . 
the red man at being driven by the cruel forces of civilization 
from his forest home which he had held for innumerable ages in 
common with the moose and deer. Why should he not refuse to 
be comforted, and pine away and die, because the white man had 
destroyed his wigwam and driven him forever from the habitation 
of his ancestors? 
If anything that I can say will induce those who are tired and 
weary to seek rest, health and pleasure beneath the birch trees 
and pines of Maine and there gather strength from the atmos-
phere, impressions of beauty from the changing foliage, and 
delight from gliding through the clear waters of her lakes, I will 
feel that my words have been well spoken. 
The Maine Woods; l>y a Maine Author. 
'' HAT a wilderness is here! Twenty thou-
sand square miles of interminable woods! 
~~~ Three times could the Black Forest of Ger-
mijny be lost in this continent of trees. What a fund 
to draw on! What a playground for a nation! What 
a reservoir for all that is precious and priceless to 
health, recreation and life! What a mine of wealth! 
What a field for study and contemplation! A thousand 
lakes - those blue-eyed springs of life and beauty -
send their pure waters through the arterial system of 
winding streams and shining rivers to bless the E:arth 
and all that live thereon. Here indeed is an Arcadia 
beyond the dreams of a poet." --From "Jay Gould Har-
mon," by George Selwyn Kimball. 
WITH a gameland some-
thing like fifteen thou-
sand square miles in extent, 
and with many thousands of 
moose and deer wandering 
about over the mountains and 
through the valleys of this 
immense preserve, it certainly 
cannot be wondered at that 
sportsmen persist in proclaim-
ing northem Maine to he still 
the greatest and most alluring 
hunting grouJHl in all Arnu-
ica. Germany's celebrated game preserve, the Black Forest, would 
have to he enlarged about seven times to equal the size of this 
famous hunting section of northern Maine; Aroostook cot:nty 
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alone is larger than the whole state of Connecticut by some five 
hundred square miles; while Piscataquis, the smallest of the three 
northern Maine counties, is five hundred square miles larger than 
the combined areas of Rhode Island and Delaware. These figures 
may serve in comparisons, hut they cannot, of course, give any 
comprehensive iclca of the real immensity of this forest realm 
which still belongs more to the wild animals of the state than to 
human beings. 
At the extreme eastern section of Aroostook county there is a 
strip of cleared country, hut the entire region otherwise is very 
sparsely settlecl, there being 
thousands of square miles of 
trackless forests where the lakes 
ancl streams offer the only high-
ways, aJHl where it must yet be 
many, many years before the 
advance of civilization will he 
appreciably felt. This practi-
cally virgin wilrlerncss makes 
an iclcal home for the moose 
and deer which have, genera-
tion aftl'r gl'neration, roaml'd 
throughout the region at their 
own sweet will. The gradual 
encroachment of in rl us tries 
along the southern borders of 
these north woods has naturally 
tenderl to drive the big game 
back into the deeper recesses of 
the wilclemess, but, thanks to 
the myriad of intertwining and 
A South Twin Lake ~ l oose . contiguous waterways, they 
cannot get beyond the reach 
of the persistent hunter. Arni yet it is a fact that a very great 
percentage of the game brought down each year is shot within 
sound of the rumbling trains 011 the railroad, so the sportsman is 
hy no means ('0111pelled to travel far away in order to come upon 
the game he seeks. 
The deer which offer su('h an ahuJHlance of sport to the hunter 
in northern Maine are of the common Virginian, or white-tailecl, 
variety. They are remarkably tame cluri11g the summer months, 
arnl as they wade along the streams or in the coves eating lily-
pacls, they can often he approached quite closdy by canoeists. 
In the hunting season, however, they he<·omc very wil<l and qui<'k 
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to take alarm, and it then requires considerable skill to success-
fully come up with them. As the water becomes cold in the foll, 
the deer gradually work inland, feeding in or llcar the swamps 
and on the ridges. With the corning of snow the deer form 
yards or roads which they keep well trodden down, and along 
these they feed from the evergreen browse wl1ieh grows within 
reach. Deer are remarkably swift runners aml apparently impen-
etrable wilderness thickets seem to possess llO harriers for them. 
Fewer in number than the deer, hut mul'h more massiYe in size 
aml more coveted as a prize of the hunt, arc the ungainly moose. 
These are the largest antlered animals now in existence; further-
more, they are the largest game now hunted in the temperate 
zone; and it is in northem Maine that these great forest mon-
archs are more numerous than in any other part of the country. 
In summer the moose feed by the banks of lakes and sluggish 
streams, nibbling with keen relish the pads aml roots of the suc-
culent lilies. There are times when they delight to wade well out 
into the water after the water plants and, too, to keep off the tor-
menting flies, aml it is then that they can he easiest approached 
in a canoe. At the advent of col<l weather the moose quit the 
" T hey Ddight to W ade W ell Out into the W ater. " 
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A Youngster's Success nt:ar ~I illinocket. 
waterways and take to the hardwood ridges, where they feed on 
the bark and twigs of young poplar, hirch and maple trees, and 
a species of ash called moose-wood. In the hunting season moose 
become particularly wary, and when startled can strike off through 
the woods with surprising speed. Successful moose hunting calls 
for care and skill, and the man who brings down one of these 
hulky great game animals and takes the magnificently antlered 
head back home with him, has just reason to feel proud. 
The big-game territory of northern Maine may be said to 
extend from a little west of l\foosehead lake on the west to the 
Canadian border on the east, and from about the Moosehead la.ke 
division of the railroad on the south to the state boundary line on 
the north. Good deer hunting can be had in almost any region 
north of Brownville, while many hundreds of handsome deer have 
been killed south of that latitude. As for moose, they will be 
found ranging in goodly numlwrs on all sides of l\Ioosehead lake, 
and particularly in the woods north and east of the lake and 
reached from Lily bay, Spencer bay, ancl Northeast carry. Many 
a moose hunter has come upon his prey by slipping up Hoach 
river from Lily bay in a canoe, and visiting Roach or Second 
Roach ponds, Lazy Tom brook or Hagged lake, all of which 
watc>rs are favorite haunts of big moose. 
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A little north of Moosehead lake are Chesuncook, Chamber-
lain, Eagle, Caucomgomoc and Allagash lakes, whose marshes 
and swales offer a most attractive stamping ground for moose. 
Another favorite home for moose is the region east of C'hesun-
cook, arouncl Ripogenus and Harrington lakes awl in to the 
Sourdnahunk waters. 
Between Katahdin Iron Works on the south ancl the Penobscot 
West branch on the north is a wonderfully goocl hunting ground 
for moose, many record heacls having been brought out from here 
in the past few years. Moose hunting of the very best kincl can 
also be counted on in the forests all about Mouut Katahdin, 
Visions of Rt:ar Steaks at Pleasant R iver. 
reached from Norcross, Grindstone, Stacyville, Sherman ancl 
Patten. Farther north is the wonderful gamelancl of the upper 
Aroostook waters, reached from Masardis ancl Oxbow, .where 
moose hunting offers great possibilities; then there is the famous 
moose territory west of Ashland, about the Aroostook mountains, 
and close by the Fish and Big Maehias lakes; and throughout 
the great Fish river basin. The hunter can easily get in toud1 
with this highly favored region hy stoppiug off at auy of the rail-
road stations above Ashlaud Junction on the Fort Keut division. 
In case the hunter cannot spare the time necessary for a long 
trip in the wilderness, he can stop off at almost auy of the lower 
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railroad stations and will find himself in really good game territory. 
Schoodic, Sehoois, Ingalls Siding, South Twin, Norcross, Milli-
nocket and Grindstone are always prominent among the game-
shipping stations along the line, and it is a well known fact that 
hundreds of deer and many moose make their home in the thick 
woods near these settlements. 
The figures given in the tabulated shipment of game from the 
several stations, as recorded at the close of this chapter, may lead 
to an unfair comparison of the various game sections unless one 
takes into account the fact that some stations are collecting points 
for large outlying districts, while others ship only such game as 
is shot close by. For instance, Greenville's record includes not 
only the game shot in the town's immediate vicinity hut also that 
brought in from the north, east a1Hl west, an area approximately 
two thousand square miles. Similarly, Norcross receives and ships 
game from the 
entire lower Pe-
nobscot West 
branch region, 
Grindstone 
gets practically 
all the Ea st 
hranch game, 
Stacyville re-
ceives most of 
the game com-
ing out from 
the Katahdin 
country reach-
ed fr o m t h e 
East bra 11 ch 
ferry, Patten's 
record of ship-
ment is swelled 
hy game shot 
in the Sourcl-
n ah u n k lake 
region and in 
all the inter-
vening wilder-
ness, while Ma-
sardis and Ash-
land are ship-
ping points for The '· Centlcr Sex" can Hunt, Too. 
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game shot in the distant Aroostook, Big '.\Iachias a1ul upper 
Fish river sections. 
The men who act as guides to the best sporting regions of 
northern Maine are acknowledged to he as expert hig-game lnm-
ters as there are in all the world. They not only know the ways 
of game perfectly, hut they also know their favorite haunts and 
are as familiar with the deep woocls as with their own village streets. 
And when it comes to the question of camp drudgeries, one's guide 
becomes quite imlispensahle. He selects ancl clears the camping 
grounds, carries the heavy hurdens, cuts the firewood, cooks the 
Ii i~ U.t:"wa rd a Hdndsomc Huck. 
food and, in fact, becomes a general utility man of the most use-
ful sort. Furthermore, his canoe and his cooking outfit are tendered 
the use of his party without charge. It is not only advisable, 
therefore, to employ a competent guide when hunting in no1thern 
'.\Jaine, but the state law makes it compulsory for non-resident 
sportsmen to have registered guides accompany them on their 
outings unless the hunters stop at some registered sporting camp 
and do not tent out or kindle fires. Three dollars or thereabouts 
is the customary clay's pay for a Maine guide, aIHl it is usually 
money well eamed. 
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A good rifle to take along into the ~Jaine woods is a .f30-.~30 
if one wants a light yet powerful weapon. A .45-.iO is the 
preference for a heavier weapon, although any of' the many inter-
mediate sizes is as likely to please one's personal fancy most. A 
shotgun should also he taken along, for there is exceptionally fine 
duck shooting on nearly all the northern lakes, 1rnd ruffed grouse 
or partridges are to be found in abundance throughout all of 
Maine's forest area. The seeker for wooclcol'k will find several 
fi11e covers near Brownville, Milo and Lagrange. 
A good knife is an inclispensahle adjunct to the hunter's equip-
ment. If possible, select one having a strong blade eight inches 
Square Lake Trophies. 
or so long, with a stout hack, alHI thick way up to the point. 
Beware of' the double-edged kind, which is a treacherous weapon 
when one is skinning an animal and is liable to lead to cut fingers. 
Other important requisites in the outfit are a package of lint and 
bandages for possible cuts aml bruises, a compass, a map of' the 
section to be visited, a1H! some matches in a water-tight safe. 
While clothing does not "make the man" in the woods or out 
of it, yet the wrong kind of clothing is indeed a serious drawback 
in the northern l\lai11e wilderness. By the wrong kind of suits we 
mean suits of duck or any other fabric which offers a noisy sur-
Thi~ Bear won't Pick any more Berries, 
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face for twigs or branches to scratch across, while in footwear 
"the wrong kind " is the long-legged ruhber boot or hoot of the 
hob-nail variety; either is a tremendously noisy affair whenever 
it comes in contact with a rock or other hard surface, and is never 
worn by the natives or guides when still hunting is to be done. 
Woolen is the best 
fabric for the woods. 
Coat and trousers of 
soft, rough woolen, a 
sweater or knitted 
jacket underneath the 
coat, woolen leggings, 
moccasins or short 
rubber overshoes or 
"overs," a woolen cap, 
a flannel shirt, and 
woolen socks and 
underwear make up as 
good a hunter's cos-
tume as can be devised. 
Corduroy is often worn 
by hunters from out of 
the state, but seldom 
by anyone else. It is 
heavy, wets through 
easily and so gains 
weight, and is noisier 
than woolen cloth. As 
for the feet, it is a 
prime essential that 
they be kept warm and 
dry at all times, else 
there is a chance for 
a chill or a cold to 
A Long !';tring of Partridges. 
creep in. Two or three pairs of woolen stockings beneath a pair 
of knit leggings, and a new pair of " overs" make mighty good 
foot coverings for Maine woods tramping. 
It is a good plan for the hunter to leave at home everything 
that he does not actually need while on his outing, for extra bag-
gage is almost always in the way. A small valise ought easily to 
contain all the clothing and accessories required during a hwit in 
northern Maine. 
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:Maine Huck Deer are H eavy. 
The Game Laws in Brief. 
Open Season, 1905-6. 
::\loose Oct. I.5th to Dec. 1st 
Deer . Oct. 1st to Dec. 15th 
Duck . Sept. 1st to Dec. 1st 
Rutfl•d Grouse or Partridge and Woodcock, Sept. 15th to Dec. 1st 
Plover and Snipe . Aug. 1st to May 1st 
Law Governing Non-Resident Hunters. 
Persons not hona fide residents of the state and actually domi-
ciled therein, shall not hunt, pursue, take or kill any hull moose 
or deer, or ducks, partridges, woodcock or other birds or wild 
animals at any time without having first procured a license there-
for as hereinafter provided. Such licenses shall be issued by the 
commissioners of inland fisheries and game upon application in 
writing and payment of fifteen dollars to hunt bull moose, deer, 
ducks, partridges, woodcock aml other birds and wild animals 
<luring their respective open seasons in October, November and 
December. But to hunt ducks, partridges, woodcock and other 
birds and wild animals, duri11g their respective open seasons prior 
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to October first, a license fee of five dollars shall be paid annually. 
A person having paid the fee of five dollars may procure a license 
to hunt bull moose and deer by paying ten dollars additional. 
Such license shall entitle the purchaser to take to his home, in 
adclition as now provided, properly tagged with the tag detached 
from his license, and open to view, ten partridges, ten ducks and 
ten woodcock that he has himself lawfully killed. 
In addition, a non-resident hunter may ship home one pair of 
game birds under a special shipping tag, cost of tag 50 cents. 
Law Governing Resident Hunters 
when Shipping Game Out of the State. 
\Vhenever a resident of this state has lawfully killed a bull moose 
he shall, before taking the same or part there~>f outside the limits 
of the state, procure a license therefor of the commissioners of 
inland fisheries and game, paying therefor a license fee of five 
dollars. 
Law Governing Hunting . 
.J!oo.ye-No person shall at any time hunt, catch, kill, destroy 
or have in possession any cow or calf moose; and the term " calf 
moose" as herein used, shall be construed to mean that these 
animals are calves until they are at least one year olcl, ancl have 
at least two prongs or tines not less than three inches long to each 
of their horns. 
A hunter may between the fifteenth day of October ancl Decem-
ber first legally kill one hull moose. 
Dffr- T wo deer, regardless of sex, may he killed between the 
first day of October and the fifteenth day of December. 
In Waldo county it is open season 011 deer during November 
only of each year, and but one dee.r can be legally killed during 
the open season each year. 
Caribon - Are protected at all times up to October 15th, 1 !)11. 
Bmrs, Wolves mul Wild Cats - May he killed wherever they 
are found. 
Jlink, Sable, .Jl uskrat and Fi.Ylter - May be legally killed 
between October 15th and May 1st. 
Beaver-Are protected at all times. 
Snrulay is close time on all game. 
Non-resident H unters may transport moose and deer without 
accompanying the shipment, but the "moose" or "cleer" "cou-
pons" must be attached. 
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No identification of game so tagged is necessary en route. 
Resident l/unters must accompany their game to destination 
and identify same at Bangor. It must be open to view, tagged 
and plainly labelled with the name and residence of the owner 
thereof, except when accompanied by a special shipping tag. Cost 
of one Moose tag five dollars; for one Deer tag two dollars. 
Don't Shoot Carelessly - Extract from the Maine Laws, Chapter 
~6:3, P. L. 1901, Sec. 3. Whoever, while on a hunting trip or in 
pursuit of wild game or game birds, negligently or carelessly 
shoots and wounds or kills any human being, shall be punished by 
imprisonment not exceeding ten years or by fine not exceeding 
one thousand dollars. 
An Indian Pond D eer "Posing." 
Photos, Please. 
We shall appreciate it very much indeed if sportsmen and 
vacationists who secure good photographs of Maine woods 
scenes, and particularly of fish and live game, will forward copies 
of same to the General Passenger and Ticket Agent. Prints 
either mounted or unmounted and of any size can be made very 
good use of. 
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Shipment of Big Game During Open Season of 1905 
Deer, Oct. 1 to Dec. 15; Moose, Oct. 15 to Dec. 1. 
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The game shown as shipped in December includes that killed in open season , and shipped 
by special permit after the season closed or left with a taxidermist to be mounted. 
The above statement, compiled from records kept by station agents , comprises only game 
shipped by visiting sportsmen from points on the line of this Company, and does not include that 
k;Ued by native hunters, nor the large quantity consumed in camps. 
By M. H. Yale, Jamaica, N. Y. 
J F you have ever been in the Maine 
woods, you need no urging to go 
again, that is, if you went to the 
right place. The scenery, the 
air, the water and everything 
that nature can do to please 
the eye, and invigorate the 
boclv she has clone. But if 
you .were unfortunate enough 
to have struck the wrong tmil, 
and Imel the fine trout you caught 
spoiled in the cooking, and been 
obliged to try to rest on n hard, 
lumpy heel, ten to one you have lost 
sight of the beautiful scenery, and the 1u11rny1u1cc of poor foocl and 
poor accommodations has racked your aln•ady tired nerves beyond 
the power of the bracing air to strcni..,rthcn all(l quiet. 
Up Pleasant River Way 
If, however, you were fortu-
nate enough to strike Brown's 
camps on Pleasant river near 
Katahdin Iron Works, or one 
equally good, you will have 
memories so pleasant that when 
vacation season arrives again, 
the Maine woods will be the first 
place in your thoughts. If you 
like trout fishi11g you can get 
all you want near camp in the 
Pleasant river region, and when 
caught have them cooked here 
the nearest possible to perfec-
tion. The memories of those 
delicious trout suppers, serve<l 
in so many different ways, will 
stay with me as long as mem-
ory lasts, and makes me yearn 
now for the springtime when I 
can again return to Brown's for East chairback Trout. 
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more trout suppers. 
If you enjoy trout fishing you can catch them yourself; if not, 
there is always a supply on hand. The greatest number of trout 
I ever caught in one day was near Brown's camp where myself 
In the Pleasant Ri,-er Region. 
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and son caught 67~ in seven hours' fly casting. We returned the 
greater part of them to the water uninjured as we used small fly 
hooks. "What man has done man can do again," is an old say-
ing, but I never again expect to equal that day's sport. 
After being in the woods a few days, climbing the mountains 
and wading the streams, one feels like a new man, as though he 
more you drink of it 
the more you want, 
and long for it when 
away. If you are 
accustomed to using 
stimulants leave them 
back in the city or 
town, drink that pure 
had left his tired, ner-
vous body and taken a 
new one. And how 
you can eat! And 
how you love to drink 
that fine iron spring 
water which bubbles 
up just at the base of 
the mountain! The 
tonic, water, while "Swapping" Fish Stori.s. 
you sta v in the woods, 
and notice how much better you feel. You dwellers in the city, 
especially near the sea coast, need the dry, bracing air of the 
Maine woods, and if you try a rncation trip here once you will 
surely go again and again; and you will live all the longer and 
healthier for it. 

By Fanny Hardy Eckstorm, Brewer, Me. 
}T is not the dull 
day, the rainy day, 
the unlucky day that 
makes you think of 
lier. When the wind 
how ls and the tent leaks 
and the game goes off 
wounded you do not 
then wish you had lier 
with you. These are 
your own misfortunes, 
which you shoulder for yourself. But there comes a time when 
the one imperfection in your trip is lacking, the companion of all 
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the world whose absence cannot be compensated by the best day, 
the best guide, the best shot, the best luck. Then at evening by 
the camp-fire, the guide or the old-timer knows that you are suffer-
ing the hour of fond regrets. He waits to hear you say: "What 
wouldn't I give if I could only have my wife here enjoying this!" 
You are not the only one who has known these fond rq.('rets. 
All good sportsmen say that; it is just as chamcteristic of the 
A111erican husband as planning to go fishing. 
" If I had only known it was so easy, I woulcl have 11uufr my 
wife come, too!" There's another of you. 
"I'm coming hack next fall, a1Hl my wife comes, too!" Still 
another. You arc not lacking goo1l company; you are not the 
u She" Would Enjoy a C'amp Like This ! 
only man, you see, who, if he coulcl do things over again, would 
have brought lier with you. Your fond regret is, as you perceive, 
a sort of "union label" that marks you as a guaranteed article, 
one of the kind who are always in demand, the man w horn your 
old guide 1~1cets with the friendliest smile, for whom your old 
camp-propnetor, no matter how over-crowclecl, can find plenty of 
spare room, a man who always has good luck and a good time -
after you have learned to take your wife with you. 
Why didn't you bring her this time? 
You were afraid she might fall ill; that she would overdo; you 
never forget that she is not strong. It might he; you kuow her 
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Young Deer in a Patten Pasture. 
strength. Aml yet there is little 11eed today in camping in the 
Maine woods to overtax even a delicate woman. As for illnesses, 
unless one brings them with her, they do not come. She won't get 
ill, not even by sleeping on boughs under a tent in hard fall 
rains; not even from wind and snow. Don't fret about her health. 
You think she doesn't care for this sort of life. It is an acquired 
taste, remember, even with yourself. She hesitates because she is 
not sure whether she will like it, and her not liking might spoil 
your whole outing. She fears she woulcl he a burden; she thinks 
she might prevent your taking the long hard trip which you have 
been planning; she pre-supposes that if you are after large game 
you could not be bothered with a woman in the camp; in short, 
sir, she consults your imagined pleasure rather than her own when 
she declines. Urge her a little; coax her a bit; teach her about 
rods and reels aml rifles and encourage her to try them; take it 
for granted that she will go if sufficiently urged. Then you will 
have no place for fond regrets. 
But she is timid, afraid of the woods, of the dark, of mice, of 
snakes, and would he petrified with fear at the thought of going 
in a canoe or in quick water. Just as you say - you know her 
best. Hut remember the times when she has got the better of her 
fears; remember that as a rule, though they have little confidence 
in themselves, a woman is apt to have too much in a man who 
can win her faith. (You may remember how it has been in your 
own case.) Give her a guide of reputation, a man with a name 
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as canoeman and a woodsman, ancl perhaps you will be surprised 
to see your timid wife going into places from which in your inmost 
heart you are praying to be excused. The chances are that in an 
emergency she will not he a coward. The chances are that she will 
laugh at discomfort quite as much as you will and that she will 
not drop half-way to any place, or else that she will go until she 
docs literally fall hy the wayside. 
Rut she is so dainty, such a home-hody, so precise; you cannot 
think of her as putting up with hardships and makeshifts. There 
is a story about this. 
A F ish Story from Moosehead Lake. 
There was once a girl-she live<l in the far West, twenty-four 
thousand, nine hundred and some odd miles from here, so that no 
one here knows her - a girl who grew up in the strictest precincts 
of old-maid-hood, who was educated for that from her cradle. She 
lived in the very atmosphere of precision so that it took no wis-
dom to predict that she was horn to spinster-hood, a clean hearth 
and a cat. No primmer little girl ever wore white pinafores to 
school, no demurer maiden ever played the graceful wall-flower. 
It was her fate. She came to middle age, and her hair was gray. 
Then one lucky day she caught her first trout on a fly, and the 
world changed for her. Now it is "Amy here" and "Amy there." 
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An Inviting Moosehead Lake Hostelry. 
The men of her family can't go fishing without her, because when 
Amy goes they always get trout, though Amy gets the biggest. 
She has passed 011 to salmon-fishing, and still Amy gets the big-
gest. She will probably take to a gun, and still win all the prizes. 
Amy is growing young; everyone except the little girls in short 
dresses to whom everybody else is awfully old and in the way, has 
forgotten that Amy is middle-aged. They only see the things she 
does, still with a beautiful precision and most lady-like reserve, 
and they wish they could keep their youth the way that Amy 
does. 
There is a moral to this tale. Your wife can help you to find 
it, if you are not good at morals. Take her with you and let her 
try to show you what the fable teaches. You know that the trip 
will be twice as much enjoyed; you know that the memory of it 
will he infinitely sweeter; you know that this one was not all it 
should have been just for lacking her. So be no more a prey to 
fond regrets: take her with you! 

B EFORE a vacationist makes 
his first canoe jaunt into the 
far recesses of Maine's north 
wilderness, his imagination 
usually furnishes him with out-
ing pictures of the dearest, rarest 
sort; hut after the trip has actu-
ally been made, and the sojourner 
is safo back at his home fireside, 
the sweet memories of his outing 
furnish him pictures far clearer, rarer, more beautiful and more 
lasting than his greatest imagination or fondest hopes had ever 
dreamed of or produced. 
It would be hard indeed to conceive of a vacation trip more 
genuinely enjoyable or beneficial than a journey by canoe through 
the wonderful wilderness area of northern Maine. We call it a 
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great treat to wander about in the sha<le<l parks of the city; how 
much greater treat it is to wander about in this immense natural 
park of Maine, basking in the mellow sunshine on the lakes or 
resting in some leafy bower along shore where the intertwining 
branches of the forest form an ever grateful shade, and where the 
fragrant brakes and grasses offer a resting place far more delight-
ful than the easiest hammock of" the states." 
Tent life, too, has its manifold attractions, not only for men 
ancl their wives but also for whole families. Nothing else is so 
good for business-worn men, tired women arnl run-down children 
as to break away from the usual home life an<l pursuits and dip 
u Basking in the ~fellow Sunshine on the Lakes." 
deep into northern l\Iaine on a canoeing ancl camping-out trip. 
The entire freedom from worry and care works wonders for the 
tired mind; the simple yet active life builds up muscle a1Hl nerves 
in quick time; and all the while there is an ever-present exubera-
tion of feeling, a sense of supreme delight which is fed daily by 
new sights and new inciclents until the very thought of living 
amid such charming environments furnishes new lifo for the body 
and new joy for the soul. 
The attractions of camping are drawing more and more people 
to northern Maine every yPar, nncl still more will C"ome as the 
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pleasures of such an outing become 
better known and the ease with which 
the trip can he accomplished is better 
understood. Nothing is easier than to 
sta1t on a camping trip here, and 
under ordinary circumstances nothing 
can be more delightful. Summer time 
is naturally the great camping and 
canoeing season in northern Maine, 
and it is then that many hundreds of 
white tents can be seen pitched by 
the shaded lakes and streams to shelter 
the nomadic vacationists. A good 
many visitors prefer to patronize the 
woods hotels arnl camps, hut living 
under canvas has many charms which 
are not easily understood until one 
has actually experienced them, and 
it is seldom that anyone forsakes tent 
life for hotel life after they have once 
had a taste of it. 
The latter part of August is a pretty 
time of year for parties to camp out in 
northern Maine. Then the days are 
pleasantly warm and the nights clear 
and cool, an1l better fishing is apt to 
he had than in .July. Early in Sep-
tember comes the ripening of the forest 
foliage, and the multi-colored leaves, 
brilliant with nature's most gorgeous, 
most dazzling tints, deck the wilder-
ness with a kaleidoscopic sort of beauty 
that is wonderfully charming, Then, 
too, the air is unusually clear and crisp 
at this time of year, and its bracing, 
invigorating properties are soon felt 
by everyone who comes within their 
magic spell. 
The most satisfactory way to canoe 
and camp out in northern Maine is to 
make 110 elaborate preparations for the 
trip, hut to leave everything except 
the selection of your personal equip-
ment to your guide. A competent An Allagash Party. 
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guide will see that everything needed for the trip is procured in 
advance and he will be ready to start off immediately as soon as 
you arrive on the scene with your party. 
It is the intention in this chapter to describe some of the best 
known and most popular canoe and camping trips of northern 
Maine, and to mention briefly some of the many attractions which 
will be met with along the way. For further aid in followi~1g 
these various canoe courses reference should be made to the special 
map printed at the close of this chapter, on which each route will 
be found clearly traced, with a table giviug the estimated distance 
from point to point along each course. 
The We.st Branch Voyage. 
Moonlight on ~foosehcad Lake. 
It is doubtful if there is a 
more popular canoe route in all 
Maine than that offered by the 
West branch of the Penobscot 
river and its connecting waters. 
The start of the trip is usually 
made from Northeast carry, 
Moosehead lake, and the "take 
out" at Norcross, something 
like eighty miles away. There 
is magnificence of scenery all 
along the way, and such a 
wealth of fish, game and other 
natural attractions that the so-
journer here is always bounti-
fully repaid for coming. It is a two-mile jaunt by land over the 
low divide at Northeast carry between Moosehead lake and Penob-
scot river waters. Baggage and canoes are soon transported here 
by team, the vacationist rides if he is saving of his strength, or 
walks if he wishes to start in at once on "the really strenuous 
life," and it is not long before the canoes are pushed off into the 
Penobscot current and the voyage actually begun. 
Two miles and a half below the put-in, Lobster stream turns 
its waters into the Penobscot. If there is time awl the canoeist 
is bent on sightseeing, let him turn up this stream and run two 
miles south to Lobster lake. Here is one of the most beautiful 
small bodies of water in Maine, hemmed in by blue ancl emerald 
mountains, while the near shores, sand beaches in sweeping 
crescent shape, are broken by rugged rocky headlands of peculiar 
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Now for a Frying Pan 
formation, being full of holes and resembling coral. Ideal camp-
ing sites are plenty at Lobster lake, and large numbers of trout 
and togue can be caught in the deep cool waters. 
Turning back to the West branch, quick water will he encoun-
tered for about two miles below Lobster stream or until Warren 
island is reached. Next are four miles of dead water to Moosehorn 
stream, which enters the river on the right. It is near here that 
the voyager swings around a bend in the river anrl comes suddenly 
upon the "half-way house," so called because it is situated about 
half way between Northeast carry and Chesuncook lake. Parties 
frequently stop here for a night's lodging, there being a wealth 
of good fishing and hunting near at hand. 
Half a mile farther down river Hagmuff stream comes in on 
the left, while two miles below is Big island. (~uick water pre-
vails for the next two miles, followed hy two miles of gentle flow. 
From here on to Chesuncook rough water is encountered nearly 
all the way, several small islands lying in the river and helping 
to fret and disturb the current. Six miles below the half-way 
house are Pine Stream falls, marking the entrance of Pine stream 
into the main river. If unusually good trout fishing is wanted, 
the vacationist is addsed to take a side trip of a day or two off up 
Appalachian Mountain Club at Mount Katahdin. 
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Pine stream, in whose head 
waters there are to be found 
myriads of handsome great 
fighting trout. 
Just below Pine Stream 
falls the river broadens out 
into Chesuncook lake, an 
inland sea twenty miles 
long, lying in rather a flat 
country, yet with several 
lone mow1tains and groups 
showing picturesquely in 
the background. Majestic 
Katahdin, far off to the 
east, looms up with espe-
cial grandeur from this 
view-point. Following 
along the west shore of 
Chesuncook for a while and 
then crossing over to the 
east shore, the voyager con-
tinues on his West branch T en T empting T ip-T o p T rout. 
course. If he wishes to 
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make an interesting side trip from here, Caribou lake, reached by 
a two-mile thoroughfare, affords the very best of fishing and 
hunting, while Harrington lake, famous for its mammoth trout, 
is also easily reached from this great inland sea over a seven-mile 
tote road. 
A dam and quick water at the foot of Chesuncook lake neces-
sitates a half-mile carry. There are good camping places at both 
ends of this carry. Then Ripogenus lake, scenically entrancing, 
comes into view. Here is indeed a gem of gems, showing clear 
blue and silver in the sunlight and set in the richest, rarest sort 
of forest scenery. 
Gliding down to the foot of the lake, a three-mile paddle, the 
voyager comes to the famous Ripogenus gorge and arches. Here 
the waters churn and roll along for a distance of about three 
miles, hemmed in by great granite cliffs whose jagged faces hurl 
back the frothy current with a roar that reverberates far off in the 
forest. It is a spectacle of unusual wildness and never fails to 
charm the onlooker. The two most turbulent points along the 
entire three-mile stretch are called by the lumbermen the big and 
little "Heater," and it is here that driving logs down the swollen 
river in the spring is fraught with greatest dangers. The carry 
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around Ripogenus gorge and arches is 
a hilly one and offers many a strikingly 
handsome scenic outlook. A small 
pond, lying about half way along on 
the carry, can nearly aways be counted 
on to furnish a nice string of trout, 
while at the "Big Eddy," at the lower 
end of the carry, is a fine camping 
place where the traveler is usually 
ready to pitch his tent for the night 
and take a good rest after his har1l 
day's jaunt. 
From the "Big Eddy" to Gulliver's 
pitch, or Amhajemackomus falls, the 
canoeing is good, although there is a 
strong current all the way. The carry 
here is about quarter of a mile long. 
Then comes the " Horserace," a couple 
of miles of racing, rock-strewn river, 
which can be run with a good pitch of 
water provided there is a skilled Maine 
guide wielding the stern paddle. Be-
low the " Horserace" is Sourdnahunk 
dead water, where the river widens con-
siderably for about two miles and a 
half and the current becomes placid 
and slow. A particularly fine view of 
Mount Katahdin, twelve miles away, is 
had from this quiet stretch of water. 
At the foot of Sourdnahunk dead-
water the canoeist encounters Sourdna-
hunk falls, necessitating a carry of 
perhaps forty rods. A short distance 
farther on, Sourdnahunk stream sends 
its waters into the Penobscot from the 
north. Here is a stream whose head 
waters and connecting ponds harbor 
an untold wealth of gamey trout. fish-
ing is indeed a delight in these waters, 
and even though the angler throws hack 
all the trout he catches which fall short 
of ten inches in length, he will still be 
able to fill his creel in a very short 
time. (Juick water and a rocky bed 
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make it necessary to "tote" along this stream, but there is an easy 
trail on the east bank to Sourdnahunk lake, seventeen miles away, 
and sporting camps are advantageously located along the route. 
H.eturning to the Penobscot, the remaining twenty-nine miles of 
the trip to Norcross can be made in a day if the voyager is in a 
hurry and will make use of the steamer service from the head of 
Ambajejus lake, a distance of fourteen miles. The first of a series 
of carries which must be made on the route here comes in four 
miles below Sourdnahunk stream, at Aho] falls. The outlet of the 
two Abol streams, Aboljackarmegus and Aboljackarmegassic, are 
just ahove this place. Here, too, is the sta1t of a good woods trail 
leading to Mount Katahdin and up its rugged slopes, and the 
vacationist will find it well worth while to make this nine-mile 
sicle trip up .Maine's grandest and most picturesque mountain. 
Young D eer are Often Seen in the Maine Woods. 
Standing on the top of Mount Katalulin, one is five thousand 
two hundred feet above the level of the sea. Under foot is a 
mammoth ridge of granite, ten miles long and of very irregular 
outline. Rising 011 the east, north and west are several lesser 
eminences, including Turner, Traveler and the Four Brothers 
mountains, whose tops are from two thousand to three thousand 
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feet above the sea level and whose sides are heavily wooded with 
practically virgin timber. Katah<lin's northern portion is a long, 
narrow riclge, rugged and rock strewn, while the western side of 
the mountain is far too precipitous to be climbe<l. The south 
sicle of the mountain, however, offers a comparatively easy means 
of ascent, than ks to a broad cicatrice made hy a lan<lslide in 18 Hi. 
A spring of deliciously cool water will be found near this slide, at 
the top of the mountain. 
Mere words cannot begin to describe the splendid grandeur of 
the view to be had from this lofty vantage ground; it certainly 
must be seen to be appreciated. For many miles around, a vast 
acreage of forest stretches out on all sides, broken here and there 
by silver-bosomed lakes or winding streams and rivers. No fewer 
than a hundred and fifty 
lakes and ponds can be seen 
from Katahdin's loftytop, 
and the glint and sparkle 
of their dancing waters sug-
gests the glitter of a myriad 
gems sprinkled upon the 
great green velvet of the 
forest umbrage. Maine's 
sy Ivan splendors are here 
exposed in all their rugged 
primality, and one cannot 
but marvel at the magnifi-
cent panorama which is 
spread out before him. It 
takes two clays to make the 
ascent of the mountain 
comfort ah 1 y, an cl clear 
weather is essential to good 
sightseeing. 
Hcverting once more to 
,\ c.11np Co)' ('orner. the West branch, the canoe-
ist crosses the river near 
the mouth of the Ahol streams and makes the quarter-mile carry 
around Ahol falls. Next come three miles of dead water to Pock-
wockamus falls, where another carry, this time over a half mile 
of rocky trail, must be made. Dipping into Pockwockamus 
deadwater, a three-mile paddle leads to Katepsconegan or Dehs-
coneag falls, a thircl-of-a-mile carry, and Debsconeag deadwater. 
It is only a short distance below the falls where the thoroughfare 
Way up on Mount Katahdin. 
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to Debsconeag lakes comes in 011 the right. 
ing camps are located close by, and several 
are possible from here. 
Comfortable sporl-
intcresting side trips 
First Dcbsconeag lake offers particularly fine fishing, "lakers" 
weighing eighteen pounds and over being caught here frequently. 
The sport is at its best in May awl early .June but it is by no 
means tame at any time in summer. By carrying half a mile 
from First to Second 
Debsconeag lake 
and c r o s s i n g the 
head of the latter, 
the path is short to 
){ a i n b o w la k e, 
famed for its hand-
some and numerous 
trout. By turning 
westward from Sec-
oncl Debs co 11c11 g 
and m a k i n g the 
carry, a short eighth 
of a mile, Thi rd 
Debsconeag lake 
comes into view. 
This lake has partic-
ularly ch arm i n g 
s c en i c surrouml-
i ngs, and is further 
famous for its rec-
ord "laker," a 
" bouncer" of over 
thirty pounds which 
This Allagash Canoeist was a Hunter. was recently caught 
there. It is 11 o t 
necessary to turn back from this lake, there being an easy trail 
about a mile long leading out to Pcmadumcook lake, where the 
steamer calls for passengers on 110tice. 
If the excursionist does not diverge from the straight West 
branch course, he will find it a two-mile paddle clown lkhsconeag 
deadwater to Passamagamock falls, where a quarter-mile carry 
must be made use of. Continuing, there is a stretch of a mile and 
a half of dead water to Ambajejus falls, where the last carry of the 
trip is made, a short eighth-of-a-mile walk. Then the river broad-
ens out into Amhajejus lake and so continues for six miles. From 
a point on the north shore a quarter-of-a-mile carry leads to Mil-
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linocket lake, full of islands, and one of the prettiest bodies of 
water along the entire course. 
If the vacationist must hurry here, the steamer will soon com-
plete his journey for him and land him safely at Norcross. But 
if there is time to spare, the paddle down is well worth while. It 
means working down Ambajejus lake, across the foot of Pemadum-
cook and into North Twin lake, where a four-mile paddle will 
hring him to the wharf at Norcross, and once more in railroad 
touch with the outside world. 
Along the Allagash. 
See That Pole Bend! 
There are two special reasons 
why hundreds of vacationists 
elect each year to make the 
Allagash river canoe trip; one 
is because of the few carries to 
be met with along the way, and 
the other is because of the unus-
ual wealth of wildwood charms 
which nature has lavished on 
the woods and waters of the sec-
tion through which the canoeist 
must here wend his way. The 
Allagash trip means a jaunt of 
about two hundred miles 
through the "real backwoods" 
of northern :\Iaine, the start being from Northeast carry, Moose-
head lake, and the finish at Fort Kent or Van Buren on the St . 
• John river. 
For the first part of the Allagash course the route mapped out 
for the West branch voyager is taken until Chesuncook lake is 
reached. Then the how of the canoe is swung toward the north 
and, crossing the lake, the canoeist soon comes to Umbazooksus 
stream. It is easy progress here for the first six miles; then the 
current sets in stronger and it is only after hard work 11.t poling 
and w11.ding that the remaining three miles to Umbazooksus lake 
are gone over. Once in the lake the canoeist can easily swing 
across to the two-mile carry leading into Mud pond. A team can 
be hired here to do the toting, and a commodious sporting camp 
offers the genuine, whole-hearted hospitality of the woods. 
Umbazooksus is West branch, Mud pond is East branch water; 
here, then, is the first change of river system to be met with on 
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the trip. Paddling a mile across Mud poJHl the outlet, Mud 
stream, is soon reached. Another mile of easy canoeing brings 
the voyager out onto the broad blue bosom of Chamberlain lake, 
while six miles of paddling up the lake and a ten-rod carry around 
the dam to be encountered there takes the voyager out of East 
branch waters and into the wash of the Allagash. 
It is a short run from Chamberlain lake dam to Eagle lake, 
while the guides reckon it as about twelve miles from Chamberlain 
to the head of Eagle lake. Here is a great hunting and fishing 
region, and the several sporting camps located at the lake are 
always well patronized. Two miles of thoroughfare lead from 
Eagle to Churchill lake, a beautifully bordered body of water 
about five miles long. There are charming sites for camping at 
Chase's carry, at the head of the lake. Here, too, a dam makes 
it necessary to carry, and on account of the rough water below, it 
is customary for parties to walk down stream for a mile or so, 
although the guides can usually run the loaded canoes. Beyond 
this comes an easy ten-mile paddle to picturesque Umsaskis lake, 
then five miles across to Long lake, five more down Long lake and 
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ten beyond that down the Allagash river to Round pond, which is 
the last pond or lake to be met with on the run. 
Crossing Round pond means a three-mile paddle. Then the 
river current seizes once more upon the canoe and holds strong all 
the way to the meeting of the Allagash and the St. ,John, twe11ty-
eight miles away. The last carry of the trip is made fifteen miles 
below Round pond at Allagash falls. However, it is only an 
eighth-of-a-mile walk and is soon passed o\'er. 
The first settlement of any size to be met with on this trip is 
Connors, a Canadian village on the banks of the St .. John twelve 
miles below the mouth of the Allagash. First-class accommoda-
tions will be found here. Fort Kent, situated eighteen miles below 
Connors at the confluence of the St. .John and Fish rivers, is an 
interesting old town, having first been settled by Acadian refugees 
who were driven out of Nova Scotia in 1755 and New Brunswick in 
178~3. Further interest attaches to the place on account of the 
old wooden blockhouse which is still standing near the river as a 
sort of memorial to Maine's northeast boundary dispute of 1840. 
Many canoeists complete their river joumey at Fort Kent and 
return home from here by ra il. Others push on down the St. John 
to Van Buren, fifty miles away, before they call their canoe trip 
done. If the latter 
town is visited the ex-
cursionist must not fail 
to make the twelve-mile 
trip down river to the 
Grand falls of the St. 
John. Here is a mag-
nificent waterfall, the 
river taking a sheer 
plunge of over seventy-
fivc feet and thunder-
ing on between high 
walls of jagged rock. 
There is good hunting 
and fishing near at 
ha n cl, and first-class 
hotel accommodations. 
Several attractive 
canoe trip s offer in 
northeastern Maine, of 
which the hundred-mile 
circuit of the Fish river 
system of lakes is per- Canoeing is \\7 oman's D dight. 
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haps the most prominent. There are no carries on this trip 
after the lakes are reached, and the best of fishing and hunting is 
to be had along practically the entire route. The easiest way in 
is from Van Buren or by a five-mile carry from Frenchville. 
By Way of the East Branch. 
During the season just passed 
men ancl women have camped 
and canoed along the East 
branch of the Penobscot in 
greater numbers than ever be-
fore. They found it a trip of 
wonderfully varied attractions, 
arnl not extremely difficult to 
make. The entire distance to 
be traversed is reckoned at 
something like a hundred and 
twenty miles. 
The East branch trip, like 
Rig T rout Galore. the two trips previously de-
scribed, has its sta1t at North-
east carry, Moosehead lake. The Allagash route is followed as 
far as Chamberlain lake; there the canoe is turned to the right 
and swinging down the thoroughfare which makes in 011 the south 
shore, Telosmis and Telos lakes are soon reached. The latter, 
which is five miles long, is the centre of one of Maine's richest 
fish and game sections. Another equally prominent sporting 
region is marked by Sourdnahunk lake, reached from Telos lake 
over a six-mile woods road. 
From Tclos to Webster lake is a quick mile trip, the canoeist 
making use of the canal cut more than sixty years ago by lumber-
men who wished to change the flow of the waters of this section 
and so give their logs a speedier and surer way to market. Web-
ster lake, three miles long, is the first water so far met with that 
really belongs to the East branch system. Below Webster lake is 
Webster stream, the most tempestuous ten miles of river on the 
entire trip, fretting and fuming over rocks ancl through chasms 
until, at Grand falls, the river shoots out from its !edgy confines 
and takes a plunge of fifty feet before it strikes its heel again and 
rolls onward toward the sea. The junction of Webster stream 
and the Penobscot East branch is only a few rods below the falls. 
If great care is exercised a canoe can safely be run for a mile or 
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so in some parts of this course, hut there is a constant chance of 
serious mishap and the voyager will fiiul it much wiser to make 
use of the tote road for the entire ten miles. There is a place just 
above Grand falls where the river ca11 he safely crossed, a11<l from 
there the portage is made of three-fourths of a mile over Indian 
carry to the East branch of the Pe11ob~cot. 
Paddli11g a mile aml a half dow11 river from l11clia11 carry the 
umoeist comes to Second lake, rich with scenic charms and havi11g 
A Turbulent River Stretch . 
many a fine camping site along its shores. Continuing four miles 
down the lake and four more down the river, Grand lake is reached. 
Here is another gem of a lake, hemmed in hy wilderness shores of 
the most attractive sort and having Mount Katalulin a majestic 
sentinel in the background. Trout brook, leading to a rare good 
region for fishing and hunting, is a tributary to this lake. 
Below Grand lake the river current is strong for about a mile, 
but may he canoed safely. In the next four miles, or until Stair 
falls are reached, the water quickens perceptibly. A forty-rod 
carry is necessary at Stair falls unless there shoulil happen to be 
an unusually good pitch of water. The next two miles are easy 
going; then Haskell Hock pitch is encountered wlll're the carry, 
three quarters of a mile long, is usually l'lllployed. The next four 
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miles of the river's course is broken by Pond pitch, Grand pitch, 
Hulling Machine falls and Bowlin falls, the four being known 
inclusively as the Grand falls of the East Branch. Canoeing is 
safe enough on the intervals between these falls, but it is safest to 
use the carries otherwise, with the possible exception of running 
over Bowlin. 
From Bowlin falls to the confluence of the Wissataguoik stream 
and the East branch is a pleasant paddle of fifteen miles. If the 
Plenty More Where These Came from ! 
voyager would be interested to visit a highly-favored hunting 
region, let him tent out at the place called Monument line, three 
miles above the junction of the Sebois river and the East branch, 
and paddle a ways up the Sebois. There he will be in the heart 
of as fine a moose and deer country as Maine can boast of, and 
where hunters seldom come out disappointed. 
At East branch ferry, just above the mouth of Wissataguoik 
stream, good tenting sites will be found, while there are also sport-
ing camps here for those who prefer a change from life under 
canvas. One of the best trails up Mount Katahdin starts in from 
this place, and there are several other interesting excursions to be 
made in the vicinity, inclu<ling a ten-mile trip up the Wissataguoik 
to Roebar's camp or to City camp, six miles farther on and close 
hy the north spur of Katah<lin. 
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Cami at Squ~re Lake. 
The intervening fourteen miles of river between Wissataquoik 
stream and Grindstone station can he easily run by canoe in a 
rlay. There are three broken stretches of water along the way -
Whetstonc falls, Burnt Land rips anil Grindstone falls - but they 
can all he run with a fair pitch of water. The point of debarka-
tion at Grindstone is close by the railroad station, so it becomes an 
easy matter to take out one's canoe and dunnage here au<l ship 
hack to Greenville or direct home. 
The Fish River Circuit. 
Probably no canoe eourse in Maine is easier- ancl certainly 
none are more attractive - than what is known as the Fish river 
circuit, a route of about a hu11clrecl miles in St .• John alHl Fish 
river waters, with the start and finish at Van Buren. The entire 
run can be made in four or five days, if necessary, hut it will be 
found far more satisfactory to spend at least a week along this 
charming outing course. 
Setting out from Van Buren it is a ten-mile ride hy team to 
Long lake, of the Fish river system. Here eight miles of easy 
paddling leads to the three-mile thoroughfare in to Mud or Second 
lake. It is two miles across Mud lake; then the route leads the 
canoeist along the sinuous thoroughfare to Cross lake, where com-
fortable camps offer hospitality in most liberal measure. It is 
four miles down Cross lake to the foot and from there a half mile 
by thoroughfare into Square lake, a handsomely bowered body of 
water, whose shores abound in fine camping sites and whose waters 
are peopled hy trout, togue and landlocked salmon, of wondrous 
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size and in wondrous numbers. The run from Square lake to Eagle 
lakt is easily made over the four-mile thoroughfare, and brings 
the voyager into a charming stretch of water. Here again there 
are piscatorial attractions in abundance. Eagle Lake station at 
the foot of the lake is reached after a six-mile paclclle. Supplies 
of all kinds can be procured here, and parties wishing to hurry 
home by rail will find it a quick passage from here to the outside 
world. 
Continuing beyond the railroad station the canoeist finds it a 
three-mile paddle to where the way narrows clown to river width, 
and then eighteen miles down Fish river past V\ interville and 
Wallagrass aJl(l into Fort Kent. It is in this short stretch of river 
that the only two carries 011 the entire trip will he necessary; one 
is at Fish River falls, four miles above Fort Kent and the other 
is two miles farther on, at the mills of the Fort Kent Lumber Co. 
At Fort Kent the vacationist will find many points of interest 
to visit, should he care to tarry awhile in this quaint town on the 
border. Later, when he emharks for the last run of his trip, he 
will find it easy canoeing down the St. ,John river, running past 
Turtle, Dagles, Pine and several other islands, all(! by Michaucls 
rapids. The town of Frenchville, fifteen miles below Fort Kent, 
is quickly passed by, as is Edmunclston, on the Canadian side nine 
miles farther along. It is from Edmundston that Lake Temis-
couta, twenty-one miles away, is most <"Olllfortably reached. 
Sweeping on with the strong river current below Ecl111undsto11, the 
little settlements of :\ladawaska and Grand Isle soon come into 
A Typical Catch from Big Fish Lake. 
The Canoe is the Craft of the Wilrlerneos. 
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view and are as speedily left behind. Finally, after a twenty-five-
mile run from the Edmundston shore, Van Buren is reached, the 
voyager's canoe touches gently on the sloping bank, and the hun-
dred-and-ten-mile circuit is completed. 
Three Other Charming Courses. 
T he fifty-five mile run from Northeast carry to Allagash lake 
and return is a particularly good one for the canoeist who would 
make a short trip into a wild country. It is an easy voyage in, 
the canoeist working down the West branch, across Umba:woksus 
waters and up to the head of Chamberlain lake, and from there 
seven miles up Allagash stream to Allagash lake. Falls will be 
encountered about half way up the stream and just below the 
outlet of a small pond. 
Allagash lake is blessed with a wealth of panoramic loveliness 
far more beautiful than the average Maine lake can boast. There 
are several picturesque islands dotting this handsome body of 
water, and an abundance of splendid camping sites whose silent 
yet seductive invitation is hard to resist. Back a ways from the 
water some peculiar caves were recently discovered by a lumber-
man exploring in the mountains north of the lake. The caves 
extend several hundred feet in under the mountain, where their 
gloomy recesses are peopled by great families of bats. No one 
knows how deep these subterranean chambers really are; in fact, 
few persons knew of their existence until a trail was " spotted " 
from the lake to the cave's obscure entrance. 
Turning southward from the lake, the canoeist may return by 
the same route followed in. If he prefers to try something new, 
let him make the three-mile carry to Round pond, swinging off 
here for a mile and a half to Poland pond if he would get in 
touch with gamey big fish and lots of them. From Round pond 
the route takes one down four miles of dead water to Caucom-
gomoc lake, in a notably fine region for moose and deer. Loon 
lake, distant four miles by tote road from Caucomgomoc, and the 
two Hurd ponds also mark fish and game preserves of the most 
attractive sort. 
Caucomgomoc stream, entered after a short run down Caucom-
gomoc lake, furnishes a twelve-mile run to Chesuncook lake, pass-
ing through Black pond on the way. Three miles down stream 
from Caucomgomoc lake the voyager will encounter "The Horse-
race," where canoeing is seldom safe. The two small falls farther 
on can be run with a good pitch of water. Once on the broad 
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blue of Chesuncook lake, it is an easy paddle of twenty milPs back 
to Northeast carry, where the journey is eudcd. 
~c d 
Many vacationists make the short trip from Northeast carry to 
the two Pine ponds, the run entailing a paddle of only twenty-
seven miles, with smooth sailing all the way. To make the trip, 
run down the Penobscot West bmuch seventeen miles to the mouth 
of Pinc stream; then paddle up Pinc stream eight miles to the first 
Pine pond, or two miles farther on if the second one is to he 
visited. Unlimited trouting possibilities are offered at the many 
brooks and ponds in this vicinity, while there is certainly no better 
moose country in the state than that which is included in the Pine 
ponds region. 
The St. John river canoe trip is a long and hanl one, covering 
something like two hundred and thirty miles, yet there are many 
canoeists each year who select this for their outi11g course. The 
start is made from Seboomook or North west carry, Moose head 
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lake, beginning with a three-mile carry from Moosehead lake to 
the dam above Seboomook on the Penobscot West branch. 
It is easy paddling up the river for the first ten miles; then 
come Gulliver falls, where strenuous work with the setting pole is 
necessary. It is smooth sailing for the next four miles to Big 
island, after which come two miles of broken water to Pittston 
farm, situated at the confluence of the North all<! South branches 
of the Penobscot. With a good depth of water the canoeist will 
find it interesting to make a sicle run from here up the South 
branch, there being good canoeing almost to the state boundary. 
Fol!owing up the Penobscot North branch and working through 
Ahacotnetic bog, twenty-five miles away, the river runs strong 
hut holds shallow nearly all the way. In the dry season wading 
is apt to he the only alternative. From the hog a two-mile carry 
leads to Sweeney or Baker brook, one of the highest sources of the 
St .. John and the first water so far on the trip whose flow has 
favon•d the canoeist. With a fair pitch of water, Sweeney brook 
may be run to Baker lake, a distance of four miles. Paddling 
two and a half miles across the lake, the South branch river cur-
rent seizes the voyager's craft and helps him to spee<lily cover the 
fourteen miles of water to the main river. 
There are several broken and shallow stretches of water along 
the St .• John, yet they can nearl.v all he run, thereby assuring easy 
progress and a quick journey. It is about eighty-five miles below 
the outlet of the South branch that the canoeist swings past the 
mouth of the Allagash river, and a matter of perhaps thirty miles 
more before Fort Kent is reache1l. If the vacationist intends to 
follow the route to its very encl he will not take out at Fort Kent, 
nor yet at Van Buren, fifty miles farther down the river, but will 
continue in the river's course, carrying around Gr:rnd Falls, twelve 
miles below Van Buren, and thence paddling onward to the dis-
tant city of St. ,John. 
0 
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MAINE'S GREAT 
NORTH COUNTRY 
Reached by 
BANGOR & AROO TOOK R.R. 
Reference Map of Canoe Trips in B. & A. Territory, 
With Table o f Estimated Distances from Point to Point 
along each Route, 
West Branch Trip.- 80 Miles 
Miles 
N ortheast Carry . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 
Penobscot West Branch.. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • 20 
Chesuncook Lake. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 18 
~i~~~~;;; i~k.~:: :: :: :::::: :: : : : : : ::: :::: 3% 
Carry................................... 3 
Gulliver's pitch.......................... 1/6 
The Horserace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2 
Sourdahunk de•dwater........... 21/,, 
~;.r ii;,;~~h:: :: : : ::: ::: : :: . : : :: :~.~~~ 4 
Carry .••........ ·········............... '!. 
Miles 
W est Branch.. . ................... ...... 3 
Carry.. . ............................. ... 1h 
Pockwockamus dead water.............. .. 3 
Carry .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 'iii 
Debsconeag dead water...... .. ........... 2 
~~ b~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 1 ~ 
~:ir::J~::i~~~te1~-k~ ·. ·.:: ·.".::: :".". :: ·.". :: ".: :: ~ 
North Twin lake ..................... ,.. 4 
Allagash Trip.- 203 Miles. 
Miles Miles 
Northeast carry . .. .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 2 Chase's carry............................ 1 
Penobscot West Branch ................. 20 Allagash river .......•••..........•••.... 10 
Umbazooksus stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Umsaskis lake........................... 5 
Carry:· ....••. 1~~.°.::::::::::::: :: :::::: :: ~ ;II~~~;~;~~;:::::::::::::.::::::::::::: 18 
Mud Pond ...•••.......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Round Pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Outlet . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 River to Allagash falls .................. 15 
Chamberlain lake........................ 6 Carry ... ·.............................. '4 
Carry ............................ 10 rods Allapsh river ........................... 13 
Eagle lake . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 12 St. John river to Connors ................ 12 
T horoughfare........................... 2 St. John river to Fort Kent ...•...•...... 18 
Churchill lake .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 St. John river to Van Buren ......•.•..•.• 50 
East Branch Trip.- 118 Miles. 
M~ M~ 
Northeast Carry......................... 2 Indian carry............................. {t 
Penobscot West branch .................. 20 Penobscot East branch................... 1 • 
Umbazooksus stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 9 Second lake ....•....................... , 4 
Umbazooksus lake....................... 1 East branch......................... . . 4 
Carry........................ . .......... 2 Grand lake.............................. 4 
Mud pond................... . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 East branch to Stair falls....... . . . . . . . . . . 5 
2!:!~~;;1~.i~· L;k:;:: ::: :: :: :: :::: :::· :: : : ~ ~~~';\;.;.~~ii"::::::::::::::::::::::~.:~~ 2 
Thoroughfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Carry . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %, 
Telos lake............................... 5 Quick water and falls . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 4 
Canal......................... • • • . . . . . . 1 East branch to Wissataquoik .•..........• 15 
Webster lake............................ 3 East branch to Grindstone .......•.•...•• 14 
" stream ......................... 10 
Van Buren Circuit.- 111 Miles. 
Miles 
~~:lak~:~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 1~ 
Thoroughfare . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 8,4 
Mud lake................................ 2 
~~c:':sol'a\h.t~:~.: :::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::::: ::: ! 
Thoroughfare . • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . •;. 
Square Lake . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Thoroughfare . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Miles 
Eagle lake to station..................... 6 
Lake from station to river............... 3 
Fish river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Carry ............................ OOrods 
Fish river.............................. . 2 
~i:J7ri~~~'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. ·.'.'.'. ·.·.·:. ·:.·.-.·:.·.-.~:~~ 2 
St. John r Van Buren ..............•••.•• 50 
Allagash Lake Trip.- 99 Miles. 
M~ M~ 
i~1ch'a!1~~."!.~lc'::".t:'.:.~o .. ~~'~.':'~.°.r~:~ late. ~~~:;:~~~~: :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: ! 
A llagash stream . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • 7 Caucomgomoc lake • . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . • . • s~ 
Allagash lake............................ 4'!. Caucomgomoc stream ... . ......•......... 12 
Carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 3 Return from Chesuncook by West branch route. 
Pine Ponds Trip.- 27 Miles. 
Northeast Carry .•.••.. 2 miles Penobscot West branch, 17 miles Pine Stream .....• • •.•. 8 miles 
St. John Trip.- 231 Miles. 
Miles 
Northwest Carry......................... 3 
West branch to Gulliver's 1alls .•...•..•• • 10 
West branch to Big Island . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 4 
West branch to Jct. N. and S. branches... 2 
North branch to A bacotnetic bog ......... 25 
Carry................................... 2 
Sweeney brook .........•..........••.•• • ~!~ea 
Baker lake . . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • 2'Ar 
St.] ohn south branch .••..•.•..•..••...•. 14 
St.John river to Allagash ....•••...••.•.• 85 
From here follow Allagash route , ....... . 
By James S. Morey, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
THEHE is 1t11 elemellt in 
mall which causes a pleas-
ureahle sensation when one is 
pleased and satisfied with the 
object attained alJ(l if, upon 
repetition, the pleasure grows 
more keen, then has one dis-
eovered the secret of a happy 
existence. There is allother 
element closely alliecl to the former - a desire ill the human min<l. 
to get back to primeval collditions. It is a reverberation from our 
inner consciousness that is as natural to us as the breath we draw, 
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and to deny its call is to press back the instinct which if heeded, 
would bring us rest and quiet amid the hurry and bustle of this 
commercial age. 
It has been my happy experience to respond to this "call," to 
put aside the work ancl worry of a year, to go back into the woods 
of Maine amid new environments, ancl to teel that the place long 
sought for hacl been found. Let me tell you, who wish to respond 
to the "call," the guide posts I followed which led me into the 
" Pine Tree Jungle." 
I secured a copy of the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Guidebook, 
" In the Maine W oocls" of the year 1904, at the Sportsmen's Show 
in Madison Square Garden, New York, and my attention was called 
to the great attractions offered in it to any one who desired to spend 
a few weeks' vacation in Maine. I selected a camp on Little Seboois 
lake some sixty miles northeast of Bangor and engaged a cabin 
for my family. We were met at the station by guides who led the 
way over a short carry and placed us in canoes. New e11.periences 
are rare, pleasureable experiences are rarer, hut we had both com-
bined when we took our first canoe ride propelled by one of the 
guides who understood the art - for art it is, as you find when 
you try to get the "steering stroke." But the satisfaction when 
you <lo succeed more than compensates you for the wetting received 
when the return stroke was just deep enough to upset the canoe. 
What Canoeing Joys this Lake Suggests! 
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Upon arrival at the camp we found it to consist of a dozen log 
cabins and the main dining room, giving an ideal camp life where 
each party has the privacy of its own cabin. The housewife is 
absolutely free to enjoy the life in the woods here without the nerve 
racking thought," What shall I get for breakfast?" 
In these woodland depths one does not worry over the formali-
ties of dress. A blue flannel shirt, khaki knickerbockers, and moc-
casins complete the outfit. The ladies in their short skirts and stout 
shoes arc well equipped to tramp through the woods, along trails 
blazed by the careful axe of the woodmen. 
Seboomook Falls, Penobscot West Branch. 
After a while you begin to think civilization lurks about the 
camp and you desire to get to the heart of nature, so you consult 
your guide and he plans a trip to Cedar pond, a mountain lake 
ten miles from the main camp. Early in the morning the party 
of two boys, Mr. M., yourself, the guide and a horse with w1::ll-filled 
saddle-bags start out. The tenderfoot reading this beside his win-
ter fire will probably jeer at the idea of having a horse carry the 
luggage, but unless he has kept in better trim than the majority 
of street car riders do, he would consider that horse the nicest 
thing in Maine. 
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Now you hit the trail, beset with beauties which can be told by 
no pen, and soon you are in the jungle with the graceful white 
birches at times arching overhead. Then the trail is so lost amid 
the bushes and brakes that only the guide or the horse can find it. 
As the sun is mounting in the heavens you come to the old "tote 
road " that forty years ago was the route to Bangor from the north-
east. This road brings you to a clearing, an old farm which many 
years ago was the only farm in all this vast woods; but you note 
that the forest has claimed its own, as what was once cleared fields 
is now thickly covered with white birch. 
The Road Runs Close to South Twin Lake. 
You travel through woods that have been untouched by the axe, 
and their beauty grows upon you as you follow the horse and 
guide in single file. The keen-eyed youngsters see a moose go 
lumbering across the path, and a cleer stands a moment and looks 
at them till his curiosity is satisfied . The resourceful guide pre-
pares the noonday lunch, whid1 is eaten by the side of a mountain 
brook, where delicious drinking water is to be had that is as pure 
as crystal. How that wayside brook lingers in your memory as 
you later quaff the insipid water of the city water supply. But 
you are cheered hy the hope that another summer is coming, and 
that then you will drink long and more heartily from the forest 
fountain. 
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The distance to our objective point is growing less, aml soon 
we catch a glimpse of the little lake, which is almost a mile in 
circumference and has water so clear and cold that you can see its 
bottom of white sand at a depth of thirty feet. 
The camp is certainly a picture of what you have re1ul about. 
It stands on a slight declivity, ancl to enter you must he humble. 
The interior bears out your picture and you arc not disappointed. 
Here are certainly frontier eonclition•>, and at last you are to 
realize what all your life yon have imagined a cabin in the 
woods, in the back woods of Maine, with civilization llliles and 
miles away. A rough log hut, a puncheon floor, heels boughed 
with cedar, foocl cooked by an open fire, ancl st•rvecl on a rough 
table of unplanecl hoards, set with tin dishes! Doesn' t that call 
up a desire to go a11Cl see for yourself? 
It is rare for trout to take the hook in August, ancl but for the 
guide we would have gone back with empty creels. However, of 
trout there were plenty; the lake is a hig trout pool; and there 
is 110 cause for empty baskets if you know where to east the hook. 
Our guide knew, ancl the result of our afternoon's sport was ninety-
one trout. It was dusk when the call to supper came- ancl how 
appetizing the smell when the appetite is at a keen edge! The 
twilight was short, and before we llllcl finished a delicious supper 
of fried trout, bakecl potatoes, hot biscuits and coffl.e, the darkness 
had fallen around us, intensified hy the cedars that smTou1Hl the 
cabin. The boys, wearied with the long journey and the excite-
ment of fishing, were sc><111 sleeping soundly on their heels of fresh!) 
boughed cedar, and not long after all the wilderness ht•came quiet 
save for the chirp of the crickets, am! the oe,casional crackling of 
an em her in the slllouldering fire. 
Tame D eer \fake T ntere~ting Pet~. 
By Dr. E. T. Nealey, Banl!or, Me. 
THAT northern :\Jaine is a 
health resort of the truest 
sort is a fact which cannot be 
too wi(lely known. I am per-
fectly willing to take the risk 
of heing misunderstood in this 
hy some, if I am ahle to bene-
fit arnl make others happy 
who are physieally out of 
health. 
For mor~ than twenty years I ha\'c been sending patients to' 
health resorts all over the world, that they might be able to get 
rid of that dreaded disease, consumption. In later years I have 
advised northern :\Iaine alone for these cases, an cl the cli fference 
in results has hcen so 111arkecl that it would be almost criminal 
not to mention it. :\lost of those cl iccl who went south and west, 
There's Health for Him who Dwells in Tents. 
To the Maine Woods for Health 
and I firmly believe now that a 
large per cent of them would 
have lived had they never left 
their own homes. On the other 
hand, nearly all of those who 
went into the pure air of the 
woods of northern Maine got 
well after remaining the neces-
sary time, which is from six 
months to two years, according 
to the patient's condition. Con- _ 
sumptives whose cases seemed 
utterly hopeless got well and 
returned to their usual occupa-
tion after being in the open air 
a while, away from civilization, 
and breathing all the time the 
dry air of northern Maine. 
The mistake some make is to 
leave the cold, dry, crisp air 
of the woods in the winter and She Caught It up the Allagash. 
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return to their stuffy homes 
before getting absolutely well. This is always an injury, if not 
fatal to advanced cases. There is no air like that of the north-
ern Maine woods in the winter. 
There can he no comparison between the effect of the enerva-
ting, warm air of the much-lauded southern and western health 
resorts, ancl the crisp, woodsy, cold air of northern Maine, in sun1-
mer or winter. The latter season, in my judgment, is even more 
efficacious than the former. 
One who has not seen the building up of a wrecked constitution 
through spending a winter in the Maine woods cannot realize the 
beneficial effects of such a life in cases of consumption. The char-
acter of this climate is equally applicable to other diseases requir-
ing a change in climatic conditions. The accidental causes of 
death to persons already weakened by some wasting disease, which 
are so often met with in southern and warm western climes, are 
entirely eliminated from our pure Maine woods air, freed as it is 
from all miasmal conditions which are so prevalent in the south 
and west, even in some of the higher altitudes . 
.. 
p oll several years past it has been 
plainly evident that the growing 
industrial and commercial i11terests of 
11orthern Maine demanded direct, 
short-line transportation facilities to 
the sea. The problem was not " Is it 
needed?" but rather "How can it best 
he had?" Now, after a careful con-
sideration of ways and mea11s, the 
Northern Maine Seaport Hailroad has 
sprung into existence, and in the incredibly short time of seven 
months this fifty-four miles of standard ste~l road has been made 
ready for use between South Lagrange, 011 the main li11e of the 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, and Searsport, a picturesque har-
bor far down on the shore of Penobscot bay. Both passenger and 
freight trains are 11ow run daily over this new-born <·om111ercial 
artery, and the splendid \'C>lume of early business augurs most favor-
ably for a tremendous n11d permanent success for the enterprise. 
A Railroad to the Sea 
Starting out from South Lagrange the new line makes a long 
curve away from the parent road before setting in on the long 
level tangent to Bradford. There are but few bends and only one 
curve in the road between South Lagrange and Bradford, a dis-
tance of three and a half miles. The country is low and flat in 
this section, with a covering of stubby second-growth trees. 
Bradford village is a lively agricultural center which promises 
considerable business for the railroad. Two miles beyond this 
town the country becomes hilly, and cosy farmhouses dot the land-
scape on both sides of the way. Hudson station is a little over 
five miles south of Bradford, in the heart of a busy agricultural 
community. Great numbers of evergreen Christmas trees are cut 
and shipped from Hudson every year, and the coming of the new 
railroad is sure to prove of considerable importance to the work-
ers in this industry. 
Between Hudson and Glenburn there is a noticeable decrease in 
the number of clearings ancl farms along the road, yet this seven-
mile interval offers many a handsome hit of landscape and is 
thoroughly interesting. Glenburn is a quiet Yillage, with little 
business outside of its agricultural pursuits. A bout three and a 
quarter miles beyond Glenburn the traveler comes to North Ban-
gor station, situated ne,tr the Kenduskeag stream at what is locally 
known as Six Mile Falls, and at a point a little more than six 
miles from Bangor. The rails of the Bangor & Northern Railroad, 
an electric line, are crossed here by an overhead briclgc. 
After leaving North Bangor, the train swings on toward the 
south between long stretches of second-growth woods, with here 
..\ Sure Road to a Happy Vacation. 
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and there a farm or clearing to break the woodland continuity. 
It is nearly six miles from North Bangor to Northern Maine .Junc-
tion. Just before stopping at the latter station the train rolls out 
on a long, high bridge under which passes the public highway and 
the track of the Maine Central Railroad. This bridge, like all 
of the others on the line, is of the most solid construction and is 
a good example of the thoroughness and skill which has entered 
into every detail throughout the building of the road. 
The right of way from Northern Maine Junction to Hampden, 
a distance of four and a quarter miles, lies in a fine farming sec-
tion and there is abundant evidence that there will he agricultural 
freights from here in plenty for the new road. The Winterport 
station, nearly five miles farther on, is located a little way out 
from the center of the town, hut is convenient for all freight and 
passenger purposes. Just below the station here the track crosses 
Cattamawawa stream by a splendi1lly built bridge nearly five 
hundred feet in length. Continuing, the road winds in and out 
around hills and through vales into the pretty village of Frank-
fort, the station here being a little over three and a half miles 
from Winterport. Going southward from the station the track 
crosses the main street of the town at an elevation of about fifty 
feet, affording passengers a fine view down onto well-kept houses 
and orderly lawns. The road ho!tls to this height until it begins 
the ascent of Mosquito mountain, an eminence which overshadows 
Frankfort and Prospect and whose extensive granite quarries fur-
nish steady employment for the residents of both the nearby towns. 
Prospeet is a busy little village nearly four miles below Frank-
fort. It has ferry communication over the Penobscot river with 
Bucksport, about a mile distant. The railroad descernls gradually 
after leaving Prospect in its three-antl-a-half-mile course to Sandy 
Point, yet even then the rails are far up on the side of the hill nml 
high above the main portion of the village. Many substantial 
residences and several summer cottages mark Sandy Point as one 
of the most prosperous places along the entire route. 
In the two and three-fourths miles between Sandy Point antl 
Stockton there is a marked descent in the grade of the railroad. 
Here the country is comparatively level, arnl the views to he had 
of the harbor are charming in the extreme. Circling around some 
beautiful farms and through a stretch of second-growth woods, the 
train shortly comes out on the shore of Penobscot bay which it 
follows around to Kidders Point Dock. An immense wharf has 
been erected here eight hundred feet long ancl one hundrecl and 
fifty feet wide, where the largest ocean liners can safely tie up and 
where passengers can step practically from boat to cars or vice 
Along the New Seaport Line. 
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versa. A commodious station and the offices of the railroad are 
situated well out on this great pier. The whole plan of construc-
tion here has been on the most liberal scale, yet, unless all signs 
fail, there will he need enough for every square foot of wharf ancl 
station room when the advantages of the new railroad become 
well known and the height of tourist travel is on. 
About a quarter of a mile east of Stockton station begins the 
branch road which runs down to the freight wharves at Cape .J elli-
son. The distance to the extreme end of the enormous pier which 
has been built here to accommodate the expected great freight 
traffic is close onto two miles. Twenty schooners or half a dozen 
big ocean liners will have plenty of room to lie alongside this 
wharf without interfering with each other in any way. In round 
figures, this pier is sixteen hundred feet long, from one hundred 
and fifty to two hundred feet wide, with a total water front wharf-
age of nearly four thousand feet. About one hundred feet from 
shore a bulkhead has been built parallel with the pier yet two 
hundred and fifty feet away from it, thus furnishing a dock of 
splendid width and length where vessels may berth in perfect 
safety. 
The real terminus of the line is at Searsport where a passenger 
station is located, hut rails have been laid beyond to the coal 
wharves at Mack's point, which juts out into Searsport harbor a 
little to the west of Stockton harbor and which is separated from 
it by only a narrow sand bar. 
Situated between Searsport and Stockton harbors and lying well 
out into the blue waters of Penobscot bay is Sears island, one of 
the most picturesque landmarks on the entire Maine coast. This 
island, which is now owned by the Northern Maine Seaport Rail-
road C'o., has an area of about one thousand acres. Its beautiful 
location, together with the many charms which nature has lavished 
upon it in the way of attractive woods and rich green fields, can-
not fail to catch and hold the tourist's attention as the great 
steamer on which he sails swings up the bay and slowly in to Kicl-
clers Point Dock, or out from it at the beginning of a coastwise 
or ocean trip. 
Which olfer Good Accommodations to Vacationists in Northern Maine. 
Further information concerning these woods hostelries may be 
hacl by consulting the advertising section of this book. 
Reached from ALTON (21 miles from Bangor). 
Name. Proprietor. Distance. Conveyance. Rates. Capacity 
Camp Wa11aoeecool<, H.L.McKechnie&Son, 2% miles Carriage $1.W 20 
Reached from LAGRANGE (31.7 miles from Bangor). 
H inklcy House, 
Dirigo House, 
H. F. Hinkley, 
C. L. Doble, 
11! mile 
% mile 
Carriage $1.T>O 
2.00 
Reached from SOUTH SEBEC (4fi.() miles from Bangor ). 
Sebecco Lal<e Houoe, H. W. Atwood, 5 miles Carriage $1.00 
JO 
12 
40 
Reached from DOVER & FOXCROFT (52.8 miles from Bangor ). 
Blethen House, 
Dover House, 
W. D. Hlethen, 
F. A. Whitten, 
11. mile 
1, mile 
Carriage $2.00 
1.00 
Reached from GUILFORD (61 miles from Bangor) . 
Hotel Braeburn, 
Stewart House. 
J. J. Marriott, 
H. Stewart. 
Near station Carriage $2.00 
1.00 
[,() 
20 
If)() 
20 
Reached from ABBOTT VILLAGE (64.3 miles from Bangor ). 
Lal<e Hotel, 
Roberts Camp, 
Packard Inn. 
Reached 
Leeman's Camps 
l\Ionson House, 
Lake View Cottage, 
Leeman's Fann, 
B. M. Packard, 
H. G. Roberts, 
B. 11!. Packard, 
fron1 MONSON 
Thos. E. Leeman, 
Calvin Sears, 
C. L. Bray, 
J. S. Leeman, 
13 miles 
5 miles 
1 mile 
( 7:'J.3 miles 
15 miles 
Near station 
21/. miles 
4 miles 
Carriage 
from 
Carriage 
Walk 
$2.00 
1.l~l 
2.00 
Bangor) . 
$2.00 
Carriage orst'mr 
Carriage 
Reached from BLANCHARD (75 miles from Bangor). 
Russell Mountain Lodge, 
0 Valley House, 
Philbrick's Camp, 
W. B. Tyler, 
M. F. French, 
G. M. Philbrick, 
5 miles 
1 mile 
3 miles 
Carriage $1.00 
1.00 
.. 
Reached from SHIRLEY (81.() mili:s from Bangor). 
:Moxie Pond Camp, C. H. Littlefield, 'i miles 
West Hog Camp, C.H. Littlefield, 3''• nnles 
Camp Sunshine, John H. Church, 31 2 miles 
"Rates furnished on application. t Including guide. 
Carriage t$3.00 
t 3.(~) 
t 3.00 
7r; 
8 
25 
20 
20 
15 
10 
25 
r,o 
10 
6 
6 
24 
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Reached from "GREENYILLE (88.6 miles from Bangor) . 
Name. Proprietor. Distance. Conveyance. Rates. Capacity 
Mt. Kineo House, c. \. Judkins, 20 miles Steamer $2 to 5.00 400 
West Outlet Camps, T. W. Gilbert, 20 miles 2.00 30 
Camp Greenleaf, E. A. Greenleaf, 7 miles 2.00 30 
Roach River House, C. JI. Sawyer, 18 miles St'mr & stage 2.00 GO 
Indian Pond Camps, M. J. Marr, 15 milrs Rail & st'mr 2.00 70 
Outlet House, C. E. \Vilson, 12 miles Rail $2to2.50 U6 
Lily Bay House, F. L. Gipson, 11 miles Steamer 2.00 34 
Moosehead Inn, John H. Gibson, %mile Carriage 2.00 110 
The Crow'• Nest, F. D. Higney, 411J miles Steamer 2.00 30 
Ripol!enus Lake Camps, Reginald C. Thomas, 80 miles Stm'r,car'ge &canoe 2.00 50 
Seboomook House , M. P. Colbath, 40 miles Steamer 2.00 40 
Attean Lake Camps, Holden Hros., 20 miles Rail • 
Deer Island House, F. L. Gardner, 10 miles 2.00 50 
S. & S. Camps, Stuart & Stevens, 17 miles 2.00 40 
Winnegamock House, J. M. Patten, 40 miles 2.00 40 
Reached fro1n MILO ( l&-1.3 miles front Bangor) . 
Milo llouse, A. F. Spearing, Near station Carriage i2.00 50 
Gould House, Jame• Bartley, i.;,o 25 
Lake View House, E. Chase, 7 miles 1.r.o 25 
Reachl!d from BROWNVILLE (45.8 mill!s from Bangor) . 
Hotel Herrick, 
~loore Camp, 
Arbo House, 
C. E. Herrick, 
L. J. Moore, 
A. F. Arbo, 
Near station Carriage 
9miles 
7miles 
j\2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
25 
15 
15 
Reachl!d from BROWNVILLE JUNCTION (4H.3 miles from 
Bangor) . 
Camps, Lake Onawa, 
Pleasant River House, 
Reach.:d from 
Silver Lake Hotel, 
Pleuant River Camps, 
Freese's Camp!, 
Chairback Mt. Camps, 
Camp Houston, 
B Pond Camps, 
Randall's Camps, 
Young & Ruxton, 
Dillon Bros., 
18% miles Rail & carriage $2.00 
2.00 1m yards Walk 
KATAIIIHN IHON \VORKS (58.7 miles 
Bangor) . 
A. I •. Green, GO yards Carriage $2.00 
G. I. Rrown & Son, 0 miles 1.riO 
W.W. Freese & Son, 12 miles 1.r,() 
C. J. Henderson, n miles 1.r.o 
A. A. Huntington, 3 miles 1.50 
D. Hutchinson, 12 miles 1.50 
C.H. Randall, rn miles 1.riO 
30 
llMl 
from 
llMl 
20 
35 
30 
20 
20 
40 
Reached from SCIIOODIC (56.6 miles from Bangor) . 
Camp Moosel>0rns, 
Camp Philbrook, 
Five Island Camps, 
Camp Maquoit, 
Haskell & Brown, 
Cole Bros., 
A. E. Hobbs, 
L. Leighton, 
21;. miles 
Gmiles 
4 miles 
21;. miles 
Carriage 
Steamer 
Walk 
$1.50 
1.00 
t.r.o 
1.50 
50 
25 
GO 
20 
Reached from \VEST SEBOOIS (64.8 miles from Bangor) . 
Lakeside Inn, 
Camp Grace, 
F.lmer W. Harris, 
L. H. Park, 
Smiles 
3 miles 
Carriage 
Boat 
$1.50 
1.00 
12 
20 
• R.ates furnished on application. i Guests met at N'orthwest Pond Station, 2% miles north of 
Schood1c, on arrival of train leaving Bangor about 7.00 A. M. 
Hotels and Camps 
lkached from INGALLS SIDING (68.3 miles from Bangor) . 
Name. 
Camp, Cedar Lake, 
Proprietor. 
Fred M. Smith, 
D istance. Conveyance. 
2 miles Carriage 
Rates. Capacity 
$1.00 20 • 
Reached from :\ORCROSS ( 7:~.fi miles from Bangor ). 
Ripol!enus L.ke Camps, 
C•mp Uno, 
Camp Phoenix, 
Hunr's Camp, 
Camp Roul!h House, 
Buck Horn Camp, 
Camp Cody, and 
Rainbow Sprinfl Camp, 
The Antlers, 
So. Twin Lake House , 
De&sconeaQ Camp, 
Pleasant Point Camps, 
Camp Rhodora, 
Francis Camp, 
Camp Ketchum, 
R. C. Thomas, 
C. H. Collins, 
C. A. D aisey, 
I. 0. H unt, 
Wm. Moriarty, 
Bert Haynes & Son, 
W. F. ll!cPheters, 
S. A. Porter, 
P. S. Willey, 
C. C. Garland, 
L. W, Clement, 
F..ugene Hale, 
Joe Francis, 
Louis Ketchum, 
GO miles 
2!'; miles 
40 miles 
3:.t miles 
10 miles 
H miles 
7 miles 
H miles 
11;2 miles 
rn miles 
2() miles 
1ti miles 
~) miles 
2'.! miles 
Steamer & canoe $2.00 
1.r,o 
2.llO 
1.fiO 
Steamer • 
Steamer & canoe l .r,o 
Steamer 1.r,o 
).,">() 
Rail or canoe 1.;..o 
Steamer & canoe t .r,o 
Steamer & canoe 1.r>O 
i.r.o 
1.r.o 
Steamer & carriage t.r,o 
00 
6 
20 
15 
12 
7 
20 
20 
25 
6 
12 
20 
15 
Reached from MILLINOCKET 178.H milt:s from Bangor ). 
Great Northern Hotel, W. H. Wingate, 112 mile ('arriage 12.rio 100 
:'\1ountain View Hott:l, Daniel Scott, %mile 2.llO !j() 
N ollesemic Camp, W. L. Hobbs, 5 miles Carriage and boat 2.CKI 25 
Rosignol's Camp, Alec Rosignol, 6 miles Carriage 2.CKI 25 
Powers' Camp, Chas. Powers, li miles 2.00 15 
Reached from GHINDSTONE (87.8 miles from Bangor). 
Soldier Pond Camps, 
Hay l:lrook Camp, 
Daisey & Ray, 
J. H. Resignol, 
7 miles 
2 miles 
Carriage 14 
4 
Reach..:d from STACYVILLE W9.l miles from Bangor) . 
Mattagamon Camp, ] oe Whittier, 6 miles Carriage $1.00 25 
L ittle Spring Brook Camp, Chas. Mc Uonald, 17 miles Roat 1.00 15 
Deer Island Camp, Wm. Tracy, 10 miles Carriage 1.00 15 
Katahdin Lake Camp, ] aim Cushman, 20 miles 1.00 20 
Reached from SllERl\IAN (102.9 miles from Bangor) . 
Echo Island Camp, Henry Gantnier, 10 miles Carriage $1.25 20 
The No. 1 House, J . C. 1\lillmore, 12 miles 1.25 30 
Mountain View House, W. H. Rivers, 10 miles 1.25 12 
Waverly House, Miles Curren, 12 miles 1.25 10 
Reached from PATTEN (109.7 miles from Bangor ). 
S1l>ley Farm Camps, Sibley Farm Co., 10 miles Carriage $1.25 to l . 75 30 
Camp Fairview. Edwin F. Fowler, 10 miles ~ J .IMI 20 
Patten Hou•e, I. D. Carpenter, 114 mile 2.00 100 
Palmer House, Palmer Bros., 1 4 mile 2.IMI l •JO 
Sebois Bridge, L. Hall, 18 miles l.CKI r,o 
Sebois Fann, Palmer Hros. , 22 miles 1.00 llKI 
Harvey's, Z. L . Harvey, 30 miles l.llO 40 
Trout Brook Fann, W. J. Currens, 33miles 1.00 50 
McKenney Camp, McKenney Bros., 10 miles 2.00 25 
• Rates fumisht!d on application. 
ISO In the Maine Woods 
Reached from ISLAND FALLS (114 miles from Bangor) . 
Name. Proprietor. D istance. Conveyance. Rates. Capacity. 
Hook Point Campo, W.W. Sewall, li miles Carriage $2.00 20 
Exchange Hotel, ]. E. Webb, 1/2 mile 200 70 
Katahdin House, M. ]. Whalan, 11,,mile 2.00 80 
Mattawamkeag Lake Camps,]. E. Kelley, 10 milts Carriage and boat UM> 12 
Lucky Strike Camps, A. W. Byron, 10 miles 1.IMl 18 
Reached from NE\V LIMERICK (138.8 miles from Bangor). 
Crescent Park, 
Herren House, 
F. S. Stevenson, 
N. Herren, 
3 miles 
2 miles 
Carriage ~2.00 
2.IM) 
Reached from IIOL' LTON (HO.l miles fro m Bangor 
Snell Hou oe, 
Hotel Exchange, 
Union Square Hotel, 
Clark's Hotel, 
Camp Hemore, 
Emerson Bros., 
0. B. lluuell, 
P. ]. \fichaud, 
C. F. Wyer, 
Wm. Hemore, 
1,3 mile 
~.'3 mile 
1
-a mile 
113 mile 
10 miles 
Carriage $2 to 2.W !fM) 
$~.IM) lfNI 
1 to 1.;.o 40 
1 to L-.o 1iO 
1.IMl 10 
Reached from MONTICELLO (lfi2.fi miles from Jfangor J. 
Meduxnekeag Hotel, N. P. McLeod, P~ miles Carriage $1.00 
Reachl!d from BRIDGE\\' ATER (lHa.H miles from Bangor). 
Central House, J. C. llurtt, ()()rods Carriage $1.00 25 
Webber Camp, Chas. Webber, 3 miles 1.00 10 
Reached from MARS IIILL and BLAINE (170.fi miles from 
Bangor 1. 
Boone's Camp, 
Buckley's Camp, 
Allen's Camp, 
D. 0. Boone, 
D. Buckley, 
L. ·\lien, 
12 miles 
!.l miles 
9 miles 
Carriage $2.00 
2.IO 
2.00 
8 
8 
8 
Reached from FOWi' FAIRFIELD JL'NCTION (180.l miles from 
Hangor'). 
J unction House, R. Mc.Elman, Near .tation Walk $3.r,o per w'k 15 
Reached from EASTON ( 183.8 miles from Bangor). 
Bigelow House, A. Bigelow, 1a,4 miles Carriage $2.00 
Reached from FOl{T FAIRFIELD (19:i.3 miles from Bangor). 
Collins House, 
Exchange, 
Hotel Robinson, 
]. A. McGill, 
M. T.Dorsey, 
H. Robinson, 
'!.mile 
3;4 mile 
•;2 n1ile 
Carriage $2.00 
!.fM) 
1.[,() 
r.o 
24 
41 
Reached from PRESQUE ISLE (185.8 miles from Bangor) . 
Presque Isle House, 
Presque Isle Exchange, 
Jones' Camp, 
Walker's Camp, 
C.G. Perry, 
]. Coflier, 
D. H. Jone&, 
]. H. Walker, 
20 rods 
1..;, mile 
Hmilcs 
Hmiles 
Carriage $2.00 
1.;~) 
!.IMJ 
1.00 
Reachl!d from CARIBOU (200.4 miles from Bangor). 
1m 
r.o 
40 
20 
V au11lian Houoe, C. H. Merrill , '•mile Carriage $2.00 JI Ml 
Hotel Burleigh, J. & H. E. Mishou, 1,2 mile 2.00 100 
Ikached from LDIESTONE (2W.3 miles from Bangor 
Jlangor & Aroostook House, G. S. Kimball, •, 4 mile Carriage 20 
.Hotels and Camps 131 
Reached from STOCKHOLM (216.9 miles from Bangor) . 
Name. Proprietor. Distance. Conveyance. Rates. Capacity 
Cumminl!•' Camps, D. L. Cummings& Co., 17 mile• Carriage & st'mr $2.00 1iO 
'Ranch-to-Rest-In• Camp 0. L. Cummings& Co., 10 miles Carriage 1.r.o lti 
Wessell House, N. A. Wessell, 20 rods Walk 2.IMl Gto 12 
Anderson House, L. Anderson, lr..O rods 1.50 4 
Reached from VAN BUREN (288.:'i miles from Bangor). 
Van Buren Hotel, E. Lebmn, 1'4 mile Carriage $2.50 
lh:ach..:d from SMYl{NA MILLS (12;';.{) miles from Bangor). 
Umcolcus Lake Camps,* Tenney & Painter, 
Smyrna Exchange, A. V. Scott, 
20 miles 
20 rods 
Carriage 
Walk 
$10 pr w'k 
$2.00 
lkached from 110\VE BROOK (18H miles from Bangor). 
II owe Rrook B'd'g House, W. C. Smith, At station Walk ,$1.00 
lkachcd from MASARDIS <15H.8 miles from Bangor). 
Atkin." Hotel, Wm. Atkms, 10 miles Carriage $1.TiO 15 
Atkins' Camps, Wm. Atkins, 35 miles Carriage & canoe 2.00 !()() 
Oxbow Hotel, C. C. Libby, 11 miles Carriage 2.00 Iii 
Arbo f5 Libby's Camps, Arbo & Libby, r,o miles Carriage & canoe 2.IXl 30 
Peavey's Camps, C. R. Peavey, 25 miles Carriage 1.r,() 25 
Chandler Pond Camps, Currier & Adams, 22 miles Carriage & canoe 2.!Xl 12 
Rowe 1s Hotel, W. H. Rowe, 1 mile Carriage 1.50 8 
Junkins' Hotel, W. ~I. Junkins, Near station Walk 1.50 10 
Shepard Ripps Camps, Sawyer & Greenlaw, !l mil•s Canoe or team 1.riO 10 
Matterson Pond Camp, G. E. Greenlaw, 12 miles Carriage l.fiO G 
McManus Fam1, F. E. McManus, 13 miles 1.r.o 8 
Squa Pan Lake Camp, R. P. Spinney, 8 miles 1.50 G 
Reach..:d from ASHLAND (166.6 miles from Bangor). 
Greenlaw Camp, L.A. Orcutt, 13 miles Carriage f.2.00 10 
Exchange Hotel, E. G. Howard, '!:.mile 2.!MI 00 
Ashland House, D. 0. Orcutt, •r,.mile 2.00 m 
Machias Lake Camp, Fred Hess, 20 miles 2.00 40 
Moose Horn Camps, Fred Hess, 13 miles 2.00 10 
Union House, Junkins & Sleeper, 1;4 mile 2.00 25 
The Aroostook Springs, ]. C. Hewes, M. D., 'h mile 2.00 25 
H..:achcd from POHTAGE <178.2 miles from Bangor). 
Zella Isle Camps, Leon Orcutt, 18 miles Roat $2.00 20 
Camp Iverson, 0. Iverson, 1. 2 mile Walk t.rA.l 18 
Oak Point Camps, C. J. Orcutt, :i miles Roat 1.:.0 18 
Camp Pleasant, C. H. Gleason, 18 miles 2.00 15 
R..:ached from \VINTEl{YILLE (194.H miles from Bangor ). 
St. Froic. Camps, Joseph Albert, 21., miles Canoe $2.00 25 
Winterv~lle House, C. L. Barrows, At station Walk 1.00 16 
Hcached from EAGLI~ LAKE (201.8 miles from Bangor). 
Gumminl!s' Camps, 
Lake View House, 
D. L. Cummings & Co., 16 miles 
Jas. Pinnette, 20 rods 
Roat 
Walk 
.$2.00 
1.00 
Reached from FORT KENT (218.H miles from Bangor 
Hotel Dickey, ]. H. Mcinerney, 1 2 mile Carriage $2.00 40 
Hotel Momeault, \lomeault Bros., ~·mile 2.00 40 
Conners Hotel, J. A. Long, 12 miles Carriage & rail 2.00 40 
• \ lso reached from Oakfield. 
ROUND TRIL' SUMMER EXCURSION RATES. 
To From 
t$2t.65 tSlt.65 
t21 65 tl!. 65 
t21. 65 t 11 65 
t22.25 tl2.25 
t22 35 tl2.35 
t:!2 65 tl2 65 
t22 85 tl2 85 
t23 85 tl3 85 
t23.35 tl3 35 
t~3 95 tl3 95 
t24 20 tU.20 
t25.20 tl5.20 
t27 20 tl7 20 
124 70 t14. 70 
t24 70 tl4 70 
t26.20 f!G 20 
t26.20 tlG-20 
t24 95 tl4 95 
t26 40 tlG.40 
t27.20 tl7.20 
f28 00 us . 00 
23-20 13.20 
2:1.r.o 13 50 
24 75 14. 75 
24 00 14 .uo 
24 00 14 .oo 
24 00 14 .tMl 
24 50 14.50 
25 00 15 uo 
25 UO 15 OU 
25 25 15 25 
25 25 15 25 
25 95 15.95 
25 50 15.50 
25.50 15.50 
25 85 15 85 
25 85 15.85 
2G OU 16.tMl 
2G GO 16.60 
2r. 85 16 85 
27 00 17 (Ml 
27 85 17.85 
28.60 18.60 
29 25 19.25 
w 75 19 75 
30 25 20.25 
30 50 20 50 
30 85 20 85 
31 50 21 50 
25 85 15 85 
25 85 111.815 
25.85 115.85 
26.65 16.65 
27.50 17.50 
27.50 17 .oo 
28 OU 18 OU 
2~.0U 18 IXl 
28 25 18 25 
28 215 18 25 
28.215 18215 
28 60 1~ 60 
28 . 60 18 6U 
29 60 19 60 
29 20 19.20 
29 45 19 4li 
29. 75 19· 75 
29 90 19.90 
30.60 20.60 
~75 
8.20 
8.20 
8.80 
8.90 
9.20 
9.40 
10.40 
9.90 
10.50 
10.50 
12.00 
14 00 
12.00 
12.00 
13.50 
13 50 
11.25 
13 w 
14 OU 
16 00 
8 80 
9.30 
10.55 
10 ()() 
9. 70 
10 40 
11 110 
11.10 
11.90 
12 25 
12 ~5 
12 95 
12 50 
12 50 
12 85 
12 85 
13 IXJ 
l~ GU 
J3.80 
H llO 
14 815 
15 60 
16 215 
16 715 
17 215 
17 I)() 
17 815 
18 50 
12 815 
12 815 
12 85 
13 65 
14 50 
H 50 
15 00 
15.110 
15 60 
15 60 
15 60 
15 60 
15 GU 
16.60 
16.20 
16.45 
16 75 
16.90 
17.60 
$1. 75 
2.50 
2.75 
3.20 
3.25 
3.40 
3.55 
4.55 
3.90 
4.25 
4.50 
6.(10 
8.00 
6.00 
6 Oil 
7.50 
7 50 
5.25 
7 .20 
8.oo 
10.()() 
2.60 
2.90 
4.15 
3.150 
3.215 
3.50 
3.85 
4.215 
4.75 
5.50 
5 .75 
6.45 
6.00 
6 25 
6 75 
6 75 
G.95 
7.50 
7. 70 
8.00 
8. 75 
9 75 
10.40 
10.90 
11.40 
11 65 
12.00 
13.50 
7.46 
9.40 
9.80 
10.60 
10.65 
11.30 
11.45 
11.90 
12.30 
12.30 
12 30 
12 30 
12 30 
13.30 
12.90 
13.15 
13.45 
13 60 
H.30 
Old-Town 
~160 
2 215 
2.50 
2.95 
3.00 
3.15 
3.ao 
4-30 
3.65 
4.00 
4.215 
5. 75 
7. 715 
5. 75 
5.75 
7.215 
7 .215 
5.00 
6.95 
7. 75 
9. 715 
2.35 
2.65 
3.90 
3 215 
3.00 
3.25 
3.60 
4.00 
4.50 
15. 215 
15.50 
6.20 
/i.715 
6.00 
8.50 
8.50 
6.70 
7.25 
7.45 
7. 75 
8.50 
9.50 
10.15 
10.65 
11.15 
11.40 
11. 715 
13. 215 
7.20 
9.15 
9.50 
10.30 
10.35 
11.00 
11.15 
11.60 
12.00 
12.00 
12.00 
12.00 
12.00 
13.0U 
12.65 
12.85 
13.15 
13.30 
14.00 
fLimited to continuous passage in each direction. UnHmitcd rates permitting stop-over en route 
will be furnished on application. 
Tickets will be on sale May 1st to November 20th, good for return passage until November 30th. 
Tickets reading via steamer or stage lines will be good only during season of service. Ra tea from 
Bangor and Old Town are for tickets limited to 30 days from date of sale, except that when 1old 
between May 1st and Oct. 31st they will be limited to Nov. 30. 
Rates shown from New York arc via the direct rail line!<; the rate" via 
Sound Lines are $2.00 less than quoted above. 
The rates shown from New York, Hoston and Portland have been concurred in by the initial lines 
from those points. 
Sportsmen's Supplies. 
LIFE OR DEATH C ARTR I DGES. 
In the llOl'th, OI' whe l'PVPr human life. may hang on a single. shot, 
C. ;\[. C. CartridgPs arc eagerly sought a11d widely used. The 
hunter would have <>ven greater confidence in his U. 1\1. C. enr-
tridges if he knew the thousand-nnd-one 11il'eties of mnnufact.ure 
mul vigilant iuspertion which produee L ;\I. ( ·. (~ualit)' · 
F'OR OLD-FASHIONED OR MODERN RIFLES. 
T HE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
Agency, 313 Broadway, N. Y. I:ridgeport, Conn. 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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BEST 
Trout, Togue 
and Landlocked 
Salmon Fishing 
in America is 
had here at 
Moosehead 
Lake. TONS 
of Fish caught 
here yearly. 
IMaine's 
greate.rt Moose 
and Deer sec-
tion is right 
here. For 
proof, see B.8 
A. olficial 
record of game 
shipments. 
Hotels. 
Assure a Royal Good Time for Every Comer. 
mt. "in~o 
~ fiOUS~ ~ 
Accommodating o v e r 400 G u est s, 
Offel'1' just the recreation home for you and your; 
maintains a strictly up-to-date sernce; ha!\ steam 
heat, gas and electric light!>, baths, telephone, tele-
graph, post office, etc. 
A PERFEGT HEALTH RESORT. 
NO HAY FEVER HERE. 
Guides, Canoes, etc., provided on request. Com-
plete Camping Outfits and all Supplies. ma}". be 
obtained at the Kineo store. Late:i1t big Kineo 
booklet, handsomdy illustrd.tt:d, mailed free to any 
address. 
C. A. JUDKINS, Mana~er, 
KINEO, \-loosehead Lake, MAINE. 
Plea .. e .\tention H. & \. f~uide in \\"r\•ing Adverti. ers. 
IDEAL 
Canoe Trips, 
Golf, 
Tennis, 
Baseball, 
Boating, 
Driving, 
Mountain 
Climbing, 
Camping Out, 
etc., etc. 
Also an 
abundance of 
Indoor 
Pastimes 
for 
Rainy Days. 
Hotels-Camps. 135 
THE WEST OUTLET CAMPS 
WEST Ol'TLET, MOOSEllEAD LAKE, MAINE 
GILllEWI' & C00 .\111S, Proprietors 
These Camps are appreciated and recognized by alt as the Finest Camps around Moose .. 
hcuJ Lake. They are built on elevated land commanding an elegant view of the lake and 
surrounding mountains. Hunting und 1: ishi1tA right at the door of the camps. B ot and 
Cold \\,.ater and Bath. Single Room Camps and Family Camps. Accommodate sixty persons. 
For Camps ami Hates, Address T. WILLIAM GILBEHT, Manager 
:i:~:~eaor ... Roach River House 
( On "Kokodjcwccmgronsbcm," Ind inn for "Houch Pond." ) 
Looks Inviting, doesn't it? And see what we prem ise our guests : 
A-1 ' l oose Deer, Bear, Fox and Partridge Hunting; unsurpassed Fishing for Square-tailed Trout 
Togue and Land-l~ked Salmon; Fly Fishing at all times of year; First-clas~ Hotel :'-ccommodati~ns; ta.bl~ 
fare including cream eggs and vegetables fresh from our own fam1; Long Distance 1 elephone; datly ma1ls · sta~e to and from ali regular boats; steamers for private panies. Log camps close by for private panies: 
Descriptive book,~•J·u';.~~,:"~~· :.".n~~~ ,~~r~:':i . Proprietor, Hoa ch Hi\'cr, :\la inc 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
136 Camps. 
Happyi>thespo~s1'::,~~~:~at INDIAN PQND CAMPS 
(four miles from Mooschead s.tation on Canadian Pacific Ry., 10 miles from Greenville on B. & A. 
Cood woods-roads into camps). Every wanted comfort is here: good soft beds; splendid table 
fare including yegctables frc~h from our own farm; and u plcnJy of room to live in.' \\'oods and 
wat;rs afford abundant sport; guides and canoes furnished. Partie~ met at ~1oosehcad station. 
Send for our pamphlet 
of interesting facts 
M . J. MARR, Prop. 
P. 0. Moosehead, Maine 
Ten camps at lnrlian pond, two at 
Indian stream (three miles). one 
at Chase stream (five miles). 
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§ i See What Camp Greenleaf Offers! i 
g ! ~ Moose, deer and small game in abundance (we guarantee ~ 
i3 you a shot at a deer 1 phenomenally fine fishing especially 5 i in May and June) best of camp accommodations and table ~ 
!! fare, daily mail, telephone, private launch. Positively no B 
~ flies, gnats or mosquitoes here. i: i Several large detached lodges close by the main camp § I for parties who prefer them. Write for booklet and terms. I 
5 J.'rom Bost o n t o camps In E. A. GDEENLEAf, Prop'r, ii 
= 14 hours; rail t o Green· le i vllle, steamer to camps. Greenvi lle Junction, Maine. 
Q 1111111111111c1111111Nmll!llQ8Jl81D1 ...... l......,lllHlllHllOIHll1U•OHt•H-•Q01111u1111mc1111111m1>.:>lllllHlllHDllllllHHllDlllllllHlllOllllll.HllDlllllHlllllCllllllllllll<D 
i>l~a~t: Mention H. &. A. Cuidt: in \Vriting Advtni~t:N. 
Hote ls- Camps. 13i 
Outlet House and Camps 
Moosehead, Maine, 11 miles from Greenville by C. P. Ry. or by steamer. 
HERE'S FISHING, HUNTING AND HEALTH IN PLENTY I 
Best fishing in Moosehead Lake-earliest and latest-is had here~ big game is also abund:mt. The house 
is newly furnished; has hot and cold water and baths. The grounds are attractively graded. with µlots for 
tennis and croquet, and several attractive woods roads are laid out. No guide needed at our house, although 
we furnish _guides, hoats and canoes when desired. Ten hranch camps on nearby streams and ponds. Rates 
$2 00 to ,.2.r,(> per day. On notification by mail or wire, we will meet parties at Greenville Jct., with our own 
private steamer. 
Cll.\S. E. WILSON" , Prop. Mooseh..:ad Mi.:. 'V rite for descriptive book!e1. ..• 
IT'S 
BETTER 
The 
Booklet 
tells 
Why. 
For Fish Game, and a Good Time 
CO~IR TO 
LILY BAY HOUSE 
F. L. GIPSO N, J>rop' r , 
LILY BAY, Moosehead Lake, MAINE. 
14 hours ride from Hoston. Plentv of big 
fish, big game. heathful pastimes, and best of 
accommodations for all comers. Rates 
$2.IMI per day, ;i'I0.50 to $H.m per week. ' 
Gt'll>ES, CANOES AND CAMPI!IOG St't'l'URS 
furnished at reasonable rates. Daily Mail. 
Tdephone connection. 
Bette r Location- Better Beds 
and Table-Better Treatme nt. 
Your Enjoyme nt- Our Policy. 
~Icntion B. & A . Guide tn Writing Advertisers. 
CROW'S 
NEST 
... and .•• 
PRIVATE LODGES 
( Moosehead Lake) 
FRED D. BIGNEY, 
GREENVILLE, ME. 
138 Hotels-Camps, 
Under New I 
Management. mooSEHEDD INJ Thoroughly I Repaired. 
JOHN H. GIBSON, Proprietor, GREENVILLE, MAINE. 
On the shore of Moosehead 
Lake, and at the gatew:iy of a 
far-famed fishing and hunting 
region. 
Every modern convenience. A popular re5ort for families 
as well as for sportsmen; thousa1~ds of vacationists stop here 
annually. D aily steamer service to all points on Moosd1ead 
lake. Write for rates and other information. 
pc;c;c;c;c;c;c;c.c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;c;o ·~->'>'>'>'>'>'>->->'>-> '> '>~'>-> c;c;c;c;c;c; C><> If ! Attean Lake Camps i ~ i 
: HOLDEN BROS., Proprietors i; 
l!I JACKMAN, MAINE. Iii 
i;i;
j Forty mil'" west of Greenville on the Cana- l ~ dian Pacific RJ. i 
l:nsurpassc Fishing, lf unting. Canoe-
ing, Ha thing; thoroughly comfortable cab-
~ ins, good table fare. St:ventecn separate v 
"' camp~; special accommodations for 1.tdies. •• ~ Si'< outlyinJ? camps on Moose river. \\'rite 
Iii NOW for circulars. 0 
i; ~ 
It->'>'>'>'>'>'>'>->'>~~'>>'>~~'>'>'>'>~~'>~->'>'>'>~~'>~->'>~~~'>'>'>->'>~~~'>~'>~ 
.• Seboomook House .• 
SEBOOMOOK C'forthwest Carry), 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE. 
The most charming locatiot\ on the lake com-
manding unsurpassed view. One of the be~t fish-
ing and hunting resorts in i\laine. Guides canoes 
and supplit:s furnished. Canoes and outfils trans-
ported across the carry. Interesting features in 
the nei~h!Jorhood are gn~at log sluice, carrying 
one mtllton feet of logs from Penobscot to 
Kennebec waters every~ hoursi and Seboomook 
Falls (famed in ver!Se and story) on the West 
Hra~ch of the Pe.nobscot. F":ery room pleasant . 
. '\. high class family resort. l>atly mail in summer. 
}{ate!-\, from $2 to $!-J per day. !-;pccial rates to 
families. Letters promptly answered. 
M. P. COL BA 1'11. < P. 0. Seboomook, Me. 
-------
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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GO TO THE SEBEC LAKE REGION 
LAKE AND BROOK 
Salmon, FISHING{ Trout, -~'OR­I Moose, Deer, Bear, 
Grouse, 
Fox. }HUNTING Lake Trout, Bass, Pickerel, White Perch. 
Write for further particulars and proof of all that we claim, to t he 
SEBECCO LAKE HOUSE, SEBEC, MAINE, 
H . W. ATWOOD, Proprietor. 
•• LEEMAN~s CAMPS .• 
Situated on L o n g P o nd are reached by B. & A. R. R. 
via Monson or by Canadian Pacific R'y via Grcenvilll! 
j ct. From l\fonson the drive to the Camps is O\'er a 
w1od state and woods road affording a comfortable trip. 
J'he camps are located on a pond or lake 6 miles Ion'=', 
in which trout and land-locked salmon ne\·er fail to take 
the tly. Deer are in abundance. There being no other 
camps or hotels in the vicinity and the capacity of the 
l.F.E\.JAN CAMPS being thirty, the sportsman is sure to 
find this an ideal spot. Personal attention is paid to the 
table and the care of guests by the proprietor. There 
is one log camp with large sitting room, and ~mall log 
cabin~ surrounding it. Rates 1(.2.00 per <lay, ~n.uo to 
flO.no per week. For further information sen<l for 
booklet. 
THOS. LEEMAN. MONSON, MAINE 
Ube :JJ3raeburn~ 
GUILFORD, - MAIN E . 
One of the finest hotels east of Portland. 
W R ooms with Bath. Excellent C u isine. 
[n the midst of the best hunting and fishing 
region of ?\laine. Golf L inks and Tennis 
Courts tu:ar the hott!l. Beautiful D rives. 
~fountain, Lah and River Scenery. 
flooklets. 
JOS. J. MARRIOTT, Pro p r ie t o r . 
Lake .. At the Head of Sel>ec Lake 
Hotel • 
and • • 
Cottages 
B. M. PAC K ARD, Proprie tor, SEBEC LAKE, MAINE 
House has modern plumbing, and offers first-class accom-
modations and service. Daily mails. Telephone. Separate 
cottages close by, each with sitting room and three sleeping 
rooms. Ideal for parties or families • 
Here you'll find Maine's best landlocked salmon fishing 
!from May through August) with trout and togue near by. 
Also good hunting. Booklet gladly sent on request. 
Please ~Iention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Very hc»:t of 
Iluntiug for 
lll oose, Deer 
and Bear. 
Camps. 
Trout Fishing (whkh 
in .July and .\ugu~t, 
cannot hf' duplkatPd 
elsewh<>re ). 
Finest Air 
am! .\I ost 
('harming 
ScPnPry. 
" ll o111l'like" Quar-
ters irnd "home'' 
cooking of the best 
sort. 
All this and n>uch n>ore awaitH all con>ers at 
GAMP8 
Twelve miles from Katahdin Iron Works. Ten fine sleeping camps. with ~pring beds, 
open grates, every convenience. Rates, ~1.i.10 per day. Write NOW for descriptive folder. 
W. W. FREESE & SON, Katahdin Iron Works P. 0., Me. 
ll 
n 
Ii 
~ i 
Reforence: '1:1LTos }{, S\ltTU, '..!(..:~ Broadwav, New York City 
FOR FISHING. FOR HUNTING, 
FOR A SURELY SUCCESSFUL 
OUTlt'IG, Come to 
CHAIRBACK MOUNTAIN 
... CAMPS ... 
\camp without ''frill!\," yet a camp 
without a !\Uperior for a thoroughly 
good time. Tcm1s, :,1.;A) per day. For 
circular, addre~s 
CHAS. J. HENDEl{SON, 
Katah<lin Iron Works, - Maine. 
Plt~ase Mention IL & A. Guide in Writing Advcrthu:r.\. 
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Q 11111111u111011111111m10111111111111011111m1111c11111111111101111mm111: O 
! W ay back in the woods, in Maine's i 
i acknowledgedBEST fishandgame i s section. a 
HUNT, 
FISH, 
9lllllllllllllDllllRlllHICllllllllllHIDHllnlllllll:lllllllllllllCRllllllllllt0 
i An ideal vacation home forspo rts-
5 men, ladies, or families. No hay Q fever here. 
" iii )mmm111c11111111111101111m111110111111111111C11111111m11011111111111101111m11111om1111111110111m1111110111111111111011mm111101m1m11110111111mmc 
AT PLEASANT RIVER CAMPS, 
G. I. BROWN 8 SON, Proprietors, KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, ME. 
llnllllHlllCJlllllllHIHCllHllllUIClllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllOllllllllllllOllllllllllllOllllllllllllOlllllllllllDIDlllllHHDllllllllUICllHllllllllC : 
Separate lodges for ladies or par- 9 REST UP, ~ Rest of accommodations. Moder- ~ 
ties. Two branch camps at near- 5 i ate rates. New illustrated book- a 
by ponds. § STUDY NATURE. ~ let sent on request. 5 
0 .HJllllllllllDlllllllHlllCllllRllllHDJDHNHlllDIHlllllllllDlllUlllllllC 0 i)JlllHlllllllDlllllllHIJICJUlllWllDCllllllllllllDIUlllUllllDllllllllllllCO 
You do the Hunting and Fishing,--'-\ 
r - - - -·We'll DcJ the Rest. I 
i ~.:~.~!f !"~~~~.~~,S~.~,P..~.,; .. ,I 
notification. W e offer best of service and accommodations to all comers. Attractive camps for Ladies. 
• via steamboat or canoe; or can be reached from Lakeview station on the C. P. R. R. Parties met on I I Rates, $7.00 per w<ek. W rite for ~'R. & MRS. ALFRED E, HOBBS, 1 i Five Island Camps, SCHOODIC, MAINE. I 
~. -· -·- ·- _ _, 
CAMP PHILBROOK) 
SCHOODIC, MAINE. 
:\Iain Camp fi miles from Schoodic Station , on B. &; A. Jt. H. in one of the bes t 
Hunting a nd Fis h i ng regions in Maine . Good accommodations for 
ladies ; separate camps ; hig h, d1·y location; fine scenery ; pure water, fresh milk, 
eggs and veg eta hles. Branch camp at Big Lost Pond west of ,Jo lllary mountain 
where Deer and Moose abound. Write for full particulars and refer-
e nces to 
All parties met at station. COLE BROS., Schoodic, Maine. 
SILVER L~KE HOtEL, KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, MAINE. 
ABSOL.UTEL.Y THE HEAL.TH/EST SPOT IN MAINE. 
SITUATE D in the heart of the big game regio.n, near the 
very best Trout fishing and good camps. 1 he famous 
MINERAL SPRING 
is close by the hotel. Inyalids ~nd ~ople seeking ~est 
invariably find the mountain and iron air most beneficial, 
while hav fever is unknown here. . 
House-has recently been put in good repair. All rooms 
with a good view. Hath rooms have hot and cold water. 
First~lass table. For moderate terms, address 
Proprietor SILVE~ LAKE HOTEL. 
KATAHDIN hwN WONKS, Mn. 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writinh Advertisers 
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.Z,111111111111c111111111111a111111111111c111111111111a111111111111c11111m1111c111111111111c111111111111c11111111l1111111111110111111111111a111111111111ll111111111111a111111111111f1111111111111f11111111111r1ll11111111111"" 
I I 
I I 
I I 
= a ; ~ 
a a 
~ i 
i f ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~::~Jf~!~eJ1~!~l~;· By Ao:th.,c5t ::~::2~~~~~h:~~a;~ I I C A M P 5tation, near choodic and Sebooi• lake•. I 
I MOOSEHORNS1 
~== Amjllc room fo r all corners, with hl'!\ l of en-kc in .111 clep.trtnwnt . SJli•ri.tl O uting . \tt r.trtion!I ~= 
fo r fami ic . l!r.rnd1 c.1111p at Ct•(l.lr J.,1ku, f.i ml'cl for it~ fi h111i.; . It\'\ \ tr.tin '.'\o. 1 t op~ ,1t :'\orth· c 
a we t pond on notice; f'llt.. t!'l md there whl'n ach i! cd in acl 1 .tnrc \ Vritc NOW for d.1tt and ratl . = I HASKE LL &. BROWN, ( RECI S TCRED GUIDES ) SCHOO DIC, ME. i 
~lllllllllllClllJllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllll l llllllllllHCllllllllllllDllllllllllllClllllll11Jllf'JllllllllllllllllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllllllllll. 
OPEN SUMMER AND WINTER. 
WES U ITU CAM PS 
LONG LAKE AND GREAT POND, 
are~)()()() feet above sea level in one 
of the best moose, deer, bear and 
bird section~ of i\1 aine. Trout, togue, 
salmon and brook fishing excellent. 
Camps are new, neat and comfort~ 
able, fitted with spring beds, rockers, 
stone fireplaces, etc. First-class 
table, spring water always. Tele-
phone and daily mail. For circular, 
map, or reference, write 
PATTERSON®. WILLIAMS, GREAT POND, MAINE. 
Brownville Village ; .!',c.,·;:1";1'.!'fin~0~ 
Salmon nnd Trout waters in Maine, with fine drives to 
all,-Scbec Lake, five miles: Ebecmc Pond, nine miles; 
Scoodic Lake, five miles; Roaring Brook, five miles: 
Middle Branch of Pleasant River, seven miles: Torry 
Brook, one and a half miles: and :\l<ler Brook, two and 
a half miles. Gui<les furnished a t reasonable rates 
Brownville in Summer :" "~ea~~r~~:: 
tive towns on the B. & A. Railroad, and is well 
equipped to entertain summer v i:..itors. 
TH£ HOT[L H£RRICK t,,~nh0~:1 • t~I 
Rates, $2 per dar; $7 lo S10 per week, according to room. Its ,;7cin ~laine. r-;ew, with fine rooms well furni,hed; 
fi rst-class table, with pure spring w .. ater; electric bells and lights:. telephone .in t~c house: ~team he~.t am~ fire-
places to take the chill off on occasion; an e . .:ccllent place to wh1ch to b! 111g ladies and children. I in~ livery 
connected. Many drives to fiN-claosfi,hing waters. (. [. Herrick, Prop., Brownv,.;~~f~e. 
Plea~e ~lention n. &. i\. Guic' in \\~ritin'{ \<lverti~eri.. 
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Ripogenus Lake Camps 
HUNTING ~~~~ FISHING ~-~ CANOEING 
One of thl' hl· t and lar~c t localities in ~J aine. ~) nulcl" from (;rcc1wille, (ncare .t }{, R t.n1on), 
(;() miles hy ·teamer- -~>o by ranoc· --an easy two clays trip. 11 <)\IE <..: \:-it PS are new and wcl l fur. 
nishcd-Spring beet~. t:tc· J\ good phttc for Rport~mcn and their familic~. B \C~ ~ \ ,\1 PS and 
L l~~\:'\'.TOS arc rou~h and wild, ancl though comfort.1hlc, arc not !-itrictly intt:ndcd for ladies. 
(~nod living cn·rywhcrc. R \ T l S for Sport."S.mcn ·:.?per da~·, guick-s ~l..""~O per day, guidLs wagl'~ 
.... :1 per d.1y i1H:luding ranoc. "\'"ot a hcttcr ch.uwc in the Country fur Trout Fis hing or for 
~'100!-iC, Deer H nd Bear in the Fall \\Trite early, a .... kin~ for ciruilar and map. 
REG. C. THOMAS, Cbesuncook P. O. Maine 
Please ~lention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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r--::-;-;-~-;~·z~ CE IN _T ~--;~~--;:=J 
I l 
Th G MILLINOCKET'S MAGNIFICENT HOSTELRY. 
1 N e h reaHt • • l. Newly built, elegantly fitted and furnished throughout. Jn 
1 Ort ern Ote ~ne vie':" of ~It. K~tahd!n. Close by th~ best huntin~ and fish-ing region m Mame, mcludmg Mt. Katahdm, M1llnockett, 
Rainbow, Nahmakanta and Dcbsconeag lakes, and the \Vest 
h valley. Guides and trips arranged for on request. Camp comforts supplied. For special 
nnation address W . H. WINGATE, MANAGE:R, MILLINOCKET, ME . 
-~~---------·-·----·---..--... 
Buck Horn Camps, 
FAMOUS JO MARY LAKES. 
First-class in every particular. 
Special rates to Summer parties. 
BERT HAYNES®. SON, 
P.O., Norcross, Me. 
At CAMP CQDY and 
Rainbow Spring Camp. 
Greatest Game Region in ~1aine; unsurpassed lake 
trout and landlocked salmon fishing at Debsconeag 
lake. Address 
WALTER F. McPHETERS, 
STILLWATE:R, MAINE: . 
~oc:::=-oc:::=-oc=>oc:::=-~-oc:::=-oc:::=-~~~~~~~ i CAMP ROUGH HOUSE. ! SO LOCATED that parties can hunt along the trails and in less than a day's travel reach N Ail:\t.\ ! KASTA, RAtNnow, the llRKSCOSRA<os, MusQt.JAsH, FKMALR, PoLLvwoc;, Cunsl·~conK and-R1Poc.p;s1·s LAKRS, with hunting lodges at those places to spend night in. This Co\'ers one of 
the best game regions in ~faine. \\" e can furnish for guides some of the most chet:rful tmth jugglers 
~ that ever swung a paddle. Parties v.ishing to get good hunting or a cross country trip through.;Jthe prettiest and wild<..!!tt lake and mountain district in Maine, where fish and game are plenty, will find 
ROL'GH HOUSE a good startmg point. 
A ••BILL" MORIARTY. Proprietor. NORCROSS, ME. ~oc::::::::>oc::::::>oc=:::>cx:=>oc=:::>~.c::::::;ao-oc::::>~.c::::::;ao~<==olO<=::x> 
GUIDE f'or Northern Maine. :'\lake a specialty of guiding fishing parties in the famous Rainbow Lake territory. Address for mformati.on, 
. GUY C. HAYNES, Norcross, Me. 
Please Mention R. & .\.Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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L , $ 
$ $ 
$ & 
~ $ ~ BIG MOOSE & 
$ & 
: TROUT AND : 
~ ~ 
9 IN DEER ~ 9 & 
9 ~ 9 UNTOLD SEEN ~ 
~ ~ 
: NUMBERS DAILY : 
+ + l l 
9 ~ 
$ A CAMP R r_ L r_ ~ : t uNo, ainoow aKe : 
.;. e 
Oji ( 25 MILES FROM NORCROSS ) & 
.;. e ~ Beautiful Rainbow lake harbors myriads of square-tailed Trout weighing from one to six pounds ; ~ 
t;. 30 trout taken in one hour's fly fishing is a common event here; season from early May until e 
: October. Plenty of big game for all comers. Canoes furnished free. Tents supplied when de- : 
~ sired. Guides arranged for on request. Camp is log-cabin style, plain but comfortable. Whole- et 
'!' some table fare and plenty of it; purest spring water. Fine bathing privilege close to camp. e 
., Parties met at Norcross by appointment. For rates, references, etc., address e ~ e 
.;. c. H. COLLINS, = Norcross, Maine l !~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 
r"•-.. - Only Camp on famous Sourdnabunk Lake 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
! 
Camp 
Phoenix 
Provides every comfort and convenience. Is in 
closest toucb witb Rare Good Hunting and 
Wonderfully Fine Fisbing. 
WRITE RATES MODERATE. 
I 
i 
i 
: 
i 
i 
I 
i 
l ! C. A. DAISEY, Proprietor, Norcross, Me. 
,1 Parties come by Ruck boards from Patten, or Steamer and Canoe from Norcross. l 
f_tH-tH-tH-ttt-m-tt1-1N-ttN-t1t-ttt-.+++-m-+H-t+tj' 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Pres. Roosevelt Camped Here 
Hunting and Pishing during his college 
vacations with the Present Proprietor 
..... , ......... ........................ . 
HOOK POINT :Sew buildings on favorite old site at l\lattawam .. keag lake, four miles by buckboard from fsland Falls. BEST OF HUNTING AND FISHING. 
CAMP <..:anoes and Guides furnished. Camp under personal supervision of 1\t r. and Mr.;. Sewall throughout the Season. 
- For Rates, etc. Address----------
°"T· W. SEW A LL, Long Distance Telephone IS LAN D J:<'A LLS, ME. 
fC<:::>oAM<:::>oP<:::>oF<:::>oA<:::>oIR<:::>oV<:::>oIE~Wac=:>~::=~::-g~7rj you are coming to the 
Maine Woods 
This Year, we want to corres~ond with you. We own several camps, large and 
small, within 12 miles of Patten, m the heart of the best "big fish" and "big game" 
section of Maine. l\lain Camps on Shinn Pond- Beautiful location-Comparatively 
easy of access-No Oies or mosqmtoe!\ after July t .Jth-Splendid accommodations and 
best of all PLENTY OF FISH AND GAME. If this appeals 
to you write for rates, references and any desired infonnation ht.: fore .May I st to 
EDW I N I'. FOWLEH , WEST l "PT O N, .\L\ 'iS .. uft cr to 
Camp Fairview, wwi~ro~ri!.~~LER. Patten, Me. 
You won' t regret it. 
GU I DE For any pa rt of Northe rn J\laine, for fi shing and hunting , part icula rly the region around X orc ross, outfits furnish ed 
1-leferen ccs given , A. O. HALE, MEDWAY, MAINE 
GUIDE For Moose, Deer and Fishing Parties. T rips planned, Guides secured, and references given. Cll A8. BE l<H.Y, Ka ta hd in Iro n W ork s Main e 
MOLUNKU(' (1 Easy to get at- -bpecial accommodations for ladies- Eight ~ amps cam!J"- \loose, Deer, Partridge and Good F ishing. 
Send for Booklet. L p S tt M J k M Rates ~l.00 per clay. Boats and Canoes tree. • • We , 0 Uil US, e . 
GUIDE I I Guide H unting Parties, also Fish and Small Game H eadquarters a t Norcross, Mc. Canoes and outfits furnished. References given. P. P. FOWLER NORCROSS, ME. 
1t:t11'""e for a11n •"a•·t of "Daitte <!utlit. lumi hc<l. "'."IT \.ui~l~s. Cllf;.\ " • cl ~ \.J t: t-' '- i I Supplies boxed and slupped. I nps planned. 
References furnished. FRE D C. RAY, Medwa ,..., M a ine 
Plea~ Mention B. & A. Guide in W riting Advcrtiser.J. 
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.... UMCULCUS LAKE SPORTING CAMPS .... 
(FoHMEHLv ST1Mso"'s) 
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5· 
> O"' 
= l:l 
fr' T W ENTY miles from Oakfield Station, far from civilization yet easily reached. Only ~ 
"' Camps in the section. Everything sanitary and inviting. Nict! accommodations for ~ 
t=::::::::=:~~:::~:;::~:;;,:,::~J 
Jllllllll1111CllllllllllllC 
WONDERFUL 
FISHING 
REGION . 
lllUIWIUIOllllllllllllC 
11111111111110111111111111[ 
FIVE CAMPS 
IN f'AMOUS 
FISH RIV E R 
TERRITORY. 
llllllllllllDllllllllllllC 
lllllt1111111Clllllll11111t 
EVERY 
C AMP 
COMF'ORT. 
lllUlllUlllDllUllHllll[ 
l111111111111Ct11111111111C 
GREATEST 
HUNTING 
IN MAINE . 
l UllllllllllCllllllllll::: 
lllllllllllllCllllllllllllC 
IDEAL 
CANOEING 
HERE. 
l'~lllUlllll:JllUlllllUIC 
AT ZELLA ISLE CAMPS 
L.A. ORCUTT and ll. G. HOWARD, Proprietors 
Big Fish Lake, ASHLAND, MAINE 
JlltlllllllllClllllll\llllC Jll1111111l11CllllllllllllCllllllllllllC 
PARTIES TEAMS AND 
MET AT GUIDES FOR 
ASHLAND. ALL AROOSTOOK , 
]UllllllllllDlllllllHlllC lllllllllllllDllllllllllllOlllltlltllllC 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in \Vriting Advertisers. 
lllllllllllllClllllUlllllC 
BATHING 
ANO OTHER 
SPORTS. 
l111111111111Cll11 11111111C 
lllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllll ll lllC 
SPECIAL 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR LADIES 
AND CHILDREN . 
]111111111111011111111111101111111111111: 
JllllllllllllCllllllllllll[ 
WRITE 
TODAY F'OR 
CIRC ULARS. 
llllllllllll!Cllllllllllllt 
H S Camps. 
Ca m ps on tbe m ap are indicate d by c rosses , a re twelve ln numb er, l ocat e d as follows:-
1. H ome Camps, M illnockett L ake. 5. Log Camp, Rrown Rrook Lake. !I. Log Camp, Atkins Pond. 
2. Large Camps at Munsungun Lake. 6. Log Camp, Chandler Brook. 10. Log Camp, Chase Brook . 
3. Log Camps, Millmagassett Lake. 7. Log Camp, Chandler Lake. 11. Log Camp, Salmon Pc,.il . 
4. Log Camp, Island Pond. 8. Log Camp, Reed Pond. 12. Log Camp, Beaver Poi;cl. 
ATKINS' CAMPS, REACHED F"RO M M ASARDIS PND OXBOW. 
Leave Tioston in eve!ling, arrive at Mas<1rdis next noon, and at first of camps 
that evening. Distance from railroad 25 miles, made by team and canoe. 
String of twelve camps on lakes ponds and 
streams of the famous Fishing and Hunting 
Region at the headwaters of the Aroostook. Home 
camps at Millnockett Lake consist of sixteen 
cabins made of peeled Jo~s; open fireflaces, 
spring beds, Al table. Also fine set o home 
camps at Munsungun Lake. Privacy and home 
comforts for women. Sportsmen can come 
here with their families and get the very best 
of sport, as well as comfortable living. No 
better summer fishing in Maine. Moose 
hunting unexcelled. D eer plenty. Write for 
circular and map. 
WILLIAM ATKINS, P.O. Address, Oxbow, M e. 
P lease ~lention R. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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" Great,. Hun.ting'. in Season. 
Fine Trout and Sahnon. Fish-
in.f!. An ideal Sununer Out• 
ing Region AT 
Shin Pond 
Crom •••• F 10 Miles. Cl rm s Patten ••• 
E\·ery opportunity for a thoroughly good time . Four fine trout ponds within 
two miles of farm. Extra good accommodations for summer boarders. Boats 
and canoes to let; cottage to rent. Fann has regular mails and telephone. Good 
livery sen•ice. Rates, $7 .00 to $12.tH:> per week. For further information, write 
SIBLEY PARM CO.,. PATTEN,. MAINE. 
r· .. - ... _ ... _ ... _ ... _ ... _ ... _ ... --... - ... - ... - ... - ... - ... , 
i (HE STARTING POINT FOR SPOH.TS.'ttEN who wish to J I reach the FAMOUS llUl\'TING ANO FISHING REGIONS I 
i OF THE STATE OF MAINE is at the .••••••• i 
ii: ""•~~'~E~o!!,.!2,2 ~~"~ t,~~:'.~£<ri• LO'• t 
and Hath Rooms. 1n fact all the conveniences to make a Sportsman feel at home. Special attention • 
I f{iven to furnishing tt!ams, the best of buckboards and careful drivers furnished at short notice. Write 1 in advance to 
i IRA D. CARPENTER, Proprietor, PATTEN, MAINE. i L...._ .... _..,._..._ ... _ .... _ ... _ ... __ , .. __ .. , __ , .. __ , .. __ • .,._ ... _J 
•• OXBOW WOODS •• 
shelter big Moose and Deer 
in abundance . 
OXBOW WATERS 
harbor countless numbers of 
game Fish 
••• OXBOW HOTEL ••• 
offers you an ideal forest home. 
lfathrnom; hot and cold water; 
acetylt!ne lights: telephone. 
Parties met at 1\l asardis station 
on notice. 
C. C. LIBBY. Prop., OXBOW. ME. 
Plea<e ll~ention R. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers. 
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~:;,~~~. ~;)c>~~~;,~~~(;OO : · ~ · ·<i€ff~@«;~li} 
i From Moosehead Lake to Fort i 
!::. Kent By Canoe. Throug h 200 mile< of foce<t , 1.:.:.: 
m along Maine's best canoeing I 
: waters , where the fi shing is unsurpassed 
~ and big game always a bunda nt. Se nd f your baggage on ahead by rail to 
Hotel i 
D. k i IC ey ~ I 
J. H. McINERNEY 
Proprietor 
Fort Kent, Me. 
! ALL advance arrangements made for guests, including transfer · · ~ of canoes, baggage, e tc. Complete hunting and fi shing out- I 
I fits supplied ; information as to the best fishing and hunting 2 
~ grounds cheerfully g iven. Write us freely. i Supply lists se nt on request. 
S l-7 Camps to let. 
~ €(;<Hr,i(i(;C!(;4P.<l~~"-~~~·~~ 
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, 
and several other cities-our patrons· -will tell 
you our camps are "all right" and the fishing 
and hunting here is the best in the State 
A s k them yourself; we'll furnish 
reference addresses on request. 
C.\ \ I PS at Spider, \lu•quocook, Churchill 
and Long Lakes, l\. l unsun~an stream, Peaked 
Mt. and Sewell J>eadwater. keached via 
Moosehead Lake, Masardis and Oxbow. 
ARBO & LIBBY, Oxbow, Me. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing ,\ dvertiseni. 
I 
Camps. 
n CABINS WITH OPEN FIRES. 14 OUTING CAMPS FOR HUNTERS. 
C ' t ( Square a.nd A t k ( M umm1ngs ampStCrossLa.kes. roos 00 O+t e. 
Maine's Largest Square-tailed Trout and Landlocked 
Salmon. are Here ! Also unequalled moose hunting (we can furnish references as to its 
quality.) No better home in all the Maine woods for those seeking rest and renewed health. An ideal 
family resort. Special accommodations for ladies. Vegetables from our own garden; milk from our 
own cows. Fine cooking a feature. Bracing air; medicinal springs close by. Splendid view. Daily 
mail service to Square Lake, post-office at the camps. Long distance telephone connection. Guides, 
canoes, boats and steamboat. Guests met at Stockholm on B. & A. R . R. and conveyed to camp, 10 
miles over turnpike road to Ranch-to-Rest In (recently built for use of sporting parties and travelers 
to Square Lake camps), thence G miles by water. Parties may also come or go from Eagle Lake, on 
Fish River extension H. & A. R. R., 16 miles by canoe or boat from camps. Leave Hoston at night; 
arrive at Stockholm the following noon. Round trip fare, Hoston to Stockholm $l9.75; to Eagle Lake, 
$~.r,o. For rates, circulars and further information, address 
D. L. CUMMINGS 8 CO., Box 269, HOULTON, MAINE. 
or Square Lake P. o .. Aroostook County, Me., af"ter May 1st. 
The Port Orange House, is a delightful Winter Resort built for the accommodation of Tourists, Hunters and Fishermen 
from the north. It is located on 
the Halifax River across from the famous Ormond Daytona fieach, where the International Automobile 
meets are held. A bridge is under process of construction which extends from the hotel to peninsula 
and will connect the hotef direct with the Onnond Heach. 11!> miles south of Jacksonville; therefore 
it has neither the cold weather of Jacksonville, nor the hot weatht!r of Palm Beach. PoRT 0RANGR 
is entirely free from fever, and mosquitoes and flies are unknown. \\.Trite for descriptive booklet of 
Hotel and surroundings. 
~ S. FRED CUMMINGS, Proprietor, - - PORT ORA GB, FLORIDA. 
~<:::::X)-..---c::=:ao~-..-..<::::x>-c:=::ao-.-.-c::=::ao~---<:::::::aec:::::::ao-
Please Mention Jl. & A. Guide in Writing ,\dvertisers. 
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Just th• kind of 
a Hotel t!u.t 
appeals to 
the up-tn-d.tte 
traveler 
--- ---~j~ 
Hotels, Camps, Guides. 
); ewly fitted 
and furnished; 
"strictly correct., 
in service and 
a1>point111ent<J. 
THE PENOBSCOT EXCHANGE 
Moon B Cratty, Proprietors, Exchan2e Street, Ban2or, Maine 
Situated within one block of Bangor's elegant new railroad station. O\'er 1.-,0 
rooms, all handsomely furnished; private baths and shower; elevator to all floors. 
Famously good table cui'iine and sentice. 
THE FAVORITE HOTEL AMONG 
SPORTSMEN. 
Specially attractive ~emi.club rooms newly 
fitted up. .- Large Automobil" Garage 
connected with the hotel. 
rttt-ttt--ttt-ttt-tt+-ttt-+tt-tttt-ttt--ttt--ttt--ttt-tt+-Ht, 
i Th New all through; i I e Under new :rnanage:rnent. I 
i i ! Snell Nouse ! 
I Everything spic span new and ur>-10-date, including bathrooms. electric lights, steam heat, etc. I i Best of service throughout. ~lo•t popular hotel for sport:mcn and tourists. i 
i C. C. EMEHSON, Prop., • • Houlton, Maine. ~ L···--···--· .. -···--· .. -···-·•·-· ... -···-···--···-···-.,._ .. ,.J 
Reached from Sherman station. ECHO ISLAND Salmon Lake CAMP Stream 
Splendid Fishing, Hunting and Canoeing. F.xcellent \ccommodations 
for Summer boarders. Write for information. 
HENRY GANTNIER, P. O. Address, Benedicta, Maine 
THE 
NEW VAUGHAN HOUSE 
C. H. MERRILL, Propriet•" · CARIBOU, MAINE 
~ ew m. ide and out; fitt~d with electric lifthts, !\team heat, and a11 conven-
iences; rooms with bath in connection; entire house and furnishings modem; 
Ll\'ER)' STA•e11nL·:~e un•urpassed. 
- c~ H eadquarte r8 FoR partie"' going to and from 
CO'iNECTE O the S<>UAKB LAKR RH<.loN 
I'll Guide Y in the F1sn, \woosTnoK and 'IA<HIAS Rt\'RR SECTtos where the Moo~e, QU Deor and Trout really an. Truc·to·nature TAX I [)ER~! Y a Sp.cialty 
w•th me. George Eagen, Ashland, Me. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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FRED C. N. PARKE, 
Taxidermist 
GREENVILLE JUNCTION, - MAINE 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
Big Game Heads always on hand and for 
sale. Large assortment from which to select. 
Artistic Fish Mounting a Specialty. Infor-
mation as to Guides and Hunting loc:alit:es 
c:heerfully given. 
----------~ 
Br:111C'IH'R at l'OllT Al x BASQUES, X..:w-
FOL"NIJLAND, n11d l'EHTII X. H., fro111 
which rqH·e~entatives will meet all trains 
and boat~. ,\111 perRonally acquainted 
with all lw~t guides :111d hunting localitirs 
in both plac<>R. Corre~pondence solieit<"d. 
Ten years experience with Tim S. L. 
CROSBY Co., and M. AllllOTI' FHAZAR Co. 
Will be plea~ed to furnish information 
as to guides a11<l hunting localities ia 
Maine. 
On shore of St. Froid Lake, 
194 miles from Bangor. 
By rail to Winterville; then 
by canoe 2 1-2 miles. 
ST. FROID CAMPS 
I N the heart of a good moose and deer country; plenty of partridges ; unsurpassed lake and brook fishing close by. Heautiful scenery. Camps are equipped with nice spring beds, soft mattresses, 
etc., and set a good table. Fine spring water always to be had. Daily mails. RATES, ,)7-2.00 
per day, $10.ro per week. Guide's board, ~1.00 per day. Write 
JOSEPH ALBERT, Proprietor, EAGLE LAKE MILLS, ME. 
GUIDE Moo!'c, Deer and Fishing parties. I 111ake n specialty of .!\loose hunting. Trips ar-rangPd, Guides engaged. 0. Q. HATHAWAY. Brownville, Maine. 
KENNEDY'S TRANSFE~ Send me your orders for transfer of Baggage. Boats and Canoes unload-ed and Shipped. General . Trucking Business A. J. KENNEDY, Greenville Jct., Me. 
SPORTSMEN'S WATERPROOF GOODS.Kn~ll~:~~~i '1i~~:: 
Haversacks, Leggins, Gun <'aseR, all kind~ of BairR, Canoe Sails, Wille 
Duck for covering canoei<. Canvas 8pecialties to order; la1·gpst line made in Xew 
Englnnd. CURRIER © HOOK, 
Sl:ND F'O" CATALOGUE. 7 4 EXCHANGE: ST., OPP. E XCHANGE: ST. D EPOT, 
'.\lention H. &: A. Guide in Writing Arlvertisers. 
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15-1 Sportsmen's Supplies. 
r-cx:ua=:>=:>--~·,<><==>-~---1-·u· ~:-er~;::7a-:e 
~ As it Looked Alive 
~ I mount who!P animals, or h e_a_d_s 
~ alone-or bird~-in pPrfectly natu-
W ral style. A II '.vork w11rrantPd l moth-proof and lasting. Prices l rea~onahle. 8kins dressed for fl oo r 
rngs. l\lount.-d game and bird spec-~ i11H•ns always on hand 1111<l for sale. 
8en<l for price list and tags. 
T. ADOLPH LeGASSE, 
OLD TOWN, ME. 
23 YEARS A TAXIDERMI ST. 
Ready - to - Wear Sportsmen's Clothing 
If in need of anything in this line, will you kindly write us. We 
will gladly quote you price< on such articles as you will need. 
D. A • .STEVENS~ Presque Isle,. Maine. 
The Ideal 
Woods 
Pack! ••• 
O l'R ~pecial Leather SPORTSMEN ' S BAG makes carrying easy; keeps the load compact i leaves one's hands and arms 
entirely free. Guide• and Sportsmen all say "The best yet I" 
Made in canvas for less than half the price of leather. Hoth styles 
have locks. 
Gl<~ ORGJ<~ H. D E S,JARDJ:N8, 
Successor to 
GARllSER & CARROW. 0Ln 'l'<H\'N, l\lAIN E . 
:\laker.i of SPoHTSl\.lRN's BAGS and F1sE II ARNRSSRS . 
Dealt!rs in TRl"NKS, BAGS and JloRSR CLOTHING. 
Camp on Katahdin ! 
~r\'-
1\ly plan~ for lllOfi include tents for 
gue~ts on Mt. J\atahdin's top, BUJ~­
plie~, etc., to he takPn up new trail 
hy hurros. Home cnmpR are at 
Hounlnnhunk strram and nearhy 
pond~. In Al fish a1ul g-arnP region. 
Ea~y trip in from Norcross. Write 
todrty fo r dates. 
I. O. HUNT, Norcross, Me. 
Plt:ase Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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l"he Most 
Complete 
Sportsmen's 
Supply Store 
in Maine 
l 
AMERICA 
The S. L. Crosby Co. 
186 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine 
A11enc ies a t All I mportant Game C ente rs in Maine, New Brunswick 
and Newfoundland 
Every workman in our employ 
has been here from 5 to 25 vears 
-is experienced and thorough Iy 
skilled-is a r<>al artist in his 
line. This feature, tog!'thf'r 
with the fact that we have com-
modious quarters and the most 
modern facilities, insures abso-
lutely perfect results 0'1 any 
and all orders entrusted to us. 
We guarantee complete satis-
faction, whether it is game or 
fish that we mounr; AND W}~ 
DF:LIVEH 'J'llE MOL"N'l' 
WHE~ PHOM ISEI>. All 
work warranted moth proof. 
Hundreds of Moose, Deer, 
Caribou, Mountain Sheep, An-
telope and Elk Heads are 
mounted l>y us every year. We 
make a specialty of handsome 
game !wads for hotels, clulJ 
rooms, etc. 8end for price list. 
Any :iiaiue express oftice can 
furnish our shipping tags. 
l II \Ve especially invite visitors to inspect the immen~e array of Sportsmen's Hupp lies, Woods 
and Taxidermy Specialties 
which we have on hand at all 
times. Our line includes a com-
plete and wonderfully varied 
assortment of mounted Game 
Heads, Fish, etc., and Guns, 
Rifles, Ammunition, Fishing 
Tackle, and Hunters' Complete 
J<:quipmentg, Tents, Sleeping 
Bag~, Knapsacks, Leggins, Moc-
casins, Hunting and Wading 
Boots, Knives, Axes, Pedome-
ters, Flashlights, Gold Medal 
Camp Furniture, Canoes. Canoe 
Seats, Chairs, Snowshoes, Hugs, I I 1>eerfoot Novelties, Indian Baskets, Jndiau NovPlties, etc., etc. 
Hunter's Licen8es for sale. I I Hilles and Shotguns for rent. 
Our representatives meet all I 
Directions how to prepare trains at Bangor during the I I big game heads for mounting I I 
_J Lhunting ~ea on. _JI I sent free on 1·e11uest. L - - - -
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Sportsmen's Supplies. 
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\Ve Offer You ; 
5 
ABSOLUTE PEUFECTION ~ I IN SNOWSHOES 
and Indian Tanned 
MOCCASINS 
Th P.•P 11 rl' ou r two 8pPrialtif,q, We 
make thpm in larrt" 1un 11tit ies, lm t bri.•k 
sf'l lin{I k PPp.q thP .•tork mot•i llfl. We tr1111t 
J'Ol'lt order ; 1ri/l fi ll it promptly. 
811pPrior quality y11ara 11 teP<I. 
MODSEHEAD SNOWSHOE GD. 
Factory and Salesroom, 49 MAIN STREET, 
0 L D T 0 W N, MA I N E. 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
a 
i 
~ § 
i 
I 
Q 1111111111111011111111111101111111111110111111111111011111m11110111111111111c1111111111110111111111111 r-11111111111110111111111111011m1111111011111111m10111111111111c111111111111tl1111111111uc1•1111111111tO 
SPORTSMEN I • Are you awart tha t we 
have one of the best 
stocks of General \ ferchandise in '1:aine, and can ~upply you with everything 
you need in the way of a Camp Outfit? Send for our compl•te 
list of Camp Supplie~, make up your order, send it to us, and we will have the goods 
carefully packed and ready at the time and place desired, thus saving you trouble and 
annovance. We guarantee to gh-e you prompt !\ervice and the best of goods. 
Reliable Guides engaged when de!'.ired. Long distance telephone connection. 
G. W. BROWN &. SON, 
GREENVILLE , MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE. 
W • have several Cottage Lot• nn the shore of Lake Onawa for Sale. 
i~cw=Aw M= ... wp=--w=EDR= s·= ·~~Ji: t~:i~r~:;}d~~i;~~~· 
R eat, send in your order wlwre you 
V will find a full line of choice 
~ .a Meats, Fish, Oysters, Vegetables, .a i Fruits and Canned Goods. 
We carry the ht> ~ t and can guarantee BUCK & CLARK ~ 
quantity and price~ . A II goods de I iv- ,. W 
~ ered promptly. Long distance 'l'ele- ~ 
W phone connection. GREENVILLE, ME. 
eoc::::>oc::::>oc::::>oc::::>oc::::> oc::::><=>o<::::x>O -<=><>-<=><><=>a<::::><> 
Please '.\l ention B . & A. Guide in \V riting Advert isers. 
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Plea~e ::'\fention B. & A. Guide in \\'riting Advertisers. 
1ii8 Sportsmen's Supplies. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
SUPPLIES 
AT PATTEN . 
E VERYTJIING u•cd lncampnndby 
sportsmen nnd fi~hermen carried in 
stock. Largest O enernl Store in this part of 
Muine. Guides and T eams supplied. \Vail 
unti l you ~et to Patten before b uying your 
j~tl;J!~~sc.for UHO In tho bes t moo1:10 country 
I. B. GAHDNEH. & SONS. 
HUNTERS' FOOTWEAR, 
WINCU.ESTER JnFLES AND 
AA01t.:NITION. 
QUINCY. 
COOPER & ROWE 
PATTEN, MAINE. 
Headquarters for Sportsmen's Supplies. 
Everything carried in Stock tha t is needed 
for camp outfi t. Also a full line of Fishing 
T ackle, Guns and A mmunition, Clothing and 
f'ootwear. Mail orders receive p rompt and 
careful attention. 
COFFIN BR OS., 
DEALERS IN 
Sportslllen' s complete outfits 
PORTAGE, MAINE. 
We can furnish every· i 
thin~ that 11 untcrs or · 
Fl.shcrrncn needi are · 
JMrticul.u·ly well stocked ' 
on la; 
RIFLES, SHOT GUNS, I 
Selected Shell,. u nd · 
Curtrl<l~es. Fi,.hinl( \QI 
Tack I e, n · o o I en 'fil 
Ii o o LI s, II u n t I n Jot ! 
Shoe:s, etc. W e .:an 
furnish competent Guides on short notice. .Parties going to the 1- i h Rh ··r \\.ttcr-, Carr Pond or 
Big Fish Lake will find it easies t to come to Portage and 11stock up" at our store. All requests for 
information cheerfully answered. W rite us. Supplies for Prlvute l:umps a Specialty. · 
:ff~~ ·~ . :<i<.<e::C<.'<l ·(l ~(l '(l •(l€i<.'<l . . . 
List Supplied 
. ~ and Orders fi lied 
on your 
arrival or sent 
to any 
destination 
................................................................................... 
..................................................................... 
G.H.PAGE 
Dealer in 
Groceries ZJ.nd Provisions 
Supplies for Camping 
Parties a Specialty .... 
0PPOSI TB H oTJZL D1cKKV 
l ' OHT KENT, AUINE. 
............................................................................ 
.............................................................................. 
Plea3e ~lention IL & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
G uides and Canoes 
furnished 
when desired. 
• 
W rite for i . .. . ~ information 
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W. E. HELLENBRAND & CO. 
Black Cat Brand 
Chicago.Rockford 
Hosiery Company 
Personal 
to--
OLD TOWN, MAINE. 
THE GUIDES ~aine 
We carry a full line of 
Clothing, Sweaters, Leggins, Shirts, 
Underwear, Shoes, Moccasins, 
Rubbers and Rubber Blankets 
adapted to your Wants. 
Come and see us, and make our store your head-
quarters when in Old T own. Mail orders solicited. 
Hellenbrand & Co., Commercial Bldg., Old Town, Me. 
OUR AIM has always been to handle the best goods at the lowest 
------- po.j.j~~~= t1:~cf!~ts have won 
for us the name we honestly deserve: 
"THE LEADING GROCERS." 
At our store you will a1ways find a complete line of 
"GOOD THINGS" for your Camping trip or your 
home- Fruits, Crackers, Canned Meats, in fact 
everything to be found in an up-to-date store. 
DON' T :MISS US ! 
A. C. DOUGHER.TY, 
O pp. C. P.R. Station. HENDERSON, MAINE. 
R . R . Station BaowNVILL&jcT.1 ME. 
Want Indian Goods? or an Indian Guide? 
I handle a complete line of 
Indian F ancy Goods, Baskets, Bows and 
Arrows, Moccasins, Snowshoes, Indian 
Clubs, Toy Canoes, Novelties and Souve-
nir Goods. 
My store is headquarters for 
Reliable Indian Guides for all the Hunting 
and Fishing Regions of Northern Maine, 
I can put you in touch with a good Indian 
Guide at any time. 
C ALL ii' YOU C AN; WUJTE ME, ANYWAY . 
GEO. H. HUNT,"THE INDIAN AGENCY" OLDTOWN, ME. 
THE MOOSEHEAD CLOTHING CO. 
CARRIES THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF 
SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHING, RUBBERS, 
MoccaRins, Snowshoes, F ine Fishing Tackle, Guns, A mmuni-
tion, Indian Baskets, Souvenir Goods, Etc., in the :\loosehead 
Lake region. . Boats to L et. 
Store formerly occupied by the M. AunoTT GREENVILLE JUNCTION, 
FRALRR Co. Right Oppr.site the H. & A. Station, MAINE 
MILLARD METCALF, Manager 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Miscellaneous. 
At Eagle 
Lake 
Station 
Overlooking the 
Greatest Fishing 
Grounds In Maine 
Is the 
Lar'1e Department Store of the Fish River Lumber Co., 
'Yhere Sport!!imen can buy all Supplies far cheaper and ea~ier than in the big: ci_ties. G 11 ldcs, 
Canoes und. Cu mp OutfltH supplied on request. Orders sent by mail m advance care-
fully packed and made ready for parties on arrival. Steamer service to points on Eagle Lake. 
FISH RIVER LUMBER co. 
a Ea'1le Lake Mills, Maine. On the rlirect route to Square, Cross, 
E=== St. Froid, Portage and Fish lakes, 
and the Red river region. 
01m111111111c111mm1110111111111111c1m1uu1110111111111111c11111mm1EQi111111rn111011unrn1ua1111111umc111111111111tQnmu1mm11nm1111101U1UH1111c111iunnm111n11nmatt1111111111cO 
,. 
Swift's Premium Hams 
• 
Swift'• Premium Hams arc found wherever 11ood 
meats are •old. Ask your dealer 
for Swift's PREMlllM. 
SWIFT fs COMP ANY, U. S. A. 
. ................. . 
D H.ANCH NEW" YOR.U: BEL T I NG A N I> PACKI NG CO .• LlMITJCD 
., 
• I STOUGHTON • COMPANY I RUBBER 
• MANUYAC'TUUKHH 01'" • ! l3l~:l/TI~G, P ilCI\: LNG, ll()SE ! I lnh:rlocking Huhhcr Tiling, ~loulJcJ and I .,lcchankal Huhh..:r Goods, S..:ctional and 
l<uhhcr•Covcr..:d l<olls 
L• 282 SU~IMEH STHEET, BOSTON, MASS._J1 
. . ·----··----·· . Plea~e Mention B. & A . Guide in Writing Arlverti"en\. 
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92 E i I THE BEST COMPANY FOR A POLICY-HOLDER. Ii 
II Tlf E TRAVELE~S II 
9~ ~9 U I_._TSURA~CE CO~fI>ANY U 
t! it U HARTFORD, CONN. U jl The Oldest, Largest, Strongest Accident It 
i I Company in the World, Sellinfl the Best Policies Ii 
$ ~ AND ~ $ 
: I A Life Insurance Company yielding Great ii ii Advantages to tlie Insured. • • •• • Ii 
e 0 1u1111m1110111111111111omm111mo111111111111011111111m10111111111111 o u11111111uo11 11111 111110111tu1u11101111111111110mm11111101m11111111011111111111101111111111110111111111111011111111t111(0,,, 
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l ~-.. Appearance of this I 
l "5111!' Book Appeal I to You? 1 I ~ ' WE I 
! PRINTED 
I IT 
I 
+1 \Ve make Out-of-the-Ordinary Printinfl our particular "ork. Books, Booklets, Cat-l alol!ues, Folders, Commercial Work---any-thinl! that's Printinl!. Estimates furni shed. 
! ---l CHAS. H. GLASS fs Co. j 
l--~~=:.~~~~·_J 
SCA TES & COMPANY, 
Druggists and Stationers, 
Half Tone Cuts 
Line Cuts 
Elecirotypes 
111 ustrations 
Designs 
Z34-Z36-Congre.r..r& 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS. 
75 We.rtminster J/..fJroYidence.1?.I. 
225 fOURTH AVfJlEWYORK 
__ CA_RIBOU AND FORT F~AIRF~l~EL~D~,!1M~E.~:~~~~~~~;;;;~~~ 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers, 
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Y"EH"\T ) f {TCII A LI,TE 
was this moose when he had his picture taken, and YERY Ml'CH 
ALIVE is every number of the NATION AL SPORTSMAN with 
stories, pictures, all(l information of interest and value to every 
lover of sport with 
HOD, DOG, RIFLJ~ & GUX. 
The stories, pictures, and information published in the NATION AL 
SPORTSMAN are furnished by the readers of this magazine, en-
thusiastic sportsmen who have hunted and fished themselves, and 
who know what they are talking about. V/ e use no "made to 
order stuff" in this magazine. Every word and every picture is 
the result of actual experience. 
Send lOc in stamps for a sample copy of latest number. 
We want good agents in every town and city in the world 
to get new subscriptions for the National Sportsman. 
We pay lar{fer cash commissions and give better premiums 
to our agents for this work than any magazine published. 
Send 4c in ~tamp~ for our New Illustrated Prrmium List, and full instructionR 
iu regard to getting new subscriptions. DO IT NOW. l'l' WILL PAY YOI'. 
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, (Inc.) 
HOOM 600, 88 BIWAD S'l'HEE'l', BOSTON, MASS. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisen. 
Sportsmen's Supplies. 
~ P~R I N~T~I N G~TINGCAMPSANDGUIDES, 
WITH APPROPRIATE CUTS, • , ••• • 
; 
B USINESS CARDS, CIRCULARS, A NNOUNCE M E'.NTS, 
LETTER H EADS, B ILL HEADS, E NV£LOPES, E TC. 
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The Thomas W. Burr Printing & Advertising Co. 
(INCORPORATRD) 
ADAMS BUILDING UANGOR, MAINE. 27 COLUMBIA ST. 
\~ BILL POSTIMG, DISTRIBUTING ANO TACKING. 
L~-~.r-u""""V""-V-----
OWM AND CONTROL ALL BILL BOARDS IN BANGOR AND BREWER. 
S. L. INGALLS, Manufacturer of First-class 
CANVAS CANOES, 
Send for Catalogue. OLD TOWN, ME. 
Learn of the Cnbounded Wil)ter Sport to be had on 
~~TAJ CO" SKEES. 
AbigillustratedbookaboutitforlO~ents. Interest· THEO A JOHNSEN CO PORTLAND ME 
;ng 16-page booklet free for the ask mg. Address • • •I Depl. B. 1 , 
Makers, also, of the famous "Tajco" Snowshoes, Push Sleds, and Complete Winter Sport Equipments. 
Please '.\fention H. & .\.Guide in \.\"riting .Advertisers. 
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A. R. HOPKINS COMPANY,---..... 
FLOUR., GRAIN AND MILLPEED 
HIGHEST GRADES OF 
AMERICAN PORTLAND CEMENTS, ROSENDA LE CEMENTS, 
LIME AND PLASTERING HAIR. 
M A N UFACT U R E R S OF' F'ISH BARRELS A N D D EALERS I N ALL KINDS OF COOPERAGE . 
B UYE R S OF ALL KI N DS OF BIRCH A N D A S H HOOPS . 
~----140 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.----~ 
A. R. DAY, 
President 
EMERSON-Al)AMS CO. 
BANGOR., MAINE. 
E. R. ADAMS, 
Gen'I M11r. and T reu. 
Woods Wearables 
LOUIS l\IRSTEIN © SONS, 
Timber Lands. BROH.ERS Fire, 
City Homes, 
and 
Life , and 
Country Homes, 
AUCTIONEERS 
Acc ident 
House Lots, Insurance. 
Farms, 36 MAIN ST . , Loans 
Seashore BAN GO R , MAINE . on 
Property, Real Estate 
Investments. LOCAL A N D LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE • Negotiated. 
... - .. ·-···-... ~··•-•tt-•••-·····-···-·"-"•-•tt-tt•-···-··· I REAL ESTATE ~ ALL KINDS I 
:1 <.;am1 , Summer ll<>tel<and ANYWHERE IN MAINE W rit< to u .. <lldest and Larg- :I Cottage I- arm , I nsurance est Agency m !<~astern Mame. 
:I PEARL ®. DENNETT, 'I 
4 5 HAMMOND STREET , BANGOR , MAINE • 
.. ,_ ... _ ... ,_ .. ,_,,,_ ... ,_ .. ,_ .... ,_ .. ,_ .. ,_,.,_.,,_ .. ,_ .. ,_ ... 
FRED T. HALL & co.t Sports~en's S upplies carefully packed and shipped to all Hunting and Fishing Resorts in Maine. 
Choice Family Groceries 
No. 7 St::nte Street~ Bori.~or9 lVCe . 
Please Mt:ntion B. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers. 
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NO. 112 
First ~ :.~.,.~:~::.~ .. ~.:i:: ~ 
0 D ~o Capital Stock, $300,000.00 ~D Stockholders' Liahility, 300,000.00 Surplus and Undivided Profits, 267,231.00 
Total Security for Depo~itors, $867,231.00 
0 D 
0 Safe Deposit Boxes for protection for Securities and D ~0 Valuable Papers for rent at ,4.00 per ~0 annum and upwards 
Vault Doors equipped with Banke r's Electric Protective Device 
with out door alarm l!onl! 
0 D ~o EDWARD STETSON DIRECTORSH ENRY McL AUG H LIN ~D H IRAM H . F OGG B ENJ. B . THATCHER CHARLES A. G IBSON I SAIA H K. STETSON 
FRANKLIN A. Wr LSON C H ARLES A. W oon 
L IN WOOD c. T YLE R 
~O En:~.~:. ~~~~.:~.~: .. ~:: .......... : ..:' ..~:.~.:~: ;::~;., ~D and every accommodation c onsi.tent with conse rvative l>ankinl! extended 
NIGHT WATCHMAN 
o'-c----.10L-r --~100 ..... 1 __ __.10 ..... 1 __ --110 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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MERRJLL TRUST COMPANY, 
Bangor, Maine. 
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $125,000 
INTERES'l' ALJ,O"\VJ<:U ON DEPOSl'l'~ l'!UH.JECT TO CHECK, 
and special facilities offered to Business Men along the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 
For Investment of Surplus Funds, 
the Company ofters HIGH 6 RADE B 0 ND S yielding better income than I deposiL~ in Savings Banks. 
HOME BONDS, INCLUDING BANGOR &. AROOSTOOK ISSU[S, A SPECIALTY. 
BOXl<~S FOR RENT IN THI<: HANGOH SAFJ11 :lllt:.POSI'l' VAULTS. 
We make a specialty of supplying Prompt attention given to supplying private cars. 
EVERYTHING THAT 
A SPORTSMAN 
WANTS TO EAT! 
Send us your advance order; we'll pack it 
compactly, ship it anywhere you say, and 
guarantee satisfaction. 
Fresh Penobscot River Salmo:::J 
in season, shipped to all parts of the 
United States. 
C. J. LYNCH, 204 Exchange St •• BANGOR, ME. 
==== HUBBARD'S - --
Sportsman's and Tourist's Map 
--Of--
NORTHERN MAINE 
Price, ~ 1.00 
E. F. DILLINGHAM, BANGOR, MAINE. 
H. M. BURNHAM, 
Druggist .. and .. Apothecary 
DBALHK IS 
Boohs and Stationery 
Everything in the way of Fishing Tackle, 
Kodaks and Photographic 
Supplies. Mail orders 
solicited. 
19 Centre St., OLD TOWN, ME. 
J. N. V. LANE, 
Electric Light Wiring 
in Houses, Mills and Factories 
4 7 State Street, BANGOR, MAINE. 
THLHPHOS R 112. 
CoRRHSPONl>H:\TR SoucITRD. 
OFFICE FURNITURE 
and SUPPL I ES 
Store fixture• and Showcases, Typewrilers 
and Supplies. " GLOBE • WERNICKE" 
Ela.stic Bookcases, Filinl! Cal.ineu, Card 
Index Systems, etc. 
F. H. & J. H. DA VIS, 
1!5 CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR, MAINE. 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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OLD TOWN BRANCH MACHIAS BRANCH 
M. H. RICHARDSON, MAN-'GER G. B. BOYNTON, MANAGER 
Eastern Trust & Banking Company 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Organized April i, 1887 
J OHN CASSIDY, PRHSJDR"'lT. JAMES ADAM~. VICE-PNESIDENT. 
C. D. C1wsnv, TRRASURnR. G. H. CA,.~EY, SECNETAN:v 
CAPITAL, i 175,000.00. SURPLUS, ft 175,000.00. PROFITS, '170,000.00. 
We receive the accounts of firms, corporations and individuals, and pay interest on dai1y balances subject 
to check. We extend to these depositors every accommodation within the limits of prudent banking. We 
supply them with check books so that they can draw against their depo~its in favor of other persons. Depos-
itors are thus enabled to pay bills or withdraw money without coming to the Hank. To residents outside of 
the cities in which we have offices, our system of Ban.king by Mail is an attractive feature. De-
posits may be sent us by express or registered mail; we acknowledge receipt bv return mail , and at the end of 
each month forward a statement, retun1ingchecks and showing balance We discount approved business 
paper and loan money on acceptable collateral and also on good real estate. We rent boxes in our Safe De-
posit Vaults for the safe keeping of Bonds, Deeds, Notes, Mortgages, etc., at prices that are within the reach 
of all. Whenever you have occasion to open a Hank Account please bear us in mind . 
.. ............ .., ....... A ................. .. 
I WHIFF OF PINE I Every month for a year, is the pleasure of regular readers of I 
I main~ Sportsman I I the magazine that's all about Hunting and Fishing, Camping and Canoeing I 
• in the Maine Woods. Single whiffs ten cents, all the "ear breeze, one dollar I . I L Herllert Warren Rowe, Pulllisher, - - Bangor, Me • .J 
- .. - .. -
T. H. PHAIR ROBINSON CO. 
MANUFACTURER OF PRESQUE ISLE, ME. 
POTATO STARCH POT A TOES 
AND LUMBER 
PRESQUE ISLE, MAINE 
Winche•ter, Marlin, Stevens 
Rifles, Sho\?.~.:: 
Goods LOADED SHELLS, all 
sizes of cartridtie• 
Almon H. Fogg Company 
JOBBERS AND RETAILERS 
HOULTON , MAINE 
Warehouses at 
Principal B. & A. Stations 
JAMES II. GLENN 
Hardware, Stoves and 
Tinware, Builders' Materials, Coal, 
Brick, Cement and Sportinll 
Goods 
Caribou, Maine 
Please Mention B. &. A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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R. D. 'WOOD ® CO .• 
ENGINEERS, IRON 
FOUNDERS AND 
MACHINISTS ••••• 
400 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PENN. 
Mathews' Single r'RE HYDRANTS Gate .valves, Valve 
and Double Valve r l ! Indicator Posts, 
CAST IRON PIPE 
Gas Holders and 
Gas Machinery 
Dun.ham's Cutting-in. Specials, Hydraulic 
Cranes. Presses, Etc. 
GAS POWER. PLANTS WITH PRODUCERS. 
STEAM PUMPING MACHINERY 
rs;;;WaI;c~;;;;:=;R~ ! DEPARTMENTS: ! IHON, STEEL, STRUCT[;RAL MATElllAL. TINPLATES, SllEET IRON, WIRE, WlllE ROPE, METALS. STEAM l'ITTEI~S' Sl:PPLIES. 
STEAM ANU IIOT WATER IIEATERS. 
IIEA VY IIARDW ARE, TU BING, TOOL STEEL, GENERAL SUPPLIES. ~ i POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY. ~ Olfice, 69-83 Purchase Street, BOSTON. 
Warehouse, C, corner Far110 Street. Telephone, Main 4597. ~ ac::::::::>oc:::::>oc=::>cx:=:>oc:::::>oc:::::>oc:::::>ac::::>-~<==ao<::::x>~<::::x>-c::::::x>c:=:::ao~ 
All Box Cars ..... 
OWN ED BY THE 
Bangor & Aroostook Rail road 
ARE EQUIPPED WITH CHICAGO ROOFS, 
MANUFACTURED llY THE 
CHICAGO-CLEVELAND CAR ROOFING COMP ANY, 
CHICAGO. 
Pleaoe Mention H. & A. Guide in W riting Advertioers. 
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·----------·--·----·-----·-· 
·j Tbe Pennsylvania Steel Company I 
I• Maryland M.~,~~~! ·'Company 1. 
Steel R ai ls, B looms, B illets and Forgings, I Frogs, Switche s and Crossings. I 
MANAR.D ANVIL - FACE FROG I o"''c""'~c (PmNT>DI I 
• • I I 
• • I .. co - PU • -~ i!illi lllliiOP I 
Re·inforced at points of greatest wear with extra heavy 
• blocks of our '' I A:'\ AR D STEEL. 'Varranted to outlast six • I ordinary frogs. Note our " Perfect Surface" feature, pro· I tecting frog point and wing rails. 
• • I Steel Buildings, Bridges and Viaducts, I and Special Steels for All Purposes. 
Main Office : 
e GIRARD BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA. e I Boston Office, Mason Building. I New York Office, Io:mplre Building. Mills at Haltlmore Office, Continental Trust Building. Steelton, Pa., and Chlcai:o Office, Western Union Hulldlni:. Sparrow's Point, 
St. Louis Office. Commonwealth Trust Building. Maryland. 
San Francisco Office, 308 Market Street. 
I I 
·----------··--·----·-----·-· Please Mention R. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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For the Cheer and Comfort of the Open Fire 
In your Camp or Cottage, use one of these 
FRANKLIN 
STOVES. 
This is our old-fashioned. pattern with folding doors, 
furnished with either wood grate or andirons-three 
)1 sizes. We also make an open pattern, ornamented at.a 
~ tractively, more particularly for house use-two sizes. 
We can ship promptly. Please write us for pticesa 
WOOD 8 BISHOP CO., 
ESTABLISHED 1839. 329 Main Street, BANGOR, MAINE. 
Makers of Highest Grade l~ANGES, STOVES, FUHNACES, and TINWAHE. 
Specialists in all kinds of Cooking and Heating Apparatus for Camp use . 
... ._ ... _... ... _. ... _. ... __ ... -. ... --. ..... - ... _.... ... _. ................... - .... - .. . 
1 GALENA-SIGNAL OIL COMPANY,! i Sole Manufacturers of the celebrated ~ FRANKLIN, PENNA. I 
! GALENA COACH, ENGINE AND CAR OILS and I 
' Guarantee cos~:e~t~,~~:~ m~~f~~r~~o~e(t? ~e ;.~ ~~~ c::i~on~~~~~ ~ O (LS. ' I Maintain Expert Department, which is an organization ot skill~d railway m~chanics of wide and I varied experie~ce. Services of Experts furni~hed free of charge to patrons interested in the econom· 
:,ti: ical ust of oils. Street Railway Luoncauon a Specialty. : 
Please write to home office for further particulars. CHARLES MILLER, President. 
fff-ttt-tH-t .. -fft-ttt-ttt-Ht+t-ttt-ttt-ttt-... - ... -ttt-ff+ 
BESIDES ASHTON POP VALVES 
WE JUAKE 
Locomotive Steam Gages 
Duplex Air Gages 
Gage Testers 
Blow.off Valves 
Chime Steam Whistles 
ALL OF A SUPERIOR QUALITY 
Catalogue on Application 
The Ashton Valve Company, 271 Franklin street, noston, Mass. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
Coal. 
THE B. &. A. BURN EXCLUSIVE LY 
SPRAGUE'S NEW RIVER COAL 
C. H. SPRAGUE 8 SON 
AGENTS 
NEW RIVER 
S1,EAM COAL 
MAIN OFFICES 
ROOMS 39 TO 55 MASON BUILDING 
, 
WHARVES 
BOSTON, MASS. 
TELEPHONE, MAIN 4922 
BRANCH EXCHANGE. 
BRANCH OFFICES 
SEARSPORT, ME. NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
THE 8. &. A. BURN EXCLUSIVELY 
SPRAGUE'S NEW RIVER COAL 
Please Mention IL & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. , 
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UNION IRON WORKS 
A L SO DEALERS IN 
Bu i lders 
of 
Engines 
Boilers 
and General 
MILL 
MACHINERY 
MILL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS 
Oak Street , BANGOR , MAINE 
PORTLAND STONE - WARE CO. 
WINSLOW & CO. , PROPRIETORS 
Eastern Agents of the celebrated brands of cements 
Dragon Vulcanite, Monarch, Portland Cements 
and Improved Shield Common Cement 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Sewer Pipe, Fire Brick, Flue Lining, Smoke Jack 
for Railroads, Paving Brick, Vases, Etc. 
B OSTON OFFICE 
42 OLIVER STREET PORTLAND , MAINE 
J. W. SAWYER & SON 
DEALE RS IN~ 
Carriages , Sleighs, 
Harness, Robes, Etc. 
Fine Livery Connected. 
OLD TOWN. - MAINE. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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r-::;;:;;;:~c:;:;;;:~~ 
~ Contradors of Buildings, ~ 
~ Water Works and Sewer Systems. W ~ ~ ~ Office, OLDTOWN, MAINE. ~ 
+ac::::>oc=:>cc:::::>cc:::::>oc:::::>oc=:>oc::::::>oc:=:>~<=X>c:::=;:;io<:::::X><:::x><:::::;ao<=:x:><:::::X>+ 
For practical work ; for 
saving time; for long service 
and complete satisfaction, 
no other typewriter quite 
equals 
5h<.e> mmit~Jh. 
JP 1r <e 1ITffi ji <e 1r 
A little book explalning just why this is 
so will be sent on request. 
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., 
13 State St., 
Bangor, Maine 
WRITB FOR CATAI..OOUE. 
CAMP WRITE-UPS 
Of the right sort, put in 
booklet fonn, have a strong 
"pull" with tourists. I --..,._.-..;, 
make booklet building a 
specialty; am ready to give 
YOUR order prompt atten-
tion. 
Specimen Booklet /rec to Camp Proprietors. 
FRED H. CLIFFORD, 
Morse-Oliver Buildin!I, BANGOR, MAINE. 
cc:::::>oc::::::>ac::::>oc::=>oc::::::>cic:::::>oc=>~~<==X><:::::::ac><:::::::ac><:::>e><:::>e><:::::ac>+ 
F. J. su~~T~INS, i 
~ M,!,~~~ PERKINS ~ o.!?,~.; kin& o1 ~ 
W Lumbermen ' s Driving © Boots, Shoes, and ~ 
~ Boots and Shoes. Rubbers. ~ L Mail orders receive prompt attent ion. ~ OLD TOWN, - - - MAINE. W 
~~oc::=>oc=:>c:x::::::>....._.<=X>c=::::=ac<=:X><=:::ao<::::::x><=:x>~~ 
Please ?\lention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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QlltltlllnlOUUlllllllllllUUIUlllC 
I 
lUINlllllllDlllNU~o 
I J~ THE BURTIS RODS, FLIES AND 0 IRRESIST-IBLE" SINGLE·HOOK SPINNERS AWARDED ~l GOLD MEDAL ! 
5 
D111111111m1c111111111mamm111111c 
ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR. KNOWN IN EVERY 
SPORTING CAMP. ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET 
FREE TO ANGLERS , I 
l llllllllllllCllU11111111Cllllllllllll[Q 
Make Sure it's a Peavey,· 1hcn you' llhave the best-shaped,most 
dependable licit lluto.:hct made. 
W eighs 1% lbs • fully guaranteed. Sold with 
o r without handle or sht:ath. \Ve also make 
t he famous Pea vcy A XC!it (in several styles 
and weights) and Peavey Cant Dog>1. 
Bangor Edge Tool Co., J. H. PEAVEY, Proprietor, BANGOR, MAINE. 
l'~~~:;~~~~~~~~~~~~;:~La~~--r 
] This staunch little Steamer has been thoroughly repaired, and put I 
[ in first-class condition for the season of l !M.IH. Parties coming to I Portage J_,ake, v.111 findourwharf near the Station, and boats al\\ays ! I ready for points of intcrt:st around the Lake. ._j CAPTAIN H. B. YORK, - - - PORTAGE, MAINE. 
~------------------------
"main¢ woods" is the name of a Weekly News-paper which has become the Shooting and Fishing Authority of all North 
Maine. Address PHILLIPS, M.\INE, for a Copy. One Dollar per Year. 
Penobscot River and Bay Service! 
STEAMER ROCKLAND " '\V. D. BENNETT, CAPTAIN 
po PU LAR route between Bucksport, Sandy Point, Stockton, Belfast, 
Northport, Temple Heights and Camden. Connection with 
Maine Central R. R. at Bucksport, Belfast and Camden; with Bangor 
& Aroostook R. R. at Stockton. Round trips daily, Sundays excepted. 
Low fares to all points. 
C H A S. J . W IER , T RE AS, AND G E N 'L M GR. 
r-.. - .. - ... --.. ·-.. - .. -, I lb¢ IJlonson) 
1 ~ Railroad ~ 1 
L-.. -tt-·•••--•••-tt-tt-_J 
H. E . MORR I LL, SUPERINT ENDE N T. 
Leads to the village of l\lon~on, 
t he home of t he famous S late Qua r-
ries, affording i11tere8t t o visitors 
for a whole Reason. The beautiful 
Lake Hebron 
lies at the village fron t . 
... COTT AGES TO LET ••• 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Coburn Steamboat Company 
U. S. MAIL STEAMERS, 
MOOS EH EAD LAKE, MAINE. 
"KATAHDIN" 
"COMET " 
STEAMERS: 
"MOOSEHEAD" "LOUISA" 
" TWILIGHT " "REINDEER" 
"SOLANO" 
" MARGUERITE" 
"PRISCILLA" 
Firs t Class Passenger and Freig ht S e rvice between GREEN· 
VILLE J UNCTION and DE E R ISLAN D (Ca pc n 's), Kineo , 
( l'ltt. Kincollouse ), Northeas t Carry , No rthwest Carry , Sugar 
Island and Lily Bay from opening until close of navigation. 
Direct counection made with IL & A. IL R. trains which ruu to and 
from \\'harf :it Grf'e11\'ille .Junction. 
STEAMER "KATAHOIN." 
Offices and Waiting Room on B. & A. R. R· Wharf at Greenville Junction. 
Parties wi>'hing to remain over nigh t at Greenville can take regular 
"teamer leaving G ref'nville e\·ery morning, (Sundays excepted), for Kineo 
and the hea<l of the lake, returning same night. 
The f'legant steamer "Katahdin" (licensed for 600 paRsengers) can 
be chartered for Excursion Parties, and special boats for Fishing or 
P lea,.ure Parties can be secured at any time. 
Company also controls Excursion Pavilion at Pebble Beach, J,;ineo. 
for use of which aud any further information apply to 
C. J. ROBINSON, Gen'I Manager, GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oo~~~~~~~o~~~~~~<>? 
: THE : ! Rangeley f i ~ Lakes X j 
! ~ Reg1·on Unsurpassed for Fish and ~ 
"" Game. The finest trou t ,,. 
: and salmon waters i n : 
: Reached direct by the Maine, and big game in i 
.;. Portl~nd & plenty. Best reached via ., l u the Rumford Falls l We have a Guide to the R ~ d L i ne , the quickest, cheap- l 
= Rangeley Lakes Resorts, Um I Or est, and pleasantest route = 
! showing half-tone cuts of f~llS ! 
"" hotels and camps, railroad u Pullman Parlor Cars dur· "" i ::t!s,s:::~=~s:a:e~~t:~:~ Railway ing the Tourist Season i i Map of the Rangeley l I Region,-sent free to any R. C. Bradford x { 
'51 address Traffic Manager " .;; 
., . ., 
.;; Portland, Me. ., 
r r 
: Montmorency Falls and : 
f Ste. Anne de Beaupre f 
l QUEBEC RAILWAY. LIGHT AND POWER CO. [ 
e e 
: Visitors to Quebec-Do not fail to take the trip to the celebrated MO'.'<TMORENCY : 
e FALLS,274feethigh,andtothefar-famedSHR!NEOFSTF:.ANNE DE BEAUPRE. Large e 
e and commodious electric cars run hourly. Illustrated pamphlets free to any address on application e 
e to the Superintendent. e 
:1 EDW. A. EVANS, J. A. EVERELL, re GENERAL l\ilAsAGl!R. Quebec City. St'PERISTRsuHsT, 
l 
e e 
: Pullman Palace Buffet Quebec Central Railway : 
e Cars are run between Quebec e 
: and Portland, via Dudswell Jct. and Maine Tourists and Sportsmen : 
e Central R.R., passing through the heart of & ~ visiting Quebec should ~ l the White Mountains, and solid trains with l not fail to travel via the l Pullman Cars between Quebec and Boston l 
e FRANK GRUNDY, I Tli e onl y line runninll Quebec Central Railway e 
: Vice Pmldent.I tlirou11li Pullma n Buffet the most direct and picturesque : 
J. H. WALSH , C b Q (, & & Oen<•.ol Manag<·r. a r o e tween U C ec route between all points in ~ 
'!' E . o . GRUNDY, and New York witho ut E I d d Q b e Oen'lPU•<'DgnAgt. I c han11e. New 'ng an an ue ec : 
: SH CRBROOKE, P . Q . e 
ii-><><>'><>~~<>~-·->~<>~<>~~~~~-~-o~e>~o~~•·~-~o~e>e><>~<>.i 
Please :Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~·~~~~·~~~~~~~~~·~~· 
" e 
f • .. : ALL PLACES . .... j 
., e 
" e t MENTIONED HEREIN : 
" 6 ., e 
t are reached by the : 
., e 
., e 
" e 
f Maine Central Railroad I 
., e 
" e .,  
" e 
: BE SURE. YOUR TICKET RE.ADS THAT WAY. : 
" e .,  
" e .,
., e 
: You Should also Visit : 
" e 
" e .,
: Rangeley Lakes Belgrade Lakes ! 
" e " which hold the largest brook trout in which have the finest black bass e 
" e 9 the world. fishing in the United States ; also  i trout and white perch. ! 
i Washington County New Brunswick : 
., 6 
.;. which has many waters that have e 
lit If you have hunted for MOOSE in e lit never wet a line, and where deer, e 
9 Maine without results, try New Bruns- e 
., bear and moose are found in great wick. We can tell you where you e i numbers. are SURE TO GET ONE. : 
: and Newfoundland : 
" e : which affords the finest caribou hunting in the world, this sport being unlawful in Maine. i 
.;. e 
.;. e 
: Or make a trip to POLAND SPRINGS, THE WHITE MOUNTAINS, MONTREAL. : 
9 QUEBEC, BAR HARBOR, THE MAINE COAST or any of the numerous resorts of the e 
: East which are becoming better known each year. ~ 
., e 
" A two-cent stamp brings our guide books to you. e 
., e 
., 6 
., e 
., GEo. r . EVANS. PORTLAND, ME. r . E . B OOTH B Y, e 
.:. Vice-Pres•t and G,,// Jllanr1.('t'Y. General Pass'r Agent. 0 ~ e 
., e 
l1r>'>'>'>'>'>'>->->'>'>·>'><>·>->·> '>'>'>'><>'><>'>'><><>'>'>'>'>'>'>'>'>->->-->-><>-><>->->-->,QI 
l'lt:"a•C Mtntion B. & A. Guide in Writing A dvertisers. 
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9J/a1ne SteamshtjJ Compan.!I 
-----I IS TIHE MOST DELIGHTFUL, REFRESHING SHORT OCEAN TRIP ON THE COIAST. -1 Long Island Sound by Daylight and by Searchlight I 
I Steamers" NoRTH STAR" anc\ " H ORATIO H ALL" S<lil from New York and Port land, Mondays i 10.00 A. M., (in summer) Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5.00 P. M., (the year round) : connecting at Portland with rail and boat lines to Bar Harbor, White Mountains and the famous Hunting and Vishing resorts on the B. & A. R. R. 
Steamers are fitted with all modem appliances conducive to safefy, comfort and luxury. Time j of passage about twenty to twenty-two hours. Fare lower than by rail. i Tickets, Staterooms and full information at 290 BRoAnwAv, Cote RHAnR ST., and Pier(New l 
No) 32 EAST R1vRR, Naw YoRK and Franklin Wharf, PoRTLAND, MAI,..li. i I llustrated descriptive Booklet free on application. : 
I n. H.. ROOME, General Passenger Agent, I NEW YORK. 
ttt-+++-ttt-ttt-ttt-ttt-ttt-t+ttt-ttt-ttt-ttt-ttt-... -+++-+t4 
"When in Portland, Maine, make your h e adquarte rs 
at one of the Resorts on the Linc of the 
Casco Bay Steamboat Co. 
Frequent trips arc made between Portland and 
Fort:s t City, Tref.:then's and Evergn:en J,andings 
( Peak's Is land ), Cus hing 's Is land, Little and Great 
Diamond Islands and Ponce's Landing1 Long Is land! 
I nformation concerning Resorts and Hotels 
on the line of the Casco Hay Steamboat Co. 
may be had upon application to 
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager 
llon ' t miss going to the fa vorite place of 
un1usement P eak's l slund. Summer 
The atre, TllE GEM 
r .... . : ' '~~:~~; ~~~;H ~~=;~:::~::~::;:~~()~. 
i Boston & Gloucester Steamship Co. ~ ~i. ( GLOUCESTER AND CAPE ANN ) ; 
· Operatlni: the S teame r s " C A J>f, A:"N" and "en Y OF ! 
G LOUCESTEH " fo r Passen ger s and 1' r e ig ht. ;z 
i E. S. MERC~.:.T~:;~ F~~E~~ral Manager 1.· 
: 244 ATLANTIC AVENUE I 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in \Vriting Adn:rtisers. 
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r<·<><><>~<><><><>~<><·<><>~<><><><>~<><><-<>~<><><-<-~<><><><>~<>~<>~r 
: To PICTURESQUE MAINE : 
• • ~ ::: VIA::: ~ ! The Eastern Steamship Comp'y i 
• • 
_
9
,i_ BANGOR DIVISION- The Vacation Route to all the Summer Hesorts on the l 
,. Penobscot Hiver a11d Bay, connecting at Bangor for the Hunting and t 
Fishing Hegious of l\Iaine. 
: PORTLAND DIVISION-Nil!ht Line- The Popular Route to Portland, with connec- : 
• tions for all l\lountain and Seaside Hesorts. O l INTERNATIONAL DIVISION- The Ocean Day Route to Portland, Eastport, Calais, l 
l!I St. Jolin, with co1111ections for all l\Iaritime Province Points. O ~ 0 
.., KENNEBEC DIVISION- The Old and Reliable Route to Bath and all points on the o i Kennebec l:iver, Boothbay H arbor and 8heepscot Bay. l 
<!I WHITE FOH COMPLETE FOLDER. 0 
: CAL\"IN AUSTJS, A. II. HANSCOM, : 
.; Prc,.' t und Gen'I .\tanager. Gcn'l Pass'r and Ticket Agent. ' j Foster'" \Vharf, BOSTON, MASS. ( 
J,.-..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--4 
Z3he ==== 
Delaware & Hudson 
R. R. 
"The Leading Tourists Line•• 
Reaches among other idyllic 
spots in the cool region of 
Northern New Yori< 
Saratol!a Sprinl!s, Au Sable Chasm, 
Lal<e Geor11e, Sharon Sprin~s, 
The Adirondacl<s, Cooperstown. 
Hotel Champlain, 
For ten cents we will send you safely packed 
in tube a beautiful poster in many colors 
(20 x 32 inches) of our 
CANOEING GIRL. 
A. I. CULVEii, 2nd V. P. 
J. W. Bl:HlJICK, P. T. M. 
:~:· :::::;f::e::\ .• '. 
21 Cortla ndt St. 
135/J. Broad" ay 
~ 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in \Vrlting Advertisers. 
180 Tre nsoortation. 
An Ideal way of r eaching all points North and East, 
Saratoga, The Adirondacks, Lakes George and Cham• 
plain, Montreal, Poultney, Wilmington, Etc. 
An opportunity to enjoy the beauties of the H udson by twilight, moonlight and •earch-
light. The superb steamt::rs "City of Troy" or "Saratoga" leave Pier 41i N . R. West 10th 
Street daily(except Saturday) at 0 p.m., connectin't' with express train~ at Troy next morning 
for above resorts. Sunday steamt::rs touch at A !bany. }'or full information and illustrated 
booklet apply to R. L. HORNBY, General Ticket Agent, Pier 46 N. R., New York, Dept. E. 
C .L YOE LINE TO FLORIDA 
Only Dire& All-Water 
Route between 
NEW YORK, 
BOSTON, 
and 
CHARLESTON, 
s. c. 
JACKSONVILLE, 
.l'LA. 
ST. JOHNS ~IVE~ SERVICE between Jacksonville, Palatka, De Land, Sanford, 
Enterprise, Fla., and Intermediate Landings. 
T ht: "Clyde Line" is the favorite route between Naw YoMK, BosToN, P1111.AUH1.PHIA, and E ASTRMN 
P o t NTS, and C HARLRSTOX, S. C., J ACKSONVILI.R, t't.A., making direct connt:ction for all points South and 
Southwest. 
FAST AIODEl-01 STEAJUSlllPS AND SUPEIHOK SERVICE. 
THEO.G. EGER,G. M. 
WM. P. CLYDE ~ CO., Gcn'I .Asents, 19 Stzi.te St., NEW YORK. 
P lease M ention B. & A. Guide in Writing Ad\o·erti~ers. 
Transportation. 
TlH!E OJF THE WE§T lINDJIES 
The Warm Welcome of the JAMAICA Golden Caribbean awaits you in 
\Vi th its tempting accessibiHty and the moderate cost of the trip, no other spot holds out 
such fair promise of a perfect winter holiday. Reached by a bracing sea trip of four 
days on vessds which afford the traveler every modem convenience and comfort. 
The United Fruit Company•s Steel Twin-Screw U. S. Mail Steamships 
SAIL WEEKLY FROM BOSTON 
Round Trip $75- Including Meals and Stateroom - One Way $40 
'\\'e have published a beautifully illustrated book, "A happy month in Jamaica," and 
issue a monthly paper, "The Golden Caribbean." Hoth will be sent 
to those interested in Jamaica, by addressing-
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY, Long Wharf, BOSTON 
Pleas..! ~J.cntion H. & .\. Guide in 'Writing Advc::rtiscrs. 
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182 Transportation-Travelers' Funds. 
r11...MM>~-'AIVl~~"1'11'-'l-'-'-'"~\\~~.l'/'l'~''''"-''-~-"'f 
2 ~ AMERICAN § I EXPRESS COMPANY I 
~ ~ ~ § ~:~f';~tl~::~ i:~,•:;o~'.;t:\:'~"~~ti 1i,':~::;~~;, 1~~1:1\::::, ~::~:~1::•;1l; ;1~:2,<11 :~:::~~: I I 45,000 miles of railway in l'. S. and ( 'an:rda, trans ports ~ 
~ 'l'ravelers' and Hunters· Outfits, Parl·CIR, Baggage, ~I p1·dwn- ~ 
~ dise, Valuahlt•s, Etc., between all points in the !"tatPS and S § Canada, and also to a111l from all Foreign ('011ntries, with S 
I Tr~::~:::'"~~:~"~::~":::·.~.:·:::·:·"" Amoe;,,,. ,.,,. 1 I ..._ pre~s<o111pn11y for $10, $:l0, .,. 
~ $50, $100 and $:l00, with the Foreign Money valw.:s printP<l thereo11.11rP ~ 
ra its Certified Cheques. payuhle in (;old or its 1•q11irnlPnt, without dis· ~ 
~ count or commission, by upw:mls of l!'i,000 correspondents ~ i throughout the world. 'J'hPse ChPques :ire more available, eco· ~ 
S:: nomical, s1:cu re and satisfactory for foreign or domestic tours ~ 
~ than any otl1er form of 'l'rnvelf'rs Credit, and are rel'ein•d in Retth•111Pnt of :::; 
li fares hy the Bangor & Aroostook R.H. Co. and many other !~ail· ; I road Connianies, a11<l in S<'ttlernent of aet•o1111t hy principal Hotels, ~ 
~ by Steamship and Sleeping Car Co.'s and by .'1erchants, Shop· ~ 2 keepers and others. ~ 
~ Travelers Letters of Credit i-~iu·d, availahlP i11 all parts of the world; S 
§: also Commercial Leth:rs of Credit. ~ § s ~ Sight Drafts drawn on, aud Cable and Tdegraphic Transfers of § 
~ money made to, all parts of the world. ~ Foreign Money Bought and Sold. ~ 
Mail Matter of Travelers Abroad may oe nclclre~~ed. for deliven· or ~ 
~ re-forwardi11g, to care American Express Company, at its ofiit·Ps ~ ! name<! below. ~ 
~ Reading and Writing Hooms at London and Paris oflkPs for 11~1· of S: ~~ patrons. § Tickets via all European Railways, also tickets hrtween London and ~ ~ Paris a11d points in t;rPat Britain, sold at the ('0111pa111''s London and ~I I Paris ollices at same rates charged hy rnilrn:ul awl to1irist oflit'I·~. ~ I Storage, Insurance and Forwarding of Baggage, tourists' pur- ~ I chasPs, etc., arranged for at all ollices in Europe. ~ II Further Information can he oht:1in<'d al any Agency of the American i Express Company, or 11pon npplil'ntion hy IPtter to its oflkes at I BA NGO I(: Cor. Hammond and Franklin Streets. BOSTON : 4:1 Franklin St. I 
li!l NEW YOl(K: Gli Broadway. CHICAGO: 72-78 ~lonroe St. ~ 
~ Ef i~f s:~~IJI¥~~;;:·:.:,Q·~· " rn::i:Sf ?.·;~s:~·:;~ I I ANTWEHP: 7QuaiVan Dyck. NAPLES: 27ViaVittoria. ~ 
~ UOTTEUDAM: Sa Reederijstraat. GENOA: 17 Piaua Nunziata. ~ :\.~'-~-'A!ll"l~""-'"'""~-'-'-~~\\\~~.1,/U,~ia...'~'~~ 
Please !'vtt:ntion H. & A. Guide in writing \dvertiser~. 
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New York 8 Texas Steamship Company 
~~MALLORY LINES" 
FOR 
TEXAS, GEORGIA, FLORIDA AND ALABAMA 
Carrying Passengers an d 
Freight from New York, Piers 
15 and16 New Nos. E. River 
a t 3 P. M. For Galveston, 
T exas, W ednesdays and Sat-
urdays. Key Wt.st, Florida, 
Saturdays. Brunswick, Geor-
gia, and Mobile, Alabama, 
Fridays. A delightful Six 
D ays' Voyage by Sea to Gailes-
Ion, Texas, thence by Rail t o 
M exico City and points in 
Mexico, and to Denver, Colo-
rado Springs, Salt L ake City : 
also to San Francisco and a ll 
Southern California W inter 
Resorts. T o Florida and 
Southeastern terri tory, via 
Hnmswick, Ga., or Mobile, 
Alabama. 
The Mallory Line issues both Straight and R ound-Trip tickets to yoints in Texas, Colorado, 
Utah, Arizona, California, Mexico, &c., Georgia, Florida and H avana, Cuba. Excellent passenger 
accommodations. Write for our 56 page Manual (Mailed Free). 
C. H. MALLORY B CO., General A11ents, 
129 Front St., New York. 
J. F. YALE, N. E. A11ent, 
366 Washinl!ton St., Boston, Mass. 
~~In Pair Weather, Prepare Por Poul" 
During the Halcyon Summer Days 
take thought of the Blizzard and 
the Bitter WINTER DAYS 
CUBA THE LAND OF ETEUNAL SPRING 
WllEH.E WINTER IS SUMMER 
THE CUBA REVIEW 8 BULLETIN 
A handsomely illustrated monthly magazine, contains trustworthy information regarding the 
numerous places of profound historic interest ancient and moden1 ; the cities and towns; the charm 
of the universal outdoor life in the matchless climate, the magnificent agricultural and business pos-
s ibilities, written by men who know. 
A SPECIMEN COPY FOR THE ASKING 
PUBLI S HED BY 
MUNSON STEAMSHIP LINE, PASSENGER DEPARTMENT 
85 BllAVllR STRllllT, NllW YORK 
A. L. RULAND, General Passenger Agent 
V-...'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ 
~ 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertiser.;. 
184 M iscellan eous. 
SANTA BARBARA 
With its charm of idling luxury. 
PASO ROBLES 
With its famed hot mud springs. 
DEL MONTE 
Famous for its golf links and its salmon fishing. 
SANTA CRUZ 
With its grPat stretcht>s of sa111ly lwad1. 
SAN JOSE and MT. HAMILTON 
With its big Lick tPlescope. 
MT. SHASTA 
With its famous sparkling Shasta water. 
'l'hesP are a few of the many attract iom1 along the 1,:100 miles 
of Coast Lint> of the 
Southern Pacific 
Los Angeles to Portland 
Go west, RPI" and enjoy for yourself the manifold out-of-door 
joys of 111id-wint<•r tinw offon·d in I',\ LI FOl:N I A. 
In.quire 
3-19 Broadway, N1<w YoRK. liO Washington Street, HosT01'. 
632 CheMnut Street, PHILAUF.l.PtlIA . Baltimore and Hanover Streets, BAI~TIMORF.. 
212 W. Wa!\hington Street, SvHACt,SR. 
Penobscot Model. Canoes and Rowboats. 
Our "pleasure" canoes and 'jGuide" canoes are up-to-<bte mndels, ea~y to paddle, steady, swift and graceful 
They are built from the best "State of Maine" cedar and the workmanship and finish are of the best. Our 
canvas covered Rowboats are light and easy to row or paddle and make excellent family crafts. Write for 
catalogue. 
CARLETON CANOE CO., 
Old Town, Box 391. Maine. 
r 'N fl [S We offer a line of Canvas-covered Canoes that Includes models for fol I I all-around canoeing, and fort he use of guides and sportsmen. Our 
- •- workmen have had years of experience. All canoes are thoroughl:v 
built from best of material and guaranteed satisfactory. 
BOATS 
OUR GUIDE'S CANOE ~:~:"'ii:~r1r~~~d'l,!~<l ~h~::~~~ ~'ll~~~ ~ntai~i;;:: Various grade·. A full line of models. We al~o build 
Spon<on Canoes, Conva!I Cover ed Boot !! a n d Yact:i t Te.n dcr !I. Our lac.tory is at the home of 
Indian canoes, where they have been built and used for centuries. l' ree catalogue ma1lea upon request. 
OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY, 
14 Middle Street, OLD TOWN, MAINE. 
Pl t!al1.(" !\lention R. & A. Guide in Writing Ad\'erfr"c~. 
C anoes. 
1 :!'H·E·;·E~·s · · ·y-~i;~·-. 
IDEAL CANOE i: 
Built f"or Hard Usag e, yet light, saCe, 
spe edy and e asy to propel. Hand-
some c raCt, at a moderate price. • • 111 
185 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPEC I A L INDIAN MODEL 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I~ We were the first canoe builders in the l'.nited States to use the now celebrated 1 ~ 1: 
" 
" 
ESIObl!She~ : ' 
In ;• 
I 82Y 
,. 
,. 
Pderboro canoe model. We have our own exclusive designs in these; no other • 
builder can offer you the same or "as good." Catalogue, references and price 1• 
ltst sent to any address on request. 
Our Specialties 
-in which we put quality of material and skill of workmanship first of all: 
Cedar and Canvas Canoes, 
Whitehall Boats, 
Row Boats, 
St. Lawrence Skiffs, 
Gasolene Launches, 
Power Tenders, 
Power Dories. 
Vle are always glad to furnish information and prices on any of these craft at 
any time. \Vrite us freely. 
THE CHARLES M. PARTELOW 
BOAT AND CANOE CO. 
Fadory and Office: 
Please Mention R. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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186 Sportsmen's Supplies. 
~ Get your Rifle, Ammunition and ~ Boo General Sportsmen's Needfuls DOB 
~ in Bangor, at Rice & Miller's. ~ We carry all kinds and calibres of Rifles and Shotguns, sell everything in Fishing Tackle, have a full line of Coats, Leggins 
and other Canvas Clothing, can furnish Complete Outfits--all 
at Lowest Prices. We are "right on the spot"; we know just B what Sportsmen need; we are pleased to advise, and will gladly D0 ~ direct parties to the best sporting regions. Y ou'U have less ~ baggage-and more satisfaction--if you "outfit'' at our store. RICE & MILLE Rt 
~ 28 and 30 Broad St., BANGOR, ME. ~ D D ODD WHOLESALE HARDWARE.. ODD 
Agents for Laflin © Rand Powder Co. 
lilll lliiliUUllllllll llll Ill lllllllllll II I llUllllli ill 1111illllllilllliilii Ii 111111111 11I1111I1111I1111111111111111 Ii I iii Ii I I iii I I I I 1 ii 
THE HAYNES 8 CHALMERS CO. 
Store formerly occupied by Chao. Hayward fJ Co. 
~::!:~m-c~,-0~ Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Etc. 
HARDWARE, PAINTS, IRON, ETC. 
INVESTIGATE. 
176·178 Exchange Stred, BANGOR, JUAINE. 
"DIRIGO" The Ideal Fish Rodt 
Hand made, of selected stock. Guaranteed just right for balan~, 
resiliency, endurance and casting qualities. Booklet free, 
F. E. THOMAS, 07 Exchange Street, BANGOR, MAINE. 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in \\'riting Advertisers. 
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WHEREVER YOU F ISH , WHATEVER YOU FISH FOR, 
"BRISTOL" STEEL ROT>S will give you per-
fect satisfaction. They are light, 
flexible and quick handling, not clumsy or easily broken. 
"BRISTOL'' ouality has a "New R11gla11dconscience" l1ehi11dit. 
Our Rods are tf1e original Steel Fh•hing Rods which have been on 
the market for over l!'i years, and are fully guaranteed. Look for 
our name and trade mark on every reel seat. 
FREE! Our handsomely illustrated catalogue, "A Lucky Strike," 
will add to the pleasant anticipations of your HM>G fishing trip. 
THE HORTON M A N UFACTURING CO., 
115 HORTON STREET, BRISTOL, CONN., U.S. A. 
ESTABLISHED 1874 INCORPORATED 1893 
T. B. DA VIS ARMS co.l 
JOBBERS OF PORTLAND , MAINE . 
GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, AMMUNITION, 
AND FI S H l N G T A CKL E. 
General Distributers of Winchester and Marlin Rifles, Winchester and U. M. C. Ammunition. 
B L A STI N G MA TERI A L. 
M bl ' Auto'.l'Ilatic Re s· ht a r e s Flexible Joint a r I g 
A D VANT A GES: 
1st-Strong Coiled S prin g i n Hi nge J oi nt. This au-
tomatically and instantly brings the sight to position for 
shooting, no matter how much it is knocked about in the 
brush or by a firing bolt. It may be easily fastened down 
when desired. 
od-Used on Rifles with Lon g Firing Bolts, as per 
illustration showing MARBLE SIGHT on 1895 Model 
Winchester. 
3d-Locking Sleeve. The lower sleeve locks the up-
per or elevating sleeve and prevents it from being acci-
dentally turned. 
4th, 5th and 6th Reasons, with numerous cuts, are 
given in our Catalogue "23." Price, $!1.00 
MARBLE S AFETY AXE CO. , Gladstone, Mich. 
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
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Complete Outfits for Sportsmen, including 
TENTS, SHOTGUNS, 
CANOES, RIFLES, 
CAMP FURNITURE REVOLVERS, 
and ACCESSORIES, AMMUNITION, 
HUNTING CLOTHES, MOCCASINS. 
Everythin~ for the Sportsman 
Complete Catalogues mailed for three cents. 
CHAS. J. GODFREY COMPANY, 
4 Warren St reet , NEW YORK . 
THE MAN 
WHO KNOWS 
goPs aftf'r deer a 11 <l all bii.:-. gmne witl~ a Marli n .. H e back's lus0\\11 
skill with M arlin accu1ac)·. 
Marlin Repeaters have o11g111a~r~ea-
t11res shown hv no oth~r make.. 1eJ 
shoot lruer, st311d hardt>r serv ice au 
are absolntelv <lepe11dahle. . h 
The Model i 893 SMtarw~s Ba:'r:1~ 
" s c-ial Smokele!-s t'e · u~i 1~; powerful snj~;5el=~= l~r-;'},5·m~~: 
.32-40 and .38-55 s <l of soft steel 
with the h1ghkt grde~·. T.hc .30-30, 
barrels fnr<lhla~55po;;pea ters are the 
32-40 an -3 . 'I ame 
• auns for <leer and s11111 ar gl . told 
"::> ;. M \Yim Know 1ave 
l he en d Marlin stories in our 
a ~ot of.goo ook-Free-with 
Experience B ( r best so far) onr c<1talogne on 
for 3 stamps postage. 
THE MAllLIN FIRF. ARMS CO. 
10 Willow St., New Jfaveo, Coon. 
NQ'W YQ Your Order ... U Should Place WHY? 
_ BECAUSE 
un and if you intend to buy for F A1'.~ It takes time to make a goo~~ 'NOW Do you know that we wul 
use you should make your decision hoic. e a lasting and increasing l u make your c 
assist you and he~ yo da and we will tell you HOW. 
satisfaction ? Write u s to- y 
PARKER BROS., 29 Cherry St., MERIDEN, CONN. 
Please M ent1on · · . 1 ~ & A Guide in Wr\t.ing Advertisers. 
Supplies and Camps. 18!t 
IT'S A CRITICAL MOMENT 
You'll "Strike It Right" 
if you take the path leading to 
Deerfoot Camps. 
Unsurpassed accommodations for ladies 
as well as for men. In a tru: y ideal 
sporting and recreation region. 
Write today for full de-
scriptive circular, 
and rates. 
ERNEST L. PARSONS, Onawa, Me. 
Vv'hen you have a handsome game fish on 
your hook. Then the wisdom of using only 
Reliable Fishing Tackle 
insures success and adds to the sport. Anglers who ap· 
precia te the best should 0 rd er f 1-0 m 0 u r s toe k. 
Cutlery, Photo Goods, Uunting Boots. 
Dame, Stoddard & Co., 
374 WASHINGTON, ST., • BOSTON, MASS. 
Fully illustrated catalogue free. 
r ;. .. -)t .. ... 
"IN TJIJ.; H .E .t\..L H.\..CK,VOOD~ OF :\L\..IXE ·~ 
· The cunnue Sporting camps i 
IN THE f 
Famous Allagash River Region. I 
: : i r ... ...... . ..... -----... -, • Camps at 
To11ue Ledue I: A GltE.\'I' rC'~io11 for )[oosP. DePr in ~1hu11dant'P. 
Umsasfds Laf<c l'nsurpasse<l Togue and Trout fishin~,at strPams 
Loni! Lah and lakes handy to camps. The Musqnacook 
Round Pond lakPS are close by, and they're full of fo:h. l'nrties 
Ramsey Broof< met at Moosehead Lake or Fort Kent. Large pnrties 
i from Fort Kent given novel "tow boat'' tran,.porta-tion ( ~<'e "In the ~Jaine Wood~ '' for 1905, illustrati11n 
L}une 20 l906 I in ead1 ca11.1p. Spo1:t,.111en·s ~npplies of all ki11~s ,.,,Jd H .. _... at rm~a1<k18 Lake < amp~. For r:1tes or ~pecrnl in-
formation, write 
W. H. CUNLIFFE SONS 
L~ FORT KENT, MAINE _Jr ... 1111111~~1111111111-...... _____ .... _____ .. , 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
190 Supplies. 
There is one Fountain /'en in t/1e ·world t/zat always "makes g-oodi'' and that's tl1e Waterman's 
Ideal. It's Ideal in service rendered as 'well as in name. New-fangled fountain j>a1s come and go 
011 the market with tkU, tluit and tl1e other so-called improvement, but, somehow, 1!1ey are e11e11tua/ly laid 
aside in favor o/ the old/avorite-Waterman•s Ideal-for tlte si111jJ/ereaso11 that it wtis made 
so serviceable at the start that tl:ere ha.s been no i'mj>rovement necessary. Get one and see. 
He .s~.s 
"Be sure and get a 
Watermatis Ide~l 
Fountain Pen 
before you start. 
IT'S THE ONE IN-
DISPENSABLE 
CAMPER'S 
COMPANION" 
W"aitin_g 
II is tlte custom for camjers and vacationists lo dt"sl.·ard tluir vuts, and ma11y /Jrtts are lost becau~e flu 
coat jJockd is loo broad to hold llJ'm securely. U'lure flu pen is 1101 lost it t's very ajt Jo g-h•e 1111sat1"ifactory 
sen1ia because o/ tlte difficulty o/ carryi11g t't upright. Send us your fen comjlt'le. I.et us attack an 
Ideal Clip-Cap and gh_1e your pen'' thorourli c/eani11.e- 111u/ readJusti11g. The charge will De 
only the price o/ the Clip. 
Plca.~e Mention H. & A. Gual..! ia \Vrit'.ng Aclverti~t:rs. 
Camp Supplies. Hll 
---· 
UNDERWOOD:S ORIGINAL 
D LE 
_,,,,,_. -=::.tilllll'.l i:. - - . 
I \11'11"1 II" 
It will be found invaluable. Whole-
some, delicious and appetizing, 
whether eaten cold just as it comes 
from the can, or as an addition to 
eggs, fish and birds when cool:'..ed. 
Made of HAM and pure Spices -
that's all. 
LOOK ON THE CAN FOR THE 
ALL D EALEHS. 
erwood Co BostonMa.3sUS 
~asc Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Ad\'ertisers. 
192 Supplies. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
rne Fairbanks Compang, 
196 EXCHANGE STREET 
BANGOR. 
Fairbanks 
Standard 
Scales and 
Trucks, 
Valves, Pipe and Fittings, Contractors' and Mill Supplies, 
Gas and Gasoline Engines, 
A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE, 
PULLEYS, BEL TING, HANGERS AND SHAFTING. 
CALL AND INSPRCT OuR N11::w STORR. 
The Old fjunHouse 
Established 1826. 
FISHING TACKLE, 
SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS, 
A11ents for the new Liberty Reel, Kini!' s Shiner 
Bait, Milward's An11ler Spinner, Blue Label 
Enamel Lines, En11lish Salmon Flies, etc., etc. 
Scott'~ Greener's, Parker, Remington's, Lefever, 
Smith 1ihaca, and all other GUNS. \Vincheskr's, Marli~'s, Sava~e, and all RI Fl;-ES .. Ammuni~~on, 
Tents for Camping, Knapsacks, Sleeping Hags, I< 1eld 
Glasses, ~loccasins, Lcatht:r and Canv~s Jackets, 
Cooking Outfits, etc., etc. Also Hunting Hoots, 
Shoes and.:\foccasins. Canoes. Send for catalogues. 
WM. READ fs SONS, 
107 Washinl!ton Street, BOSTON, MASS. 
GUNS J(ND 
REVOLVERS 
ARE UNEQUALLED F'OR 
Safety, Reliability 
and Accuracy. 
Sold by the lo,.ding dealers in Firearms, Hard-
ware and Sporting goods. J f your dealer will 
not supply you we witl sell to you direct. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
Harrin~ton & Richardson Arms Co., 
808 PARK AVENUIC• 
"W"OROESTER, MAAS. 
Please '.\.fention H. & A. C,uide in Writing Advertisers. 
Sportsmen's Supplies.-·· 
The camp in the wond ... -in ~he grc:.tt · •out-of-Doors"- is not complete in its equipment without a 
tried and trusty STEVENS. STEVENS SHOOT STRAIGHT under all circumftances and 
ni:ver fail to do their work thoroughly and efficiently. 
~1~~ RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOT GUNS 
RIFLE TELESCOPES AND FIREARM ACCESSORIES 
I A:;k your dealer, and insist on the STEVENS. I I St:nd for 140-page Catalog, describing the entire I If you cannot obtain our popular models, we STEVENS line. Profusely illustratt:d and ship direct, express jrepaid, upon receipt of contains valuable pointers on Shooting,Ammu-
catalog price. _ _ nition, Proper care of_FIREARM~~C-~ 
J. S T E V E N S A R M S A N D T 0 0 L C 0 ., 
Please lllention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
RIFLES. SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION 
Winchester rifles, shotguns and ammunition are not the choice of any special 
class, but of practically all intelligent sportsmen who go to the woods, the 
plains or the mountains in quest of game. Winchester rifles are made in 
all desirable calibers from .22 to .50 and Winchester shotguns in 10, 12 
and 16 gauge. The fact that we have sold over two m1lhon Winchester 
guns is pretty good evidence of their popularity If you buy some other 
make you may get satisfaction ; 1f you buy Winchester guns and ammu-
nition you are sure of satisfacuon. If you want to feel that confidence 
which gives results, use Winchester guns for all your shooting and 
Winchester cartridges in all your guns they are made for each other. 
F Rf;E Send name anJ aJJrcu for our latc:Jl d/u3/ratcJ catalogue 
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO ., NEW HAVEN. CONN . 
